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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES
The W. H. Murray Literary Prize.
As a tribute to the late Bill Murray, whose mountain and environment
writings have been an inspiration to many a budding mountaineer, the
SMC have set up a modest writing prize, to be run through the pages ofthe
Journal. The basic rules are set out below, and will be re-printed each year.
The prize is run with a deadline, as is normal, of the end of January each
year. So assuming you are reading this in early July, you have, for the next
issue, six months in which to set the pencil, pen or word processor on fire.
The Rules:
1. There shall be a competition for the best entry on Scottish Mountaineering published in the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal. The competition shall be called the 'W. H. Murray Literary Prize' , hereafter called the
'Prize.'
2. The judging panel shall consist of, in the first instance, the following:
The current Editor of the SMC Journal; The current President of the SMC;
and two or three lay members, who may be drawn from the membership
of the SMC. The lay members of the panel will sit for three years after
which they will be replaced.
3. If, in the view of the panel, there is in any year no entries suitable for the
Prize, then there shall be no award that year.
4. Entries shall be writing on the general theme of 'Scottish Mountaineering', and may be prose articles of up to approximately 5000 words in
length, or shorter verse. Entries may be fictional.
5. Panel members may not enter for the competition during the period of
their membership.
6. Entries must be of original, previously unpublished material. Entries
should be submitted to the Editor of the SMC Journal before the end of
January for consideration that year. Lengthy contributions are preferably
word-processed and submitted either on 3.5" PC disk or sent via e-mail.
(See Office Bearers page at end of this Journal for address etc.) Any
contributor to the SMC Journal is entitled to exclude their material from
consideration of the Prize and should so notify the Editor of this wish in
advance.
7. The prize will be a cheque for the amount £250.
8. Contributors may make different submissions in different years.
9. The decision of the panel is final.
10. Any winning entry will be announced in the SMC Journal and will be
published in the SMC Journal and on the SMC Web site. Thereafter,
authors retain copyright.
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The W. H. Murray Literary Prize (2001).
I am delighted to welcome two new members onto this year's panel. Firstly,
securing the services of Terry Gifford, organiser of the International Festival of
Mountaineering Literature was not easy and I am very grateful that he found time
to come aboard in what must be a very busy schedule. I am sure that the link will
be of benefit both to the club and to the Festival.
The appointment of club member, Ann MacDonald, to the panel will bring
what I feel is an important female perspecti ve to our deliberations and, it is hoped,
serve to encourage what will be an historic occasion, the first Journal contribution
from a female member. The other two members of the panel are, of course, myself
and Ken Crocket who sit by dint of our respective offices.
The winner of this year's W. H. Murray Literary Prize is a young man who
seems to have an innate ability to court controversy. He has been described as the
enfant terrible of Scottish Climbing and is no stranger to criticism from within
the climbing community. Love him or hate him, it cannot be denied that what he
does is at the cutting edge of our game and requires skill, passion, commitment
and a mental toughness that most of us cannot even begin to imagine. Reading his
winning entry Centurion Solo On Two Cheeseburgers might give the reader some
sort of insight into what is required to perform at this level. Technical ability,
fitness, judgment and yes, sometimes mistakes, are there for all to see, but these
attributes are not in themselves enough. Alan Mullin makes no big deal of the
psychology of climbing at this level but the signals are there if you want to see
them, signals which confirm that the most important area in his particular version
of the game is what goes on in the space between his ears, the mental game.
'Stay calm, focus' is his mantra and it is that ability to calmly stare down his
fear that ensured his success, hypothermic and alone during a storm on the upper
pitches of Centurion in winter, a climb which most of us would be more than
happy to add to our summer list. I very much hope that the Journal will be hearing
more from Alan and his contemporaries in the future.
Other articles that attracted the judges' attention were Geoff Dutton's mildly
satirical reminder that Ridiculous Things Like These Really Happened Then.
"Made me laugh out loud, it is both within, whilst at the same time gently
satirising the SMC 'style'." Terry Gifford had this to say of Bill Brooker's Mitre
Ridge In Winterrecording thefirst ascent with Tom Patey in 1953. "An important
historical record, well narrated with vitality, accuracy and vividness." Niall
Christie's Partners was a well turned tale examining in a humorous way the hunt
for the perfect climbing partner. "It was fiction as far as there ever can be such a
beast but I felt that in writing about Dumbarton Rock, he knew too much about
'Stonefall Crack' and sitting on top of 'Boulder H' simply to have read it in a
book."
Congratulations again to Alan Mullin, and for the rest, and all the other budding
authors out there, there's always next year. The winning article, as well as
appearing in this year's Journal, can also be read in full on the SMC Website.
Charlie J. Orr.
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Canoeing and climbing in Ireland
By Stan Pearson
FRIDA Y night and the car's loaded full of anticipation and heading west. This is a
return trip to one of the more remote parts of the Irish coast. The weather has been
unsettled but the sun is now shining and a good weekend is in prospect. Age and
other commitments restrict access to the crags and the grades, so a bit of invention
is now needed for excitement rather than just collecting the E points; for me this
means joint climbing and canoeing trips. It's easier to manage a weekend these
days than a few weeks in the big hills.
Ireland has a relaxed climbing scene influenced by modest numbers and the
weather. There are still plenty of pockets of unexplored rock. A fruitful area of
exploration is a number of islands offthe west coast. This has already yielded some
rich prizes such as the Isle of Gola, but the map suggests other spots offer potential
for an incomer.
A prospecting canoe trip revealed significant crags on the south-west coast of
Inishkea. These islands are situated about a third of the way down the west coast.
This area is rich in history. Apart from whaling and piracy it is also known as the
first spot to catch whatever weather arrives from the Atlantic. The weather station
reports from here delayed the Normandy landings. This is where we are headed .
I've tempted Ian over from Scotland with tales of sandy beaches, pleasant
paddling and lots of virgin rock. It always sounds a nice idea to combine canoeing
and climbing in remote places but there are a few practical issues. Saturday
morning and we are looking out over white caps on a lively sea to the island some
six kilometres away. It was blowing hard last night and, although forecast to ease,
still seems pretty strong. Having driven the five hours from Dublin , booked a day
off work and for Ian jumped on a plane and borrowed a boat, there is never any
doubt about the decision but we make the pretence of a debate concluding: "We'll
load the boats and have a look." Full exploratory climbing gear and three days '
water adds a big weight to the canoes and it's two monsters we carry down the short
sandy beach to meet the surf. I'm hoping the weight will keep my boat low in the
water and reduce the impact of a side-on wind.
Morning surf generates the usual buzz but once out of the immediate shelter of
the bay my boat feels unwieldy and unresponsive. Ialways find the first 15 minutes
or so on the water odd. A bit like skiing as you adapt to an unnatural form of
locomotion. I'm in a big tub as waves slap on to me broadside and 15 minutes of
wallowing get us past the first islands. A way from the small isles the water deepens
and becomes more predictable. A big grey swell rolls in from 10 o'clock. It rides
under the boat, occasionally breaks over it but mostly just pushes against where
we want to go. The islands are clearly visible and we can judge progress from
Dunvillaun More to the south but it's painfully slow into the wind. We settle to a
rhythm keeping within shouting distance and easy sight. For me this means about
30 strokes before easing a little and then hitting another 30. We are comfortable,
warm and have both been in bigger seas but this is hard work. Every stroke is an
effort pushing the paddle blades against the wind but at least it's regular and only
occasionally tries to snatch the paddle from your grip. A fishing boat passes a
quarter-of-a-mile to the north going in the opposite direction but it keeps
disappearing in the swell and we feel small.
I concentrate on trying to sustain an even stoke. A big wave breaks over me
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drenching me, the boat responds easily as I brace and I am pleased at still being
relaxed and able to keep the steady motion of paddling. Any time I get the sea in
the face, despite knowing it's salty, the taste always takes me by surprise.
The sea is not intimidating but progress is a grind, a bit like crossing the Gorms
plateau in a white out. Eventually, a lot of effort brings us to the southern bay of the
island where at least 20 seals and a local lobster boat check us out. This crossing
would normally be about an hour to an hour-and-a-half of steady paddling instead
it has taken two-and-a-half hours of real effort. However, a sandy beach and lunch
beckons - hot soup and big salami and tomato sandwiches. Sunshine graces the isle
and we leisurely unpack the boats, shoulder climbing gear and set off for a little
exploration.
The southern end of the island abounds in rock with cliffs up to about 60m and
most of it excellent Lewisian gneiss. Much of the cliffs are broken and stepped with
ledges or offer featureless overhangs. The more slabby parts are also covered in
black lichen that reduces friction. However, on the previous visit there were enough
clean steep walls to offer some good sport. But the attractive walls spotted on my
last visit in calm seas are now engulfed in swell and surf, pounding on to the rocks
and bursting skyward for 20m. The calm conditions that allowed seaside exploration before have been replaced by a big Atlantic swell that surges into the zawns
in spectacular fashion.
Despite these constraints we do find a few walls of immaculate rock offering
20m-30m routes up improbable walls at VS to HVS .
Access is by fairly straight-forward abs to comfortable ledges. A number of
corners and walls succumb to our efforts, the best being a vertical face that from
below seems to offer no holds. In reality, the 30m are gained at about El by lots of
fantastic hidden finger jugs just where you need them. The clifftop reveals a great
vista along the Irish west coast. To the south is Achill Island and the most Scottishlooking scenery I have seen here. We still have the most southerly aspect to explore
on Sunday when, hopefully, the swell has subsided and with no canoeing in
prospect our arms might be fresh enough to attempt some of the steeper lines. As
predicted the weather has cleared , the wind dropped and the sea to the east has
subsided - what a pleasant spot. We retire to bed with a few lines in the bag and the
journey justified.
Sunday dawns wet. That sort of wet rain you only seem to get on the west coast,
like the air cannot hold any more moisture and it soaks you within minutes. The sort
of wet where it' s tempting to wear the wetsuit just to go for a walk. This is the sort
of wet you feel if you clenched your fist you would ring moisture from the air. All
in all-wet. We go and have a look anyway. Perseverance reveals a few possibilities
and some fantastic seascapes. We are mesmerised by a big breaker that forms a
perfect tube before smashing into the tip of the island and surging up a zawn we
have climbed down into. Every time it does this, a white foaming mass surges
towards us but dissipates metres from our feet in froth and fury . It's hypnotic and
we can marvel at its power from the safety of the land. However, it rules out any
climbing here despite some promising lines. Every now and then we just have to
glance to the eastern shore to convince ourselves nothing like this is happening on
our passage home.
A zawn to the north reveals what we are after, steep, clean, grey walls with
soaring crack lines and a good ledge just above the surf. This yields five routes on
perfect rough rock, despite the rain. The routes are VS to El with an escape route
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of severe and some hopeful-looking lines at between E2 and E3 that we don't
attempt. Fine cracks and steep walls that are, thankfully, not too strenuous or too
bold need no cleaning. The lines are clear, the wall just off vertical and the climbing
interesting, but friendly enough, that we make progress. The rain eases a bit and the
fun rises. This wall is protected from the surf by a small islet at the mouth of the
zawn but the approaching tide makes the abseil gradually more intimidating as our
ledge succumbs to the swell. This is a perfect vantage spot to watch the approaching
surf but I'm glad to be tied onto a rope from above the water rather than be in it in
a little fibreglass canoe. In fact, despite the memory of sitting in this place a few
weeks ago its seems inconceivable to be on the water now. Current conditions
would just smash anything to bits. You can never quite escape the knowledge that
we have to get off this island at the end of the weekend. Rain, incoming tide and
the need for food bring us back to the tent and a sumptuous feed. You can see why
whisky distilling and drinking became popular in this part of the world. We partake
oflocal traditions before tired limbs drift off to sleep to the sound of the seals in the
bay and rain on the tent.
Monday morning dawns early, grey and wet. We need to get lan back to Dublin
for a flight. Although there is only half-a-mile visibility there is not much wind and
we are on the water and heading into the murk on a compass bearing by 7.30. We
are greeted by a friendly following sea that makes the crossing straight-forward but
the tension doesn ' t ease until we sight the peninsula an hour later. We hit land just
as the downpour starts. A few kids on the beach seem impervious to such weather
and help us throw the gear in the car. These are the only people we have seen since
the lobster boat.
Another great weekend in the bag.

Hogmanay 2000: A personal look back to the year and the final day.
By Brian Shackleton
IT WAS December 31, the final day of 2000. It had been a memorable year for me
from both the skiing and mountaineering point of view. There had been a March
visit to Spokane with skiing at resorts in Idaho, Montana and across the Canadian
border in British Columbia. On returning home, visits to the CIC on the Ben and
to Ling Hut in Torridon had been followed by early summertrips for long hill walks
in the Islands and the North West. As usual, summer rock climbing in Scotland was
often weather affected but there had been some special days on Garbh Bheinn,
Ardnamurchan and Glencoe when rock was warm to the touch and the sun shone
from a clear blue sky. Summer had eventually faded into autumn, but for me there
had been lots more to look forward to with a November trip to the Vinson Massif
in Antarctica. The longjoumey south occupied a longer time than planned but had
ultimately been successful with the ascent of the highest pointon the most southerly
continent. The trip to Antarctica would remain in my memory as far more than a
journey to a new location to climb another mountain, but rather as a pilgrimage to
the place I had read about in books describing Ernest Shackleton's journeys of
exploration.
By the time I returned to Scotland, snow had fallen, winter had arrived and less
than three weeks of the old year remained. An ascent of the Sron na Lairig ridge in
Glencoe the week before Christmas and some wintry days on nearby Corbetts
during the snowy spell between Christmas and New Year whetted my appetite for
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the winter climbing prospects ahead . Over the New Year holiday period we were
based on the shores of Loch Awe within an hour's drive of many good areas so there
was considerable discussion the night before as to what was best for a day out on
Hogmanay. The final choice was for Beinn Udlaidh since this was closest at hand,
offered a short approach to the climbs, and with a poor afternoon forecast, a
relatively easy retreat.
Many of the year's memories occupied me as I walked into Beinn Udlaidh that
morning and the time passed easily despite the weight of a winter sack. More than
20 other cars were parked at the roadside and once we were in the corrie, it was clear
that on most of the ice climbs that had formed , there was at least one party already
at work. The wind was rising too, indicating that the forecast deterioration in the
weather seemed to be arriving sooner rather than later. Our party of four closed in
on the crags and found shelter behind one of the large corrie boulders to have a bite
and decide what to do. Since Valerie and Steve were concerned that the easier
routes could be avalanche prone, they indicated that they would probably settle for
a circuit of the corrie taking in the summit cairn and make their own way to Bridge
of Orchy afterwards . This left Mark and myself to make our route choice. From our
vantage point in the corrie, the main area around Quartzvein Scoop offered the bestlooking ice and indeed the party on that route appeared to be moving up steadily.
We headed up taking in a detour to inspect the attractive looking South Gully of
the Black Wall, before traversing to the foot of Quartzvein Scoop. Here we met a
pair of climbers who had abandoned Zig Zag Gully, the Grade II to the left. Their
retreat had been due to insufficient ice and they were about to head back down after
a brief stop to munch their sandwiches. Up on Quartzvein Scoop, the party we had
seen earlier had topped out but a second party were on the main icefall pitch. Since
the ice appeared to be well formed with the promise of good protection under the
steeper and narrower upper section, we geared up and awaited our turn.
Mark headed up from the belay climbing the steep ice steadily and confidently.
The ice was not of uniform consistency and needed some care when moving up the
steeper sections or placing protection. Nevertheless, he was enjoying the sharp
precision of his newly-acquired axes, although he had to keep his head down from
time to time to avoid the bits of ice coming down from the party above. Meanwhile,
at the foot of the icefall , I was well protected to the left being sheltered beneath a
small roof which deflected most of the falling ice, so patiently waited my turn. After
a considerable wait, a shout and the well-accustomed tug came on the rope and I
moved off. It was good to be on steep ice again but I regretted not sharpening my
own axes to help me on the hard and sometimes brittle ice. Above the narrow upper
section ofthe icefall, Mark was safely secured in a cave on the right and announced
that he had decided to wait to allow the previous occupant to clear the belay before
bringing me up.
The way ahead led up to the left, onto a left trending ramp and then, presumably,
to the top of the route. We agreed that with a possibly awkward cornice, a belay
should be sought before such a hazard. This would allow the rope to be run out over
the cornice exit comfortably with sufficient rope to reach the easy ground well back
from the edge. I set off from the security of the cave, and having placed an ice screw ,
headed up on to the ramp. The conditions here were deteriorating rapidly and away
from the shelter of the cave, there was a whirlwind of spindrift everywhere and
snow building up around me at an alarming rate. Each step upwards required a lot
of snow to be swept off to find the secure snow ice beneath and I became ever more
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aware of the precarious position I was in. Ahead, I made out a lump in the snow and
once there, thankfully, drove a warthog into turf adjacent to the buried rock. This
gave me the confidence to continue up and I spotted the signs of another rock a
farther few feet away. I was starting to explore the ground around the rock with my
right axe with a view to putting in further protection , when with a low muffled
sound, everything seemed to start moving around me.
For several seconds, snow poured everywhere, and thinking I had been swept
away, I waited for the thump of being brought to rest by the rope or of hitting
something on the way falling back down the route. There was nothing however, and
as the snow cleared around me, I found I was hanging by my left axe a short distance
beneath my rock. I had clearly brought the upper snow slope down on top of me by
probing around the rock and had been saved by my left axe which I had instinctively
driven in a few seconds before. As I tried to regain my stance, I realised that my left
foot was not obeying commands and was incapable of taking any weight after the
front points were ciJiven in. It was now essential that I make myself safe by securing
some sort of belay since my ankJe was clearly damaged in some way. I found that
by kicking in with my right foot and then shuffling up onto the heel of my left foot,
I could regain some security beside the rock and set to work on the belay. Two
driven warthogs plus a driven axe and I prepared to bring Mark up.
The spindrift relented a little as Mark approached the warthog placement at the
first rock and I warned him of my predicament. The look of disbelief coupled with
possible irritation at the time he had waited, changed to one reflecting the
seriousness of our position. He had seen the avalanche come down from the
security of the cave and had thought initially I might have been completely swept
off. During the time that the avalanche had taken to pass, the cave had gone quite
dark as if a great dark curtain had been draped across it but he had been relieved
when light was restored that the rope still curved upwards onto the ramp. He now
removed the warthog and without questioning my assertions that the belay was
secure, moved below and to the left of where I was belayed. Here the snow appeared
less steep and we hoped an exit could be made without further incident. After
placing another warthog drive-in, he moved cautiously on to the unconsolidated
snow above. Gradually, I paid out the ropes as Mark edged towards safety until he
finally disappeared from view onto the open hillside above.
The ropes ran out quickly as a belay was reached and the muffled call to follow
came down through the storm. The belay I had constructed with the warthogs was
reassuringly difficult to remove and I set off towards the top. The ropes dug into
the snow as I moved up the unconsolidated snow and frequently I had to flick them
clear to enable Mark to take in and protect my own slow progress. Finally, I was
over the top and safe at the belay. By now it was nearly dark, there was a full bore
storm in progress and our problems were clearly far from over.
We packed away the gear plus one ofthe ropes and decided on a traverse to clear
the crags followed by a descent of what should be a straight-forward ridge. This
would bring us down to near the edge of the forest from where we would have to
find the track back to the road. We kept a short rope between us for most of the
descent and on a number of occasions were glad of its security, as benign looking
snow slopes beneath us proved to be unstable traps, forcing us to take long detours.
Progress over rough ground and boulders was slow as I hobbled along with the help
of my ski poles but on easier gentle slopes I could almost keep up a respectable pace.
During breaks in the storm it was possible to see some of the ground ahead and
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periodically we checked our position on the map. Finally, we reached the lower
section of the ridge and could make out the forest edge, an isolated cottage and far
beyond the line of the glen. We removed our crampons and harnesses, packed them
away and enjoyed a few minutes rest during which we had something to eat and
drink to prepare ourselves for the next section .
This part ofthe descent proved the worst for both of us. After following the fence
at the forest edge for what seemed an eternity , sometimes up to our waists in new
snow, the fence then headed back up the hillside. The snow became even deeper and
we decided to turn back on our tracks . We then crossed the fence into the forest
plantation which at this point was relatively open but crossed by many furrows and
ditches hidden by the blanket of snow. Eventually, we made our way down a
firebreak and after a further traverse through the trees recognised the burn coming
down from the corrie. After crossing to the other side we were able to find the track
leading down to the farm and the road beyond. The descent had taken three-anda-half hours but it had been completed without incident and as far as I could tell
without further damage to my ankle.
All the other cars had gone and there was no sign of the others waiting for us at
the roadside. A note at the car advised us they had taken a lift to Bridge of Orchy
and would see us there. To help us, they had already put on the snow chains so the
final return leg of our journey began. At Bridge of Orchy, there were no signs of
life but a note on the closed door directed us to Tyndrum and a successful
rendezvous with Valerie and Steve who were relieved to see us, particularly when
we gave them our account of the day. They had wisely decided against doing a
climb and had completed the circuit of the corrie as planned. They also confirmed
the rapid deterioration in the conditions as they started to descend in the afternoon
presumably coincident with the time we had run into difficulties on the upper part
of our route. We all headed back to Loch Awe to celebrate the end of the old year
and welcome in the new .
I was again left with my memories as I sipped a dram after the bells heralded in
the New Year. The final piece of my year 2000 jigsaw was indeed in place but not
as I had ever intended. The last day of the year would also determine what I would
be able to do in the weeks and months ahead. Two days later, my ankle showed no
signs of improvement and a visit to Vale of Leven followed by a second visit to
Paisley Royal Alexandra Hospital confirmed my suspicions of a ruptured Achilles
tendon. The New Year would start with 10 weeks in plaster and a long period of
recuperation.

A game of chance
By Adam Kassyk
HOW dangerous is winter climbing in Scotland? Just how much of a risk are we
taking when we go winter climbing? Serious questions, but surely no rational and
responsible person can consider the accident statistics every winter and then avoid
these questions. To assume that accidents only happen to novices or incompetents,
or that they are unavoidable risks which it is best not to think about, is itself an
irresponsibility.
Unfortunately, there seems to have been very little consideration of these
questions, in the pages of the Journal or elsewhere. What little discussion there has
been about risk in mountaineering, in Scotland or elsewhere, has been largely
theoretical and hence speculative. There has been little or no discussion of any
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evidence that might help me, or any other climber, come to a view about how much
risk is actually involved in our sport, and whether this level of risk is justifiable.
The accident statistics reported in the Journal make harrowing reading. The data
shows that 127 people were killed in winter conditions on the Scottish hills over the
last 10 years, and of these nearly half - 60 - were engaged in climbing activities
(including approaching or descending from climbs). These figures , of course, need
to be placed in the context of the numbers of people going into the hills, but they do
present a dilemma for any rational person. Detailed analysis of the accident data
would certainly cast some light on these questions, but is beyond my resources.
However, there is another source of data which can be used to analyse the risks
involved - personal experience. What can be learned from a structured analysis of
one ' s own climbing experience? Can some plausible hypotheses about risk be
derived from such analysis?
The concept of a 'risk event' may be proposed as a means to structure personal
experience. A risk event may be (loosely) defined as ' a situation where the climber's
control of the situation is diminished to such an extent that there is a possibility of
harm'. This definition could probably be improved upon, but the examples below
should illustrate the concept clearly enough. The notion of a risk event is based on
the following reasoning. You can hypothesize that there are times or situations on
a climbing day where there is no risk of harm present. Now some people might argue
that there is always a degree of risk present, but I would counter that if this is
negligible, or if the actual harm that might result is slight, then it can be discounted.
The point being, that a risk event is a situation where there is a risk of harm present.
In this way we can divide climbing situations, or days on the hill , into those where
risk is present, and those where it is absent.
From a total of 145 days out climbing over 19 winters, I have identified the
following risk events from my experience, in chronological order starting with the
earliest event.
1. A fall from a short ice pitch, due to a combination of inexperience, poor
technique and poor quality ice.
2. A passage on a solo ascent of an ice climb, where the ice thinned to give a very
precarious and worrying move above a big drop.
3. An ascent of a snow climb in very heavy unconsolidated snow conditions there
must have been a significant avalanche risk, of which we were blissfully unaware.
4. A section of partly consolidated snow collapsed while a long way above runners
on a mixed pitch and created a very anxious moment until I was able to climb past
the bare section - due to misjudgment of the conditions as there was a noticeable
thaw in progress.
5. Getting over-extended on a long ice pitch, in thaw conditions, with no runners
and a poor belay - a painful example of misjudgment of both the condition of the
climb and my own abilities .
6. Climbing too close to my limit on steep ice with no runners or belay, due to
tiredness at the top of a long climb.
7. Caught in storm force winds high on a climb; escape was only achieved by the
fortuitous possibility of direct descent without topping out onto the plateau - the
severity of the storm had not been indicated in the forecast.
8. Committed to a long ascent up slopes of deep unconsolidated snow above a
gully climb - we were aware of the potential avalanche risk but unable to do much
to avoid it.
.
9. Encountering a 10m section at the top ofa long gully pitch which was composed
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of unconsolidated powder at an angle of 70' _80' ; this gave extremely precarious
climbing with a serious fall potential- snow conditions lower down and elsewhere
on the mountain were very well consolidated and there had been no indication of
poor quality snow anywhere el se.
J O. Gaining the plateau at the top of a climb involved a few metres up a steep snow
slope that was very precarious due to a combination of unconsolidated snow and
rapid onset of an intense thaw ; there was no belay or protection at this point in the
climb - the thaw had been forecast but had come in more quickly and intensely than
anticipated.
11. One axe pulled out and both crampons came off while crossing a short ice
bulge, the one axe that stayed in stopped me falling a very long way as the last
protection was 25m beJow - conditions were relativeJy good and the ice could not
be particuJarly faulted.
12. A stone fall released by a climber above me on a mixed climb naITowly missed
me; I was on reJatively easy ground without any protection and a fall would have
resulted in hitting lots of ledges on the way down - the very obvious risk posed by
climbers above you.
What can be gleaned from this data? Risk events occun'ed on 12 occasions out of
145 days on the hill. This may be expressed in simple terms as a rate of 8.3 %, and
this figure may be considered as a proxy for exposure to what I at least might
consider to be a personally unacceptable level of risk. On reflection, the figure seems
uncomfortably high. This level of risk has not been static over the 19 winters
concerned. The first five events occurred in the first six years of my climbing
experience. Assuming that inexperience involves a higher level of risk, these may
be discounted to give a rate of 4.8% over the remaining 13 years. Even this rate still
seems uncomfortably high. Closer analysis shows that five events occurred in a
three-year period (1993-1995) , out of 34 days on the hill in those winters. This
equates to a rate of 14.7% over those three years. Perhaps significantly, those three
winters also had the highest totals of winter fatalities (climbing and walking) of the
last 10 years. Coincidence? Or perhaps in years of particularly heavy snow
conditions the risks do increase. To my great relief, the rate of risk has reduced
somewhat over the last few years. A case of older and wiser, perhaps ... ?
Looking in more detail at the circumstances of each risk event, the predominant
factor, in eight out of 12 cases, is the poor quality of the snow and ice. In a ninth case
it was a contributory factor, in that better quality ice would have enabled some
security to be found. Avalanche risk accounted for two cases, though this may well
be an under-estimate. Geographical location indicates a degree of concentration on
Ben Nevis (four cases) and Creag Meaghaidh (three cases). However, this may well
reflect the fact that I have climbed relatively more frequently in these areas, and
random variation in a small sample size.
A risk event does not constitute an accident (at least in the narrow medical sense
of the word; it certainly is an accident of chance). In fact, only one of these events
(the very first) resulted in any actual harm - a broken ankle. However, it can be
hypothesized that a higher incidence of risk events will be directly related to the
higher probability of an accident, averaged out over a sufficient number of cases.
Many accidents appear to be the result of a number offactors, and it may be argued
that the risk event constitutes the first or second of these factors. In most of the cases
described there was more than one factor at play, and one more chance occun'ence
would have tipped an already much-reduced safety margin into an accident. This
conclusion would probably need to be tested against some actual case studies (if
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these could be reasonably achieved). So how do you reduce the number of risk
events you might experience?
It seems to me that there are three ways in which I can modify my risk-taking
behaviour on the basis of this data. First, the part played by poor quality snow and
ice conditions in the cases noted above is striking. It seems that a good rule would
be to stick to mixed climbing unless the snow and ice conditions are particularly
good. At least rock is a more stable and predictable medium than the fickle nature
of Scottish snow and ice. Secondly, route choice is absolutely crucial. Being in the
wrong place at the wrong ti me accounted for eight of the 12 events noted, in the sense
that evidence was available to indicate a different choice of objective on the day.
Only events 6, 7, 9 and 11 could be considered as unpredictable or unavoidable.
Better judgment could have ensured a safer choice of objective on the day. A third
measure would be to avoid wherever possible soloing on easy ground, and increase
security by moving together with runners on the rope, given the potential threats
from both avalanches and collapsing snow and ice.
These conclusions are supported by some initial analysis of the accident statistics
noted above. More than one quarter of climbing fatalities (27 %) were the result of
avalanches and cornice collapse. Of those fatal accidents which occurred while on
a climb, a very high proportion (76%) did so on pure snow and ice routes rather than
buttresses or mixed climbs. While this may reflect in part the greater popularity of
the former climbs, it lends support to my conclusion . Moreover, the majority of
accidents recorded on mixed climbs were on traditional routes such as the Aonach
Eagach or North East Buttress, rather than on snowed-up rock climbs. And 10% of
fatalities occurred to solo climbers - surely a much higher proportion than the
numbers of solo ascents being made.
This analysis of risk is a very personal one, and obviously has limitations. It relies
heavily on recollection and subjective judgment. My interpretation of what constitutes a risk event may well be open to question. Other people will probably perceive
risk quite differently and it is difficult to judge how similar to the average my
experience might be. My sample size is relatively small, and it would certainly be
interesting to compare experience with others, especially to test my initial conclusions against more data. More importantly, my approach probably under-estimates
a number of risks. Itis likely that! have under-estimated risk events due to avalanche
danger, due to a lack of awareness at the time. Even more importantly, the analysis
does not tell us anything about the risks ofthe 'simple slip'. A quarter of the climbing
fatalities occurred, not on the climbs, but on the approach and even more so on the
descent, and a significant proportion of these involved a slip or stumble on steep
snow. I would welcome other views on the value of this approach.
The concept of a risk event also raises questions about the nature and role of risk.
Perhaps some would maintain that risk is a necessary part of the climbing experience, and climbing would have a lesser appeal without the occasional narrow
escape. I have vivid recollections of all these events, but I would not count any of
them as desirable experiences, although they do have some value as learning
experiences. Maybe, though, this simply reflects a changing attitude that has more
to do with approaching middle age and family responsibilities ...
Reflecting further on these risk events, and the level of risk I (and my companions)
have accepted in the past, it seems that perhaps Scottish winter climbing does not
have a particularly well developed safety ethic. When I started climbing, in the
1970s, the principal safety advice that I was given in winter was to carry a sleeping
bag and a plastic bivvy bag, and to learn how to self arrest. These measures are, of
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course, very important, but in my experience over the years risk minimization has
rarely been the explicit factor in determining the day's objectives. The concept of
climbing 'conditions ' has often seemed to be more about the existence of climbable
ice on the steeper sections of a route, than the safety of the snow on the easier sections
or the approach or descent.
Scottish winter climbing lacks the kind of conventions which are commonplace
in the Alps - the expectation that you should start and finish early; that whole
sections of mountainside are out of bounds because of stonefall or icefall, and that
you should always be roped on a snow-covered glacier. Such conventions cannot
guarantee safety, but they exist to improve the odds in the climber's favour.
However, it seems that, in Scotland, similar kinds of defensive behaviour are not
commonplace. Only very recently, with the increasing emphasis being given to
avalanche safety, has an explicitly defensive approach started to be advocated.
There is perhaps a good case to be made for a defensive approach to be extended to
all risks, not just with regard to avalanches. It should be a principal factor with regard
to route choice, and perhaps guidebooks should make much more of this point.
Certainly, the identification in guidebooks of accident 'hot spots' - particularly
frequent avalanche sites - is a useful move in this direction.
Risk, is after all, a matter of chance. The real challenge is to play fate at the game
of chance - and win. The risk can never be reduced to zero, but perhaps, on the basis
of the evidence discussed here, the odds can be improved in the climber's favour
while still retaining a healthy degree of challenge and commitment.

Pushing the boat out
By lain Smart
ONE of the problems of being a slow thinker is that you are still trying to figure out
what really happened in adventures that took place decades ago in your early life.
This is why I am telling you here about an event that occurred in 1969 on an
expedition to East Greenland, a general account of which has already appeared in
the Journal (SMCJ. xxix, 161, 1970).
Although it happened in Scoresby Sound a long time ago a particular episode
from that journey keeps resurfacing as a troubling memory. I hope I shall be able
to articulate my problem in the next few paragraphs so that with your help I can
exorcise the memory that lingers on and hang it up tidily on a hook at the back of
the cupboard of past events never to trouble me again.
Scoresby Sound, as everybody knows by now, is the entrance to a great system
of branching fjords on the east coast of Greenland. It is pretty near the end of the
world. At the place we crossed the Sound is 25 miles wide, twice the breadth of the
Minch from Uig to Scalpay. The weather at the time was gloomy. The distant
southern shore was described in our reference book as the 'inhospitable' Volquart
Boon's Coast. Far away we could see its black mountains striped with grey snow
following this description to the letter. The black sea between us and this uninviting
destination was strewn with ice floes moving with the tide, grey in the gloomy light.
It was also raining.
The weather had been like this for a day or two. We were getting nowhere. We
were short of time. Something had to be done - soon . We had to push the boat out
and, of course, we did. The feature I find so bizarre about the whole enterprise was
that the four of us were family breadwinners and parents of a number of young
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children. At home we had good secure, interesting jobs and very adequate life
styles. Why were we motivated to launch ourselves into this completely unnecessary and risky exercise? Why were we actually paying to be here? No law nor duty
drove us to this desolate part of the earth's surface. Where was the boundary
between constructive boldness and destructive folly?
We set off across these intimidating waters in a 16ft. clinker-built wooden boat
towing a 10ft. inflatable, the kind without floor boards that shoogled like a jelly.
The leader of this powerful argosy was, of course, Malcolm Slesser, a man who
can assess risk realistically and make bold, yet competent decisions. The expedition was his concept and he had done most of the organisation. It was no easy task
in those days to assemble such a lot of equipment at such a remote spot. We were,
by the way, on our way to make the ascent of Mount Mikkelsen which lay some
150 miles to the south. At that time it was the highest unclimbed peak in Greenland
and we were under the impression that we would gain some kind of merit if we
climbed it.
So we threaded our way through the floes. Halfway across the wind really got
up and grey horses charged across our path and jumped occasionally into the boats.
Now comes the interesting bit. Ice floes are, in fact, miniature continents. They
have a coastline with harbours and an interior of mountains and rivers. It was
deemed necessary to seek haven in one of these. Remarkably , within a harbour the
size of a drawing room on the lee side of an acre-sized floe all was calm. We
unloaded the boats, pulled them up on the ice and pitched our tents using pitons
for pegs, being careful to return half our suppl ies and equipment to the boats in case
the floe should undergo a sudden catastrophic fracture and we had to abandon it
with all speed.
Malcolm and Carlos exuded confidence, they knew all about this from years of
experience. The crew was impressed and relaxed in the presence of such manifest
competence. Later, it transpired that neither had actually camped before on an
icefloe in a wild sea. Their savoir-faire was based on book-learning and the
intuitive understanding that the floes were big and massive enough to support the
comparatively small mass of men and equipment that we imposed on their tonnes
and tonnes of frozen water. We were safe even if we were mere passengers moving
to the destination of the icefloe wherever that was. We brewed up in the tent, dosed
intermittently and in between times read books and engaged in urbane conversation. I remember at one stage we were trying to figure out how Avogadro arrived
at the exact number of molecules in a mole of gas, at another what was the precise
psychological correlate of the subjunctive mood.
In the end everything gets boring even being the frightened guests of a sullen
icefloe in a wild sea 10 miles from land while engaging in bizarrely intellectual
conversation. So we set off once more towards the Inhospitable Volquart Boon's
Coast. The pack thickened. The rain got heavier. The icefloes, gripped by the tide,
were proceeding out to sea at a rate of several knots. We had not the power to beat
the system so we entered a harbour on a massive continental floe. It had its own
miniature mountain ranges with rivers of meltwater flowing down through flood
plains and grand canyons to the sea.
The trouble was this big floe was jostled by smaller floes and was continentallydrifting out into the wild East Greenland Sea. We had to get off and only just made
it to more open water before the smaller floes ground against each other like zipfasteners behind us. If we had stayed with the big floe we might have made one
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ofthe great journeys of the decade because in the wide sea outside Scoresby Sound
it would have entered the East Greenland current which proceeds southward at six
to eight knots. We might have made it to Cape Farewell in more senses than one.
Maybe we lacked something; maybe like J. Alfred Prufrock we had seen the
moment of our greatness flicker, we had heard the eternal footman hold our coat
and snicker - in short we were afraid.
Be that as it may, the next frightening thing that happened was when we tried to
break through the barrier of pack ice to reach the Inhospitable Volquart Boon's
Coast before we were swept out to sea. We entered a lead. After half-a-mile it
ended. On our retreat we found a 50m high iceberg had drifted across our return
path. Under the effects of wind and tide and the laws of its own buoyancy it began
to teeter and metronome across our line of retreat. In its own slow heaving time the
berg worked out the possibilities for its future and for ours . Fortunately, its centre
of gravity remained lower than its grim sense of humour and it remained upright.
In the end we reached the Inhospitable Volquart Boon ' s Coast and proceeded for
a 100 miles farther south along the steep ice-packed rocky shore of the 'sinister'
Blosseville Coast - our reference book always chose the most chillingly appropriate adjectives. We climbed a few mountains but ice, ice and more ice prevented us
from getting anywhere near the really big one we intended.
But that is all by way of being the mise en scene. What I wanted to discuss with
you was the wild exhilaration you get when you push out the boat into the unknown ,
when you make the irreversible decision to go on. Once you make it you are
possessed by a wild, fearful delight, a deep exhilarating satisfaction, a feeling of
optimistic dread, a perverse sense of fulfilment in presenting your intellectual,
emotional and physical endowment for an examination of unknown content by an
examiner who is indifferent to your success orfailure and who allows no resits. If
you fail you are, of course, edited out of the book of life.
Nevertheless, at the actual time you would rather be there with all its irrational,
unnecessary danger than walking under the stars with a dusky beauty with firefl ies
in her hair along some moonlit tropic beach towards your reward under a palm tree.
In saner moments I often wonder why I didn't choose that option instead of ending
up on the grim shores of the Inhospitable Volquart Boon's Coast and its equally
minatory southern extension the Sinister Blosseville Shore. It's too late now of
course. However, if! ever get the chance in some future incarnation I am going to
go for the dusky maiden with fireflies in her blue-black hair and the aroma of cloves
and cinnamon on her breath with, maybe, even a touch of vanilla.
Meanwhile, back at the problem we are dealing with in the here and now of the
present incarnation, I believe the sort of behaviour I am describing is the result of
the way our brains are configured. They seem to like e£ploring the edge of their
envelope of possibilities. Some of us have worse brains than others in this respect.
We are not content to bask comfortably in the middle of our span of capabilities.
We have to find out our physical and mental limits. In biological terms this
behaviour no doubt has survival value. The species is merely using individuals as
expendable probes to find the boundaries of its range. The individual thinks he is
being bold and enterprising because he thinks that he is making voluntary decisions
and is unaware that he is being used by the lump ofjelJy in his head which in its turn
is being used by the species to discover the limits of its physical and conceptual
possibilities. Life has to send out emissaries. Those who do not return supply
important negative feedback; they tell where the dead ends are.
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At the risk of embarrassing you can I end by quoting a few lines from Yeats which
rationalise the mental state of those embarking voluntarily on missions where the
outcome is in doubt:
I balanced all, brought all to mind,
The years to come seemed waste of breath,
A waste of breath the years behind
In balance with this life, this death.

There, now I have got that out of my system. Thank you for your help. The species
can now get on as best it can without me. I'm off to buy a ticket on a slow boat to
some island in the sun to explore a more delightful mystery, one redolent of cloves
and cinnamon with a touch of vanilla and lit by ftreflies glowing among lustrous,
blue-black tresses.

High hopes
New Zealander John Taylor sends us this note on his Mount Cook epic with
a Scottish visitor.
Colin lay in his bed in Timaru Hospital south of Christchurch looking rather the
worse for wear, black eyes, swollen nose, stretched knee ligaments and a bruised
spleen. What should have been the holiday of a lifetime had been abruptly halted
while climbing in New Zealand' s premier alpine region. As the local partnering
him I have been asked, with Colin' s permission, to tell the story.
The Southern Alps of New Zealand form the backbone of the South Island. Lying
in the path of the prevailing westerlies, known to mariners as 'The Roaring Forties' .
These ranges receive heavy precipitation which results in luxuriant temperate rain
forests on western slopes and extensive glaciation. There are nearly 30 peaks over
1O,000ft, with mighty Mount Cook, Aoraki, 'The Cloud Piercer' to the Maori, at
12,300ft. , with its mile-long summit ridge, the highest of all. Mountaineers from
all over the world come to add this to their tick list. Patience, time and perhaps a
little luck are required to succeed here, as the weather, while not exactly Patagonian,
can be the major frustration and cause of failure. Depressions spawned around 60°
south off Antarctica, with their associated cold fronts regularly sweep across the
Alps. The harbingers of the front are the high cirrus clouds and strong north-west
winds producing lenticulars, known locally as hogsbacks, over the mountains . As
the front passes, the wind backs to the south-west, the temperature drops off and
the rain turns to snow as cold air is dragged up from the Icy Continent. If some high
pressure lies behind the front, and not another front! The wind backs further and
generally, fine weather ensues.
It was just such a weather pattern that found us in mid-December, the austral
summer, driving up to Mount Cook Village nestled at 2500ft. 1O,000ft. below the
summit. Fresh snow had fallen to 5000ft. or so, making the whole panorama of icy
peaks, visible for miles, even more delightful to any mountain lover. "Jeez, it's big
isn't it!" exclaimed Colin, to which there was no answer, just a knowing glow of
pride that New Zealand's mountains rank alongside the world's greatest ranges.
Having climbed several routes on Cook I wasn't keen to repeat any of them, yet
wanted to give Colin a memorable tour of the mountain, so I suggested we climb
the Hooker (west) Face, traverse over the High Peak and descent the Linda Glacier
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to the Grand Plateau on the eastern side. Most parties would start this route from
the Empress Hut situated at 8000ft. at the head of the Hooker Glacier which is a long
haul from the Village in one day. However, recent rockfall threatened the hut,
debris coming to within 200ft. The face can also be climbed from the Gardiner Hut
sited on Pudding Rock at about 5000ft., halfway up The Hooker Glacier although,
because of its lower altitude it involves a longer summit day. My thoughts were to
bowl around the terminal lake, up the moraine, up the white ice, bypass the icefall,
have a wee breather at Gardiner before going a little higher and bivvying, thus
making the following climbing day a little easier. Colin, however, found that the
'walk in' to Gardiner was a little more than he bargained for and we decided to stay
the night, grab a few hours rest, rise at midnight and sally forth leaving the bivvy
gear behind in order to travel faster - the plan being to return in the evening. Two
other parties arrived later, one planning on going to the Empress the next day, the
other, a guided party, intending to climb the North-West Couloir to the Low Peak,
traverse the Middle Peak, over the High Peak and down the Linda.
The alaml woke us at midnight, no warden nonsense here as in Europe; you make
the decisions, and we were out the door an hour later, beating the freeze. I plugged
steps for hours with the guided party trailing in our wake. The fresh snow of the
most recent of several fronts dramatically slowed progress, so that by first light we
weren ' t even at the foot of the North West Couloir, the lower part of which we had
to ascend to access our route. Nine in the morning saw us on a shoulder of snow,
pulling on extra clothes while eyeing up our route. A strong cold south-easterly
wind pluming snow off the summit giving us food for thought. We saw that we
would have to descend several hundred feet and plug across the Upper Empress
Shelf underneath some ice cliffs. In view of the relatively late hour, snow
conditions, wind and ice cliffs we decided to traverse back into the North West
Couloir and bag the Low Peak, the intention being to come back via another route
for the High Peak. A few short mixed pitches led back in and to the top of the
Couloir, overtaking the guided party. It's all very friendly here, none of that bad
manners stuff you sometimes find in the European Alps. We steadily cramponed
our way up the seemingly endless icy West Ridge to the Low Peak, into the full
force of the south-easterly gale. Three 0' clock, big smiles, handshakes and
photographs before preparing for the descent. The Low Peak at 11 ,800ft. is the apex
of the South Face, South Ridge and West Ridge.
The descent of the West Ridge to the top of the North West Couloir requires care
as it becomes rocky, forcing a short detour onto the icy South Face. It's treacherous
here, a thin layer of snow on top of very hard 50' ice. I knew what it was like from
a previous ascent of the Face. It demands respect. We shortened the rope to about
15ft. and began wandering down from Low Peak, all going smoothly until we had
to make our little detour where Colin began backing down, the rope tight between
us and my axes solidly planted. Without warning, not really expecting anything,
Colin slipped and fell. In that split second that it takes for an adventure to become
a nightmare I saw my own death . I had thoughts of the axes pulling out as Colin 's
weight pulled me off and had visions of cartwheeling, conscious, 3000ft. down the
South Face. Our luck and my axes held when the strain came onto my waist. The
Grim Reaper's scythe had missed our head by inches. Hearts pumping as we
negotiated ourselves onto safe ground and shelved any further thoughts of downclimbing the rocky ridge, electing instead to make three abseils into the Couloir
where we unroped. A long 1500ft. descent down the Couloir mainly backing down
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onto the easier ground of the glacier was all that then remained. The snow was
heavy but seemed stable enough so we began down-climbing. I pulled ahead of
Colin who (perhaps not surprisingly Ed .) had to attend to a call of nature and I was
a lot lower near the bottom of the Couloir where a large crevasse forced a detour
out to the true left, when suddenly, I heard a roar which I knew from experience was
an avalanche. I looked up at the same instant to see the snow and ice debris come
hurtling round the rocky corncr which sheltcred me. I leapt farther into its
protection as it thundered past, the wind and flying snow blasting me. I took a few
deep breaths and thought: "What a day, Colin must have set it off," and then I looked
down. To my horror, several hundred feet below I saw my mate lying inert at the
end of the debris, having been can·ied right over the crevasse and onto the glacier.
" He's dead ," was my first thought. I watched and waited for a few moments to
regain my composure when thankfully I saw him sit up. He was alive! I nipped out
of my shelter and rapidly began down-climbing, my senses on full alert. I reached
the crevasse and still in the lee of some rocks, saw my proposed descent route swept
by further avalanches caused by snow melting off the rocks above, small slides but
potentially serious. It was probably some such event or a falling rock that had
precipitated the bigger one that had caught Colin. Still using the rock for cover as
much as possible I ran the gauntlet and it was with relief that I reached the
comparative safety of the glacier.
Col in had by this time got up and limped away from the avalanche debris and
when I reached him it was obvious that he was badly shaken. He thought that
because of the pain in his side his ribs might be broken and his face was severely
bruised and swollen. The little blood vessels in the whites of his eyes had
haemorrhaged giving him a Vampire like look! "Mate! You okay? Where ' s your
camera? Give me your camera mate, this will make the BEST photo of the trip, and
I began taking photos of Colin and of the avalanche path. I can be a cold-hearted
bastard at times. The dirty deed done, I next had to comb the debris looking for the
plastic shell and crampon off Colin's right boot which along with his sunglasses,
hammer and gloves had been ripped off during his wild tumbling ride. Unfortunately, despite a thorough search among the concrete-like blocks of compressed
snow and ice I found only the hammer.
It appeared that both his knees had been badly wrenched which made it doubly
awkward and painful for Colin to begin the arduous journey back to Gardiner. I
shOlt-roped him and he bumslid and hobbled slowly downwards. When the going
gets tough, the tough get going eh? I estimated at least six hours back to the hut at
this rate, well into the night. The guided party, who had also only ascended the Low
Peak and were now descending totally unaware of our adventures, were way up at
the top of the Couloir. We reasoned that we could expect help from them later. We
slowly made our way down for about an hour when the silence was suddenly broken
by the clatter of a helicopter flying low over our heads. Despite my confusion at
seeing a chopper here in a no-fly zone late in the evening, with it's occupants
wearing identical helmets peering out of the windows, I gave it little thought. We
were just thankful for their appearance, here was our salvation. I mimed a broken
leg to convince them of our plight, so ·that they would know we were in trouble.
They circled once or twice then flew off back towards the Village. "No worries
mate, we ' ll be out of here soon," I told Colin as we settled down to wait.
Half an hour or so before dark the helicopter returned with two SAR (Search and
Rescue) members straddling a stretcher suspended by a strap from. the underside of
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the machine. With great expertise the pilot lowered his cargo onto the snow close
to us. "G'day lon!" says one of the SAR boys. Taken aback it took me a second or
two to realise I knew one of our rescuers. "G'day Doug, how's it going?" It' s a small
world is New Zealand. With practised skill they determined what best to do for
Colin and soon had him strapped into the stretcher. The chopper, which had been
hovering nearby, returned when called and Colin and one of the SAR were whisked
away to a flat spot farther up the glacier. This gave me a little time to talk to Doug.
"Thought we were looking for two bodies mate, it's always a good result when we
pick up survivors." He explained that two climbers heading back from the Empress
Hut had seen the avalanche, seen two climbers in the Couloir before it and none
afterwards. They then raced over to Gardiner, alerted DOC (Department of
Conservation) and the police and things got moving from there. A stroke of luck
for us. Doug got me into the harness required for the lift by the chopper which soon
returned for us and although it was only brief it was certainly a different way of
experiencing the Alps, swinging and spinning like a rag doll suspended below the
helicopter flying through the cool evening air. As soon as we had disconnected
ourselves, the chopper settled and the stretcher with Colin, myself and the SAR
team got quickly in for the short twilight flight back to the Village. Cotton wool
clouds tumbled gently over Baker Saddle, the ghostly blue peaks of the Alps
holding back the carpet of clouds to the west as the last yellow rays of light sank
into the Tasman Sea. It was with a pang of regret that I realised that Colin couldn't
see all thjs beauty and that his climbing holiday was at an end.
Postscript: About six months later I spent a week with a nearly fully recovered
Colin enjoying some delightful rockclimbing in that northern 'God's Own,'
Scotland. In Glencoe, Ben Nevis , Torridon and Reiff. And the photos? Well they
were the best of the lot after all.

Once and future dreams
By Robin N. CampbeIl
THINGS fall apart, as the poet said. In my case it was first of all the back, knackered
by some pointless gardening exertions when I'd just passed 40. Then lately, a
tiresome form of rheumatism, usually reserved for older parties. I couldn ' t now get
up a V. Diff., or anything that included a chimney or a mantelshelf, or even a
fireplace. So what once were goals, of diminishing probability certainly, have now
become mere old man's fantasies , and thought of them no longer causes activity or
enthusiasm but only disappointment and regret.
The first was Cir Mhor' s North-east Face. A tough place to go to, requiring a base
at Sannox, or a very long walk from Glen Rosa . Then it's cool and dark all day, and
the rocks, poor in quality and rich in grass , are usually wet. But the face has a noble
appearance and sufficient size to give it a definite grandeur, found elsewhere here
only on Skye or Ben Nevis.
It was popular with our pioneers. The two Willies, Naismith and Douglas, both
poked around to little effect, assisted by James Maclay and Gilbert Thomson. But
Douglas took a terrific photograph of it from Ceum na Caillich in 1894. Thomson
published a diagram based on this photograph (drawn by Naismith) and described
the great labour of hauling up the enormous camera. l No doubt this helped John Bell
to complete his wonderful portmanteau route ofB-C Rib, Bow Window Cave and
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Bell's Groove, so well described in Chapter IS of Bill Munay ' s Mountaineering
in Scotland. 2
I stumbled on this photograph in the early days of my work as apprentice to Geoff
Dutton and it has haunted me ever since. Although the Lower Face below A Gully
is as badly undercut as the West Buttress of Clogwyn du'r Arddu , one can see
perhaps a line or two up it, then across the gully there is a breathtaking scimitar
groove up to a highertenace, then a right traverse onto and up a beautiful cuneiform
ridge to finish on the shoulder of the peak. Neil MacNiven and I found a reasonable
route up the Lower Face in 1961. We caIJed it Nor' easter Slabs. This was once 'a
fascinating route' (W. M. M. WaIJace) but is now ' Not recommended' (G. E.
Little)! Paul Brian and I struggled to find the ' scimitar' groove in 1965, but
succeeded only in getting lost. My last effort was around 1971 , when Les Brown
and I tried to get off the ground on a more promising line on the Lower Face, and
failed. Les found the place utterly detestable and the granite rocks unfathomable.
In the meantime, Ian Rowe had seen the photograph and enjoyed a two-day ascent
of Silo, an intrepid ascent wruch included the final pitches of the cuneiform ridge.
Unfortunately, everything below this was as appalling as the name suggests.
The second was Ossian's Cave. Again, an old photograph, tru s one by George
Abraham, first sparked the idea. Actually, ideas. For two routes claimed attention.
The left-hand wall was a project for many and even acquired a name before its
ascent: Abortion Wall, I'm not sure quite why. Dave Bathgate and Arthur Ewing
eventually climbed it, but copped out and called it Flip-out. But it was the righthand rib - steep, white and flaky - that was the subject of my daydreams. Climb
it, then traverse left along a crack above the roof of the cave to reach the cornercrack that soars from its apex. The North Face Girdle crossed the base of the rib,
and on the first traverse in 1962 I saw that the rib would be possible. Then Dougal
Haston and I climbed the rib in 1963 on a cold October day and flinched away from
the traverse, going awkwardly right instead across the rib into easy ground. We
named it Kuf, a curse spelled backwards, to express our feelings . Haston shared the
dream, and worked it into rus daft novel Calculated Risk. But neither one of us felt
brave enough to go back there.
The third dream came the closest. No photograph this time, but a thing I looked
at again and again when I took my morning pee outside the CIC Hut - a place which
I used to enjoy visiting before we Disneyfied it with white paint, orange gas and
black wind. The Comb had routes on either flank, but steep ribs defined a beguiling
line of corners right up the middle of the thing. Unfortunately, a vertical band 200ft.
high spans the crag below these corners and bars access to them. Or it used to do.
Now some villain has made his way across the deep crack defining the upper edge
of the band from the left- with a little help from enormous friends. But the vertical
band relents a little at the left side and this break is approached by a long curving
groove reaching right to the bottom of the crag. My scheme was to climb this groove
to a point about 50ft. below the broad ledge at the base of the Tower Face route, then
break right and up across the band, which is not too steep just there, and into the
upper groove line.
I had a look at it in 1970 with Fred Harper. I'd decided to worry about the bottom
groove later and to test the barrier pitch across the band first. So we began at the
broad halfway ledge and dropped down for a belay. I got on to the band pitch OK
and managed a few moves, but it was obviously going to be a long back and forth
struggle at best and Fred absolutely hated the place. It's got this creepy problem:
each move that you make to the right sharply increases the amount of vertical band
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below you, so that after an irreversible move you're looking at an endless abseil to
get off. Besides, Fred was desperate to climb Centurion instead, so we gave up and
went off to embellish his CV.
In 1972 I went back there with Jimmy Marshall and tried to get into the bottom
groove, which is miserable-looking at its base. I had the idea that if! could get up
a subsidiary groove to the left I could traverse, or perhaps tension-traverse across
to the main groove. I got up the subsidiary groove all right with a bit of a heave, but
only into a very nasty dead end. You can still find a 30-year-old sling there, I'm sure.
So we scrambled around the side up to the big ledge and Jimmy belayed just below
it, while I descended to the break in the band and plugged away back and forth. I
very nearly had it, but just couldn't make the key move. The best I ever did at the
sharp end was about Sb, so nowadays it should be a pushover. Jimmy didn't like
the look of the place any better than Fred, and passed. His idea - shame on himwas to peg across the top-edge crack with monster bongs or wedges, just like
naughty Mr Cave.
These three dreams are still intact, waiting for someone else to fulfil them, nearly
40 years on. Perhaps we shouldn't find this so surprising. After all , in the 1890s
attempts were made to climb Centurion and on Trilleachan Slabs (most likely) the
line of Hammer. And 60 years went by before these dreams became reality. It is a
comfort in this breakneck age, that some things come together slowly.
1. See 'Cir Mhor', SMCJ 1894, iii, 212ff.
2. Our current guidebook annotates the route as 'an impressive lead by the good Dr. Bell' ,
repeating a mistake still made far too often. John H. Bell, a Glasgow engineer, flourished long
before Dr. James Horst Brunnerman Bell, and was a much better climber. It is his great
misfortune to have been systematically mistaken for his 1930s Doppelganger by the clods
who edit our Journal and Guidebooks.

The unspoken menace
By H. M. Brown
YEARS ago, camping with a school party in Skye (where the midges are flying
piranhas) I had one chuckle on this very un-funny subject. A boy, scrambling into
his tent, nearly placed a knee on a butterwort growing in the entrance. His mate
yelled out: "Dinna bash yon! It eats midges ."
Butterworts are an early-warning system in fact. They seem to crawl out of the
wet world of spring like straying starfish, tiny yellow stars, which, when fullgrown, layout sticky leaves to trap midges from which they obtain sustenance. The
delicate sundews likewise find midges edible. These are not an endangered flower
species. They are the only living creature who might have a good word to say about
midges.
A century or two ago, in the days of extreme religious bigotry, persecution and
war, a minister who was forced on a congregation in the North West Highlands
against the wishes of the local people, was grabbed by the mob, stripped and tied
to a tree - and left to the midges. I don't suppose he ' d be singing their praises.
My first encounter with midges was as a young teenager biking and hiking over
a summer in the north. Coming down to Kylesku I took shelter with the roadmen
who were tarring the road (now replaced by a graceful bridge) in a canvas-covered
hut where a peat fire and strong tobacco were also used in self-defence. Their
contract allowed time off when the midges were extra bad. They laughed at my
round tin of protecti ve cream. Remember DIMP?
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Somebody at that period, just after the war, received a grant to research all about
midges and find a way of countering their seasonal menace. I rather think they
failed. Have we advanced at all I wonder since the days of applying oil of citronella?
Apart from emigration nothing seems to work. Have historians considered that
midges rather than sheep are responsible for the Highland Clearances?
To be serious, I wonder if the Clearances have had an effect on the midge
population. In all my reading of historical accounts I've found few mentions of the
menace. Burt, who was involved in road-building in the Highlands in the 18th
century and whose letters home to England fill two volumes, says little. Bonnie
Prince Charlie in his wanderings after Culloden certainly had a few unpleasant
encounters and there's an early imprecation recorded that wishes the curse of
'midges and the Campbells' on an enemy. Butone would expect much, much more
if they were as bad as they can be today. Perhaps there is a connection between the
land degradation that has gone on since people (and their farming) were removed.
Research is still needed.
One of my school parties was dropped off in Glen Etive when a strong wind was
blowing and we pitched our tents in the shelter of the Rhododendron ponticum that
is taking over that glen. Then the wind dropped in the middle of the night and we
fought a losing battle against the midges that swarmed out of the jungle. Everything
(including iodine) was smeared on faces and hands in the hope of protection but
with no effect. I can recall spoonfuls of porridge turning grey with a midge coating
between plate and mouth. We fled over a high pass (reversing an escape route from
the massacre of Glen Coe) to the sanctuary of the youth hostel. They took some
persuading before allowing us in, being sure our yellow faces indicated some dire
infectious disease.
We had another camp on Mull where our tents stood on a breezy knoll by a deep
gorge.
The gash of the gorge made an area of still air and in it the midges clouded the
evening light, millions of them, blood-thirsty millions. We shuddered at the
thought of the wind dropping. You could thrust an arm into this porridge of midges
and instantly, it was furred over with the devils; withdraw the arm and they rapidly
blew off. The boys were quite aware of the height of Mull's Ben More (or Ben
Nevis) so took no comfort in a quote that midges did not like strong sunshine or
strong wind, and are never found above 1O,000ft., nor did they react to the factual,
rather than sexist, statement that it is only the female of Culicoides impunctatus that
bites.
To be accurate they are not biting, they are stabbing and sawing with chain-saw
efficiency. Look at a midge through a strong magnifier and this creature, the size
of a pinhead, is seen to have a very efficient mouth which can first saw into the
epidermis and then form a tube to suck out the blood. That's when we notice them
and take evasive action. Scientists, in the interests of research have allowed their
biting to continue - 3000 bites an hour is the going rate.
Sometime in May their presence becomes noted again. Out come the female
survivors from hibernation to lay eggs. Their progeny, however, require blood
before laying so, from about the third week in May, through to the killing autumn
frosts, endless generations of the cannibals are with us. They enjoy a six-month
open season on humans. If you think Scotland is bad, let me mention Iceland's
position - and I am not joking.
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When I saw grazing Icelandic cows belted with trusses to hold up their udders
I questioned a farmer to find the reason. It was midges. Icelandic midges live and
die in such numbers that all through summer successive layers fertilise the pastures
with the nitrogen-rich dead. The cows eat the resulting lush grass - so their udders
distend and have to be held off the ground by trusses!
Maybe we should have more cattle in the glens (as once there were of course) and,
is this linked to there being few or no midges once out of the Highlands into the
agriculturally rich Lowlands of Scotland? There are still more questions than
answers. In the dreadful summer past I asked questions enough, on one occasion
about my own sanity. I got caught.
After supper one night I set off into the hills above Kinlochhourn (the loch of
Hell) hoping to camp high in order to climb a hill and take some photographs and
still be down again to meet someone at 10 o'clock. The track up has been described
as the steepest in Scotland and an hour later, at the top, I was wringing with sweat.
Even a pause was lethal: the midges were man-eaters. I struggled on over the moor
with a dedicated rain adding to the misery. Pitching was a nightmare.
The car-safe tourist never experiences anything like this. Imagine a fine spray in
a shower then change every tiny droplet into a midge. There is even a tactile
similarity. I itched and swiped and ran away again and again. Even when the tent
was pitched they swarmed in. I lit a coil (intended for outdoors) so gagged and
sweated in my coffin, the tiny tent not even allowing me to sit up. The night would
be a long, unpleasant, survival exercise, so practising what I preach, that hill doings
should be fun (and not just in retrospect), I fled. Perhaps ittook two minutes to strike
the tent. By then arms and legs were conugated with the lumps of hundreds of bites.
Ijust made it back to my camping car in the last light. My camping car is midgeproof, at least it is now, for the mosquito netting for the ventilators which came with
it originally had to be replaced with a finer mesh. On its first meeting with midges
I'd watched in honor as the mighty midgets struggled through the netting, thirsting
for my blood. It was like something out of Hitchcock - The Birds ? The tourist is
not given a health warning about midges. The glossy package only shows
perfection as a rule. Midges remain an unspoken menace whereas midge-warnings
should be broadcast like pollen counts. And, as if midges were not enough, there
are the c1egs (horseflies) and the ticks. We have a somewhat flawed perfection.
Deer, cattle and horses suffer from midges too. More surprisingly so do some
caterpillars, butterflies, moths and dragonflies and one eastern species takes its
meal from blood-satiated mosquitoes. The males remain vegetarian, their food
coming from nectar and plant juices. There are about 34 species of biting midge in
Scotland (world-wide there are 900!) but the worst is our enemy C. impunctatus.
The first published study dates to 1713, the work of an Essex minister, who declared
the devils were endued with spears. Anyone wanting to know more about midges
(on the 'know thi ne enemy ' theory) should find a copy of George Hendry ' s Midges
in Scotland, AUP 1989. It was a minor best seller. Do you wonder why?
As I started with a Skye camp story, I'll finish with another. We were entombed
in our tents while the midge hordes whined without. Obviously, the tents were not
midge-prooffor I heard a plaintive voice ask: "Whit can ah dae? Whit can ah dae?
The midges is drivin me daft," to which came a calm suggestion: "Och Jock, open
the door an let them oot."
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THE BOHUNTIN TREASURES
MANY of our readers will be aware of the rather short-lived Scottish Mountaineering Museum that was, for a time, housed next to the White Corries Chair Lift in
Glencoe. Fewer, I suspect, will know that the finest collection of mountaineering
artefacts anywhere in the country, is to be found at the home ofMick Tighe author
of this issue ' s article on the history of guiding in Scotland.
On visiting Mick in early January this year at his home at Bohuntin, Roybridge
to research that article, I was taken into a spacious stone built outhouse to, as he put
it: "Have a quick look at this." What I found was a virtual Aladdin's cave of
climbing history.
The first item that takes your eye, as you climb the stairs to the spacious loft, is
the pale green/grey oxygen cylinders strapped to an alloy frame. You know you've
seen them somewhere before but it's only when Mick explains that they are the
original oxygen cylinders from the successful 1953 Everest expedition that the
penny drops and you see again the grainy newsreels of Hillary and Tenzing as they
set off on their final push. This particular set was used by Mike Westmacott.
Other prize exhibits include a set of prototype ice-daggers used by John
Cunningham, and Tom Patey's peg hammer which he had with him the day he died
in an abseiling accident on The Maiden sea stack off the Sutherland coast. Mick also
showed me a home-made ice-axe apparently fashioned in John Brown ' s shipyard
on the Clyde, rather wobbly it has to be said, but enthusiasm , dlive and the quest
for adventure are written all over it. Still on axes, and there are many, we all know
that Chouinard and McInnes are accredited with bringing us the ShOlt axes and
hammers which heralded the ice climbing revolution of the early Seventies. Mick
however throws a bit of a spanner in the works when he produces a very short axe
with a drooped pick which he dates from as far back as the early 1900s! (With the
right marketing man things could have been so different!)
I was left, like a wee laddie in a toy shop, to browse freely through everything
from snowshoes and sledges to the forerunner of modern protection , drilled-out
engineering nuts threaded onto rope slings. However, Mick soon interrupted my
wanderings through climbing history and, with a twinkle in his eye, asked me if it
was correct that: "You lot use Raeburn' s axe as some sort of presidential insignia?"
When I replied in the affirmative he handed me an altimeter encased in brass and
leather with the name - Ah you're ahead of me, 'H. Raeburn' embossed thereon.
"It really would have to be an offer I couldn ' t refuse," he said with a smile as he
quickly regained possession of this treasure and I got the distinct impression that
ifthis item ever disappears the Roybridge 'Flying Squad ' will be handed the SMC
members list and told to get on with it!
This is a truly wonderful collection and as Mick told me: "Stuff just keeps
arriving." He is very aware of the importance of this archive and would ideally like
to see it properly catalogued and displayed in a suitable location with public access.
This, however, takes time and Mick is not quite ready to hang up his boots just yet,
on a wall, in a display case or anywhere else.
Charlie J. Orr.

Editor's note: It is my intention to keep in touch with developments here and
I hope to.do a fuller article on this collection at some time in the future.
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A mountaineer's guide to the Roscoe Bjerge:
The delectable Arctic playground
By Makolm Slesser
IN THE old days an explorer could give names of his own choosing to geographical
features. I well remember lain Smart, then a lowly lecturer, naming some cape on
the East Greenland coast 'Dundee promotions board point', which no doubt featured
prominently in the expedition report and was channelled to the right body. Now that
Greenland is independent, none of that is possible.
In 1822 the whaling captain, William Scoresby, had no such problems. He named
the huge fjord on the East Greenland coastat70' N after himself(now Kangertitivaq),
and the coast to the north after his home port, Liverpool. The jagged peaks inland
he called after his patron, Roscoe. In this century Danish surveyors made a
remarkably good I :250,000 map of these wonderful hills, and added Danish names
to the principal tops and glaciers. The purpose of this article is to help the visiting
mountaineer to know what has been done and to get around, and to this end I have
invented a few new names that wi II never appear on an official Greenland map. New
names given in italics in this article are indicated on the map in full or by the
abbreviations noted in this text.
The Roscoe Bjerge are a delectable group of red granite spires lying between 70'
30' N and 70' 50' N set among modest glaciers that run down to the Arctic Ocean .
However, the mountaineering interest is restricted to a mere 1 Okm north to south.
These only are described here and appear on the larger scale of the two maps. The
highest peak, Tvillingeme (the twins) (TV) 1430m was first ascended in August
1972 by myself and Peter Mould of the Climbers Club from the east by a 600m ridge
of impeccable rock (AD). This rose from an unnamed glacier, which flowed south
to join the Aage Neilsens Glacier. So let' s now call it the South Nielsens Glacier.
In April 1997 our base camp was on the north side of the Hans Glacier (sometimes
called the Heks disagreement in the surveyor's camp?) at 500m, below the massif
of the Korsbjerg, 1400m (K). This glacier bifurcates at about 400m to an unnamed
branch logically to be called the South Hans Glacier. At its entrance to the north is
a bristly summit, whose delicate summit block remains inviolate, and the peak
therefore unnamed .
Tvillingeme lies at the head of the South Hans. A glacier 2 km to the north-east
leads to a steep snow col West col, (Wc) from which a scramble leads to the summit
tower. First winter ascent by Charlie Orr, Allan Petit and Gerry Rooney, 1997. Lying
north of West col is a glacier bay and rock cirque explored by the 1997 SMC party.
It is easily gained from the South Neilsens by a modest icefall. Let's call it the Hidden
Glacier (H), as it curls out of sight from below. From Hidden glacier a steep couloir
rises to West col.
If one continues up the South Hans one reaches a narrow defile at about 600m
bounded by the south ridge ofTvillingeme and the north ridge of point 1362m. This
col , which leads to the Grete Glacier, came to be known as the Col de Pisse (Cp).
The main Hans Glacier rises gently from the tundra that girds the shores of Hun'y
Fjord on the east side of this range. Ascending the glacier, there are two bays one
each to east and west of Point 1060m (ascended). The first leads eventually to a col
that drops down (skiable) to the middle reaches of the Bjerring Pedersens Glacier.
The upper bay leads to a large snow field , whose steep (but skiable) east flank rises
to the massif of Korsbjerg (K), 1400m. The accompanying photo was taken from
close to that summit, looking south.
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If one continues up the Hans one reaches a broad easy col (Hans Col) with an
entrancing view beyond to the distant arctic pack ice. A short easy icefalllinks it with
the Aage Neilsens Glacier. In between, however, and not apparent on the 1:250,000
map is an impressive bay rising toleanette 's Col (J), distinguished by a steep massif
tower to the north-east. From here a spiky ridge bounds the east side of the bay. Its
highest point was first climbed by the 1997 SMC expedition from the north (see the
S-couloir below). The Pedersens Glacier side of leanette's is a steep highlycrevassed ice-fall It is probably skiab le by a skilled party.
Retreating 100 m lower into the bay, a steep couloir on the west brings one on to
the top of the Korsbjerg massif. The photo, looking south, depicts its gentle
culmination. The peak on the left-hand side Windy Peak, (WP) was climbed from
the Hans Col which lies out of view below the foreground rock spire. Also in this
picture on the extreme left is the west ridge of Twillingeme beyond the West Col
(WC).
Neilsens Col (NC) between Bjerring Pedersens and the Aage Neilsens is broad
and smooth, with steep rock walls to either side. A snow slope rises to the south to
a 600m face, penetrated by an S-shaped cou loir, The S-couloir. Its ascent is simply
a long tramp in winter, but the view seawards is quite incredible. The summit is
easily gillned from here. It is just a shade lower than Korsbjerg. It had no name and
deserves one. What about SMC Peak ? (SMC).
Having crossed the Nielsens Col (N) we placed a camp on the Aage Neilsens just
to the south of point 820m. We all managed to squeeze onto that narrow summit,
hence the name Friendship Peak. (F) Fabulous viewpoint. Its east face is sheer for
about 700m
A descent of the Aage Neilsens to the sea at G letscherbugt allows one to cross the
icefront southwards on sea-ice to gain a glacier rising first south-west then west. One
might call it Rathbone Glacier as the view oftrus island dominates the scene. At its
head is an easy col lane's Col (Ja) that drops down to the South Neilsens. Fine rocks
on all sides.
On the west side, the range descends into gentle tundra (mosquito-infested in
summer), leading to the eastern shores of Hurry Fjord, Skm wide, where on the west
side lies Constable Point, an air strip where one may hire a helicopter. There are
services here such as food, bed and telephone together with jet fuel (useable in
Primus stoves).
Opposite Constable Point at 70 4YN Sodal (valley of lochs) rises to a snow
plateau: the source of the Bjerring Pederson Glacier that flows east to the Liverpool
Coast at Vejle Fjord. Our camp at 600m was below a steep, red peak, Point 8lOm
Base Peak. This was easily climbed by fo llowing the glaciers on either side to an
easy col. However, a direct ascent would make a good climb. To the north lie several
undistinguished summits gained by the gentle North Pedersens Glacier (NP). A
more worthy summit, separated by a very deep valley to the north is Point 1282m,
ascended by Espen and Heidi Nordahl: Norwegian Peak.
From Base Peak and our camp we cou ld see Korsbjerg 4km across the Pedersens.
In superb surroundings the glacier curves eastward, then south to its impressive
north wall. It is breached in one place by a 300m ice couloir (Slesser Cou loir, 11,)
climbed by our party. It would seem sensible to call this the Kors Glacier. Much
rock-climbing is possible in this arena.
All around this area there are delectable rock faces, offering routes of300-S00m,
ending often in improbably narrow summits
Turning south now, the South Neilsens and the Grete Glaciers meet at a col at
0
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about 700m, that we called Desperation Col (DC) on account of the exhausted state
of one member of the party. Due south of the South Nielsens is a col joining it to the
Jaette Glacier. Above and to the east rises Point 1030m, Bill's Peak. (B). The head
of the Grete is a superb situation with blades of rock filling the northern horizon like
some gigantic comb. There is a convenient, but windy, platform just to its southwest, which we aptly called Cold Comfort Camp.
The Grete is linked to the Jaette by the straight-forward Jaette Col (lC). To its
south lies Kaernphojen, 1200m, ascended (1999) by various couloirs from the east,
but offering a high vertical west face - poor rock here. On the east side of the Jaette
lies Trefoden. It made an interesting steep ski descent.
The Jaette leads down gently southwards to Scoresby Sund, and with a further 34 hours walk, to the Inuit settlement previously of that name but now known as
IttoqqOltoormiit, where every imaginable luxury is to be had.
The Roscoe Bjerge offers delightful rockclimbing in summer and superb ski
mountaineering in spring. Skis are essential in spring, and useful in summer. Access
is by air (scheduled or personal charter) from Iceland via Constable Point. Call
Nonitravel: nonnitra@est.is. One can air freight foods and equipment in advance.
Map: Scoresbysund I :250,000: printed in Denmark by Laursen Tonder.

The 14th International Festival of Mountaineering Literature
By Charlie J. Orr
The 14th International Festival of Mountaineering Literature organised by climber,
writer, academic and all round good guy, Terry Gifford, was held as usual at the
Bretton Hall campus of Leeds University in November last year. The title that Terry
chose for the Festival was '0 Canada' with suitable apologies being made to the
Sixties pop icon Joni Mitchell.
I am aware that only a select handful of readers of this Journal (Robin Campbell
and myself, any more out there?) have ventured across the Border to attend this
annual bash of the mountaineering Iiterati. So, what's it like? Well firstly, it's very
well attended and with 300 or so arriving in the auditorium one can spend an
interesting half-hour or so putting faces to names that you've only read in the past.
Mainstays of that Seventies Bible, The Games Climbers Play, Harold Drasdo and
lan McNaught-Davis were there as was the editor of that revered work, and many
such since, Ken Wilson, along with many other 'names ' and that was just in the
audience.
Why '0 Canada'? Well mainly because Canadian climber and writer Chic Scott
was the Festival's star turn using it as a platform to launch his book, Pushing The
Limits: The Story of Canadian Mountaineering. Chic's illustrated talk focussed on
the British/Scottish contribution to the climbing history of Canada from Norman
Collie to Doug Scott taking in lan Rowe, Bugs McKeith and many others on the way.
The Festival is the venue for announcing the winner of the annual Boardmanl
Tasker award in memory ofPete Boardman and Joe Tasker and this year the award
was announced by the chairman of the judging panel - poet, climber and mother
Kathleen Jamie, who is herself no stranger to literary accolades. In declaring the
husband and wife team of Peter and Leni Gillman this year' s winners for their
ground-breaking work on the life of George Leigh Mallory , The Wildest Dream,
Jamie had much to say on the 'Inner lives' of climbers which was very pertinent to
the way the Gillmans had handled their subject.
In the staged interview that followed Graham Hoyland, great grandson of Ho ward
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Somerville and the dri ving force behind the recent expedition which found Mallory' s
body, spoke with the authors about their research and aims in writing the book. It
was obvious that this was no jumping on the sensationalist bandwagon but a subtle
and thoughtful examination of the man, his dreams, his passions, in short his 'inner
life.' During their exhaustive research the Gillmans unearthed letters confirming
that their subject had had a homosexual affair while at Cambridge and the fact that
this was not sensationalised but sensiti vel y treated as simply yet another facet of that
'inner life' bears testimony to this. They even took time to stress that the homo-erotic
image of Mall ory on the front cover of the American edition and now on the British
paper back was a decision made by the publishers and not by themselves.
The Canadian theme was continued by Sid Marty, the very epitome of a
'Mountain Man,' big and hairy, but surprisingly sensitive as writer, singer, poet and
humorist. He gave readings from his latest poetry collection, Sky Humour, and his
award-winning short stories, Switchbacks, which took the award for Mountaineering Literature at the Banff Mountain Book Festival.
Al Alvarez, yet another face from The Games Climbers Play gave us his take on
Cherry-Garrard's The Worst Journey In The World as a great work of literature. In
an extremely laid-back style, bordering at times on that of a stand-up comic, he
recounted the rigours of Antarctic adventure, concluding with a statement that we
all probably identify with at some level or other, that adventures such as these are
undertaken not so much "because they are there, but because we are here". Here in
the hustle and bustle, the pressures of day-to-day living. If the Antarctic or climbing
or similar activity formed an escape hatch in the relative peace and calm of CherryGarrard's day how much more apt is the analogy today?
Steve Bell must have been expecting more than he got in the way of controversy
when he talked on his book, The Seven Summits, and his personal involvement in the
ultimate 'tick list' of the highest mountains on the seven continents of the world. The
audience was surprisingly quiet on the issues this raises and even his rather casual,
perhaps bordering on the callous, reference to the body ofHannelore Schmatz which
lies high on Everest as being "a commonly seen feature on the mountain" failed to
prompt discussion.
Tony Smythe who has worked with Ken Wilson at Baton Wicks to produce the
omnibus, Frank Smythe - The Six Alpine/Himalayan Climbing Books, gave the
audience an insight into his own 'inner life' when he talked of what would now
probably be called the 'dysfunctional relationship' he had with his father because
of his putting climbing before his wife and family.
One of the high notes of the day didn ' t involve literature at all. During a break in
the proceedings the audience had the opportunity to view a well-presented exhibition of chalk drawings by John Coulton - The Mountain Seen. Covering subjects
from the Lakes to the Himalaya by way of Scotland one would hope that he did a
brisk trade in these excellent works which he offered for sale both in print and
original form.
This is by no means a full account of proceedings at the Festival , but hopefully,
it gives a flavour of what it's all about. Now in its 15th year, the success of the
formula speaks for itself and the arrangements for the 2001 version are well under
way .
Note: I am delighted at having been able to secure the services of Terry Gifford as one
of the judges for the annual W. H. Murray Literary Prize. He was involved in this year's
judgment and I am very appreciative of his finding time to undertake this work in what
must be a busy schedule. (Hon. Ed.)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I AM writing this letter in the hope that you will, with consideration to the respect
of freedom of speech, print it for anyone who is interested in the style of new
winter route recording to read.
I, as people will know , have climbed some of the more modern mixed routes
in Scotland and when recording routes have always made an effort to be honest
and clear about how and what style etc. was used when climbing these routes.
The focus of this letter lies with the somewhat jaded state of Scottish winter new
route recording. This is not a put-down , just a plain truth which some may well
wish to avoid. I have noticed in my short career, with increasing regularity, the
low standard applied to the recording of certain new winter routes. A prime
example of this can be seen in the route description for the route Mort IX.9 on
Lochnagar, which I believe is the most serious mixed route in Scotland. I have
climbed thefirstand second pitches and mostofthe third. I also have an excellent
knowledge of this route and the unfair way in which it has been recorded. Certain
facts which would prove to be very important to any potential ascentionist have
been blatantly orilltted.
During my attempt on MOlt there were two pieces of in situ gear above the roof
on the second pitch. These were clipped by me and made some difference to the
difficulty of the route. Also higher up on this second pitch an extremely
important piece of gear was placed on the lead by myself. It was a hex hammered
in so hard my second could not remove it when following the pitch. I asked my
second not to remove the two pieces above the roof as they were already there
and, having clipped them, I felt I had no right to remove them. As for the third
piece, it was placed above a very serious run-out and my second could not
physically remove it even on a tight rope. After roughly 30 minutes of trying to
remove it he left it in place. I find it hard to believe it fell out of it's own accord
or was not there when your New Routes Editor Andy Nisbet climbed it seven
days later, as he himself claims.
On the third pitch, three pieces were left in situ two of which were placed by
myself on the lead and the two pieces placed high on this pitch were not easily
placed. The New Routes Editor's ascent was a mere seven days later and he and
his partner used the gear on their successful ascent, which would not have been
a problem had they not then omitted to mention even one of these pieces in their
route description. I find it very disheartening that out of six pieces of in situ gear
on a route of this stature and seriousness, nothing was said. This is not to mention
the fact that the Editor fell on to the highest runner on the third pitch; lowered
down to the belay at the bottom of that pitch, and then let hjs partner take over
the lead! (pulling through the rope I assume!) At least a note would have been
in order but nothing not a line. The Editor even goes as far as implying that a
climber has gone on to the most serious route in Scotland in the intervening seven
days and removed the in situ gear on the second pitch but not the third. Please!
Also, having spoken to the climber in question, I know his attempt was several
seasons earlier and that he had not gone back near it since.
This brings me back to my own route recording. Everything that is of any
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importance is recorded by me from the falls I take to the yo-yos used and yet I'm
berated for this style, which in truth I do not mind as at least I am being honest.
I climbed a route to the right of Mort called Rolling Thunder and this somewhat
serious route has roughly half-a-page of information in New Climbs, from the
number offalls to the practising of some moves on a tight rope, whereas Mort has
roughly two lines and is the most serious route I have ever been on. For example,
a fall high on the crux would result in serious injury or even death. The point is
that routes of this nature must be recorded honestly-if we are to have any kind of
progression in winter climbing styles and ethics.
I think it would be beneficial to Scottish winter climbing and the future of
routes to at least have some guidelines to help with route recording. In the future,
where style becomes more important due to our limited resources, we can no
longer invent but only refine and that is progress. We certainly will not see any
progress until honest recording of routes triumphs and the old days are firmly left
behind .
I realise that what I have to say might not be to everyone' s taste but at least I
will make the effort to say something instead of letting it slip and see Scottish
winter climbing become just another egotistical competition where honesty takes
second place to kudos. I must also make it clear that the ascent of Mort is a very
impressive achievement in the mental progression of hard winter climbing and
that cannot b taken away from the ascentionists, however, the lack of detai Is has
caused some concern among other climbers not just myself.
Hopefully, the answers to these questions will put an end to all the speculation
of just how Mort was climbed.
Alan Mullin.
Dear Editor,
ALAN M ULLlN in his letter raises concern over the reporting of new routes and
particularly the reporting of one, Mort, a summer rock route that was climbed for
the first time in winter by myself, Andy Nisbet and Dave McGimpsey on Saturday,
January 15, 2000. Alan had tried this route previously and states on several
occasions that there were only seven days between the two attempts. Alan' s attempt
with Guy Robertson occurred on December 6, 1999 a full month before with the
Christmas and New Year holiday period in between and some excellent conditions
on Lochnagar for the first two weeks of January.
Alan takes particular exception to the two-line entry for the route in the new
routes section of last year's Journal. Such entries are common , indeed almost
traditional in Scotland. The original description for Centurion (SMCJ 1986) is four
lines and gives similar details to Mort. The original description for Guerdon
Grooves (SMCJ 1984) is less than a line.
Towards the end of his letter he makes a plea for guidelines for the recording of
new routes. The description given (written by Andy) is admittedly brief, but is
factual, recording the date, suggested grade (IX,9) and allowing the route to be
found by those with a knowledge of the cliff or a current guide. The description as
it stands in the Journal informs people to go to the left of the rib on pitch two . This
is the critical key to doing the route in winter. The seriousness of the route may be
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gauged from the grade. The description refrains from over-emotive sentiment
which may be added in a lengthier description if necessary when the next edition
of the guide is published.
The two previou s attempts on the line by Andy and myself had been mentioned
in the history section of the current Cairngorms guide. An article published in High
(January 2001), which Alan is evidently aware of, gave a brief hi story of these two
attempts and acknowledges others that were known about at the time, as well as a
fairly lengthy description of the actual ascent itself.
At this level of climbing anyone wishing to repeat such routes from the Journal
has very probably gained knowledge of them from others, possibly even the first
ascentionist. Alan had gained considerable information on the line prior to his
attempt, having carefully studied the cliff through binoculars and thoroughly
interrogated both myself and Andy about the route over previous years
While I agree we should not omit significant details that would prevent a
subsequent on-sight ascent being undertaken , e.g. none reporting of tension move,
rests etc. or the removal of critical in. situ protection, this was not the case in this
instance. The ascent went smoothly and without incident, bar two falls by Andy on
the final pitch. Inclusion of information on the two falls would be unnecessary to
an on-sight ascent as would information about the in. situ gear. It would be possible
to place all the protection on lead without recourse to axe rests , as indeed this ascent
and the attempt in 1992 proved , the in. situ gear present on the route was therefore
not mentioned in the Journal description .
Alan mentions several pieces of in. situ gear, specifically 'an extremely important
piece ' higher up the second pitch. This piece of gear was not found by myself or
Andy and Dave during our ascent of Mort, it may no longer be there or has been
covered by snow/ice - whichever, it played no part in our ascent.
Of the six pieces of in. situ gear mentioned by Alan it would appear the majority
are the legacy of his attempt. I accept I am responsible for one piece at the base of
the rib (left during my retreat in 1992) which Alan has extended with a sling. The
absence ofthe two pegs on the third pitch pose more of a mystery and leave the crux
section les well protected , though as our ascent proved, itis possible without them.
All ofthe in situ gear! used on the route could have been placed by me on lead, much
of it is next to no-hands rests. If the in situ gear detracts from the ascent it is more
of an indictment of those that place and leave it there when it is not necessary, I can
only be blamed for one piece.
Since the ascent of Mort, Alan has talked to Andy about the in silu runners but
clearly doesn ' t believe the fact that they were of no great advantage and so were not
mentioned in the Journal description . Thi s is maybe why he has persisted in
spreading rumours and is now writing letters to the Journal.
I whole-heartedly agree that we should be honest about the styl e in which routes
are climbed and have always tried to be so, the High article probably contained
more information than is normally recorded about an ascent.
I hope this letter will satisfy Alan's curiosity and he will resist spreading further
rumours and innuendo about the in situ protection used and the ascent of Mort. If
not, I will have to agree with him again, that honesty is taking second place - but
to his ego.
Brian Davison .
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1985 New Climbs - 9 pages
Dear Editor,
I DO NOT profess to be a technical rock-climber nor do I perform on snow and
ice other than at the level of general winter mountaineering. I enjoy the
mountains of Scotland in all seasons and have for many years been an avid
reader of your club's Journal.
In 1985, when I first started reading the Journal, the section given over to the
recording of 'New Climbs' took up all of nine pages. I have watched it rise in
annual increments ever since, until the Millennium edition, sporting an
incredible 43 double-sided pages, incited me to put pen to paper.
Now, given thatIam nota technical climber, I would have to admit to a slight
bias, in that these matters do not interest me greatly. Having said that, I find it
difficult to imagine that recording the technicalities of 8m of rock in the Outer
Hebrides, or anywhere else for that matter, and another 8m six feet to the right
and left of that, would hold much interest for anyone but those seeing their
names in print in that issue. What happened to the spirit of exploration for
goodness sake!
That so much space can be used in this way, at the expense of the excellent
and evocative writing, which is so much a hallmark of your publication, calls
for comment.
I note with interest that K. V. Crocket, who has been Editor since I started
reading your Journal is passing on the reins . What better time than now, for the
incoming Editor to grasp the nettle and reduce this burgeoning 'cuckoo ' in an
otherwise exemplary nest, to more manageable, and perhaps as important,
more meaningful proportions.
Peter Stilgga.
2001 New Climbs - 140 pages
Is IT just me or does 140 pages of a 300-page journal dedicated to New Climbs
seem to be overdoing things slightly. When one compares this to the 87 pages
given over to what I trust are interesting articles and fiction, I would suggest
that an imbalance seems evident. I have, as have my predecessors, inherited
what is essentially a literary journal and I have no wish to be at the helm as it
descends to a level where ir becomes little more than an annual guidebook.
Having said that, I do recognise that the Scottish Mountaineering Cl ub is the
' Keeper of the Keys' as far as the recording and archiving of Scottish climbs
is concerned and that it is important, for a number of reasons, that we remain
so. How then do we achieve a balance?
A separate supplement and/or expanded use of 'web' technology on our
excellent Internet site are two ideas that come readily to mind, I am sure there
are others. I would appreciate comments from the membership, firstly to
confirm that my judgment of this matter is a sound one, and secondly, to try and
find a way forward or perhaps in this case backward!
Charlie J. Off.
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THE SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING TRUST - 2000-2001
TRUSTEES met on July 27 , 2000, November 9, 2000 and March 1, 200l.
During the course of these meetings support was given to the Jonathan Conville
Memorial Trust Winter Course 2000 -2001; the Clachnaben Path Trust; the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds - Lichens/Hawkweeds Survey; Glasgow
Uni versity Mountaineering Club Peru 2000; the Footpath Trust- path maintenance
at Loch Gainemach; the John Muir Trust - the purchase of Ben Nevis, and the
Schiehallion Appeal Footpath Project; the SMC Journal Editor - computer; the
National Trust for Scotland - Beinn Ghlas footpath ; Scottish Winter Lofoten
Expedition (Pete Benson) 2001 , and the Mountaineering Council for Scotland support for the Access and Conservation Officer.
After careful consideration and having regard to projected income the Trust's
grant to the Mountaineering Council for Scotland for the next three years is now
£5000 per annum.
During the year the Trust produced a leaflet for distribution to the public, a copy
of which was included in a SMC newsletter.
The Trust received a generous donation of £5000 from The James and Patricia
Hamilton Charitable Trust in April 2000.
The present Directors of the Publications Co. are T. B. Fleming (Chairman), R.
K Bott (appointed on April 1, 2001), K. V Crocket, P. W. F. Gribbon, (A. Kassyk
retired by rotation on March 31, 2001) and T. Prentice (Publications Manager). D.
C. Anderson attends Board Meetings in an advisory capacity as the Convenor of the
Publications Sub-Committee.
The present Trustees are T. B. Fleming (Chairman), D. C. Anderson, R. K. Bott,
K. V.Crocket, G. S. Nicoll, G. E. Irvine, P. W. H. Gribbon, C. 1. Orr, S. M.
Richardson, B. R. Shackleton andM. G. D. Shaw. R. K. Bott and P . W. H. Gribbon
are Trustee Directors and provide liaison between the Publications Co. and the
Trust. 1. Morton Shaw is the Trust Treasurer. The Trustees wish to record their
gratitude to R. T. Richardson, for services to the Trust as Chairman of the Trust
from December 1998-December 2000 and to A. Kassyk as Trustee and Trusteel
Director of the company until recent retirement by rotatiqn.

The following grants have committed by the Trustees.
General Grant Fund
Jonathan Conville Winter Courses 2000/2001
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds - LichenslHawkweeds
survey
Glasgow Mountaineering Club Peru 2000
John Muir Trust - Purchase of Ben Nevis
SMC Journal Editor - computer
Scottish Winter Lofoten Expedition 2001
Mountaineering Council of Scotland for three years each year

Footpath Fund
Clachnaben Path Trust
Footpath Trust - maintenance at Loch Gainemach for three years each
year
John Muir Trust - Shiehallion Appeal Footpath Project
National Trust for Scotland - Beinn Ghlass footpath

£840
£500
£150
£5000
£638
£300
£5000
£2500
£100
£10,000
£2000

James D. Hotchkis, Trust Secretary.
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MUNRO MATTERS
By c. M. Huntley (Clerk of the List)
The new additions to the List ofMunroists and amendments follow. The column s used
are Munroist's number, name, year of Munros, Tops a nd Furths. *SMC member.
**LSCC member.
2308
2309
23 10
23 11
2312
23 13
23 14
23 15
23 16
23 17
23 18
2319
2320
2321
2322
2323
2324
2325
2326
2327
2328
2329
2330
2331
2332
2333
2334
2335
2336
2337
2338
2339
2340
2341
2342
2343
2344
2345
2346
2347
2348
2349
2350
2351
2352
2353
2354
2355
2356
2357
2358

Simon Waddicor
David T. Barrett
Rob Smith
George Barry
Mark Thomson
Malcolm Watson
Duncan D. Francey
George Thompson
Stan Loneskie
Clive Horsfield
Ron Forsyth
C. Andrew Larkins
Paul A. Turek
Adam J. Turek
Ruth Ubysz
Dave Roberts
Steve Burns
Gordon A. Roy
Grant Forbes
Michael T. Taylor
Jan Lawen
Hugh W. Tasker
Tony Tideswell
Brian Taylor
Jan Holloway
Angus Call1pbell
David A. lohnstone
Alan E. Donaldson
Rachel Hardy
John Birtwistle
Susan J. Rees
William C. Rees
William Bates
Ralph Henderson
Anthony P. Weetman
Haydn Kingston
Jan Baines
Grahalll Phillips
David Allison
Robert A. Fraser
Steven Warren
Fiona Wild
*Roger Wild
Brian Maguire
Roger G. Watson
John R. Lindsay
George N. Thomson
George D. Smith
Barry Brown
Maxwell Craig
Brian Davey

1997
2359 Derek J. Cran
2000 2000
2000
2360 Alan M. Dunworth
2000
1996236 1 Colin P. Dodd
2000 2000
2000
1999
2362 Fiona W. Douglas
1999
2000
2363 Ann Waters
2000
2000 2000
2364 Keith Waters
2000
2000
2000
2365 Jan is Whyte
2000
2366 John Dargie
2000
2000
2367 John H. Lyne
2000
1999
2368 Pete Serres
2000
1994
2000
2369 Dave Chaffey
2000
2370 Ross McCallulll
2000
2000
2371 Graeme Crowe
2000
2000
2000
2372 Andrew Brookes
2000
2000
2373 David M. Raw
2000
2000
2374 Neil A. Findlay
2000
2000
2375 lan S. Leslie
2000
2000
2376 Brian Kitching
2000
2377 K. Clark
1999
2000
2378 Edith Wilson
2000
2000
2379 Geoffrey Wilson
2000
2000
2000
2380 Sara A. Chapple
2000
238 1 lan K. Chapple
2000
2000
2382 Sue Cullen
2000
2000
2000
2383 Matthew Davis
2384 David Short
1999
2000
2000
2385 Marion Collingwood 2000
2000
2386 Duncan Collingwood 2000
2000
2387 Machi el Rosenbrand 2000
2388 lain Rudkin
2000
2000
2000
2389 Robert Jackson
2000
2000
2000
2390 Colin Scott
2391 Raymond S. Woodcock 2000
2000
2392 Jeffrey Blakeley
2000
2000
2000
2393 Dale Allan
2000
2000
2394 Annemarie Rutherford 2000
2395 Stephen G. Goodyear 2000
2000
2000 2000
2396 Andrew 1. Rankin
2000
2000
2397 Edith Anne Ross
2000
2000
2398 Keith Griffiths
2000
1999
2399 Tom Whalen
2000
2000
2400 MartinC. K. Bloomfield 2000
2401 Peter A. Davidson
2000
2000
2000
2402 G. Dennis Gower
2000
2000
2403 Adrian Simpson
2000
2000
2404 Peter S. Dewar
2000
2000
2405 Christopher Carey
2000
1995 2000
2406 David Gillard
2000
2000
2407 Terry Bolger
2000
2000
2000
2408 Donald Barnett
2000
2000
2409 Alan CultS
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2410
241 I
2412
24 13
24 14
2415
2416
2417
2418
24 19
2420
242 1
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429
2430
243 1
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437
2438
2439
2440
2441
2442
2443
2444
2445
2446
2447
2448
2449
2450
245 1
2452
2453
2454
2455
2456
2457
2458
2459
2460
246 1
2462
2463
2464
2465
2466

Alan Castle
Gordon C. Stewart
Dave Windle
Richard M. Chri stie
Chris Crocker
lan Cuthi ll
Henry Gillett
James Hughes
Mark J. Langrish
Richard M. Williams
Edward J. Deighan
All an Corbelt
David K. McRonald
John Cattell
Robert M. Elder
David Bell
lain B. Shaw
Andrew Shaw
David West
Graham C. Kelly
Jim Campbe ll
Carl Emery
Brian Kerslake
Alan Rowan
Peter A. Wright
Robert A. Creswell
Geoff Barnett
Stewart Wragg
Morag Barclay
P. B. Wilmot
John F. Rutherford
An n Quirk
John MacLean
Margaret C. O' Nei ll
Peter A. Haigh
Barbara Dunn
S. George Dunn
Joyce Kettl es
Joyce McCraw
John MacLeod
Mary-Lucy More
David More
Nei l J. Lang
Mhairi A. BaiT
Mary Webster
Tony S. Harrison
John Steele
Ronnie Gall
Garrow McLaren
Alex B. Nelson
Eva Howat
Karen Rutherford
Elizabeth Reid
Martin Likeman
Archie S. To llin
David Gray
Hazel Rodgers

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

2467
2468
2469
2470
2000 1992 247 1
2472
2473
1999 2474

2000

2000

2000
2000

Alaisdair Rodgers
Mike Thewlis
Jean Belm
Sarah Nelson
William H. Cooke
Jim Weir
Neil Woodhead
Gordon Stewart
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2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
19882000
2000
2475 Alan Sewell
2000
2000
2476 Graham J. Cooper
2477 Jenn y Cru ickshank
2000
2478 David I. Holmes
2000
2000
2579 John E. Sim
2480 Y. Pam Taylor
2000
1990
248 1 Judith McIntyre
2000
2482 Margaret Laing
2000
2483 Christine Dawson
2000
2484 Stuart W. MacG ill
2000
2485 Barry Fraser
2000
2486 Christopher Black
2000
2000 2487 Roderick MacDonald 2000
2488 Gordon Mullay
1996
2000
2489 Les ley C. Pyper
2490 J. L. Addy
2000
249 1 Bob Sha nks
2000
2492 Nicola Howarth
2000
2493 Colin Gordon
2000
1984 1995 1997
2494 **Rhona B. 1. Fraser
1994
2000
2000
2495 David A. Watson
2496 Douglas Stuart
2000
2000
2497 Allan Pearks
2000
2000 2498 Philip Howe
2499 Andrew D. Cunningham 2000
2000
2500 Dav id F. Brown
1997
2501 Ni el Craig
2000
2502 Martin Forster
2503 Grahame Downer
2000
2000
2504 Isabell a Fraser
2000
2505 Roy Turnbu ll
2000
2506 Waiter C. McArthur
2000
2507 Andy McGowan
2000
2508 Bob M. Taylor
1999
2509 Margaret Laidlaw
1999
1996 2510 David Stone
2000
25 11 George Hall
25 12 Anthony Pilling
2000
25 13 Charles W. Alexander 1984 1984
25 14 Ken Downie
2000
1998
25 15 John F. Gi llespie
2000
2516 Nevi lle W. Tandy
2000
2517 J. Hipwood
2000
25 18 John Croxford
25 19 Karen Beattie
2000
2520 John W. M. Murdoch 2000
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AMENDMENTS
The following have added to their entries on the List. Each Munroist's record is
shown in full. The columns refer to Number, Name, Munros, Tops and Furths.
1994
164 Nigel Hawkins
1978
1995
1984
1996
1980
206 I. H. Chuter
1997
2000
1998
262 *Roger J.c. Robb
1981
1999
2000
2000
290 Kenneth 1. Maclver 1982
2000
1287 Robert 1. Shapperd 1994 2000 1995
1984
1299 Michael McLaggan 1994
1997
364 Brian Dick
1992
2000
1994
2000
1351 Margaret Bealtie
2000
1980
2000
385 John Peacegood
Brenda D. Griffin
1985 1989 2000 1397 Douglas R. MacLeod 1995 1997 1998
391
1994
2000
1982
392 Mervyn Griffin
1985 1989 2000 1439 Martin Uppadine
1994
2000
1986 1996 1993 1527 Adrian H. Blandy
1994 2000
462 Roger Booth
2000
1997
2000
464 1. G. Cooney
1986 1986 1986
1996 1998 2000
1999 1999 1999 1660 10hn Kirkham
1986 1986 1986 1722 John Newman
1997 1999 2000
471
Francis H. SCOll
1997
2000 2000 2000 1781 John Goodman
2000
1997
1986
1801 Lindsay Boyd
508 David Alexander
2000
2000
1996 1836 Wendy Dodds
1997
2000
889 Adrienne Simcock 1991
1998 2000
1991
1997 1940 Andrew L. Smith
890 Peter Si mcock
1998 2000
954 Robert B. Gunn
1991 1991 2000 2019 Norman Veitch
1991
2000 2034 Kenneth J. Mason
1998
959 Mike Dixon
1040 James Gordon
1992 1994
2000
1999
2000
1996
2089 Oliver Overstall
2135 Peter J.c. Wooley
1999
2000
1998
2144 John Crowder
1999
2000
2000
1995 2000
1045 Steve Fallon
1992 1993
2355 George D. Smith
THIS year I have had the pleasure of adding a further 213 names to the List ofMunroists.
Most compleated in 2000 and were reporting the successful first round with a much
smaller number including the Tops at the same time. The comments below are a small
extract from the wealth of experiences and tales described in the letters I have received.
As we all know, climbing the Munros is no longer the obscure, almost unknown
pleasure taken up by a select band of the population, whose work colleagues only know
that at weekends they are often ' away'. Now, a combination of guidebooks, TV
programmes and regular radio spots, ensures the interest is well advertised, if not
understood. In addition, I mentioned a few years ago coming across a flyer, advertising
a board game 'Munro Mania' by the Chaffeys. They are obviously not couch potatoes
as Dave Chaffey (2369) has now added the reality game to his credentials, and I see on
their latest flyer that his wife is on 248.
The international element continues and the popularity of the hills knows no political
boundaries. Jan Lawen (2328) has managed to compleat his round from Germany,
although he did have a head start by staying in Edinburgh for a few years, while Machiel '
Rosenbrand (2387) has managed the entire set from his home in the Netherlands.
However, I suspect that the world of Microsoft and Bill Gates has yet to hear of the
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Munros, as Ann Waters (2363) notes that the Microsoft spell checker still rejects
Mum·os and offer 'Moonrise'. This she points out has not been entirely inappropriate
on some of her longer walks and late finishes.
With the List now numbering more than 2500 names [ would have expected that we
would have a considerable number of same-name entries. However, to date most are
distinguishable, although when I received a letter from a second Gordon Stewart (2411
and 2474) only a few months apart, I was glad to find that one of them had a middle initial
to use. Perhaps one day we'll move onto offering the option of using unique nicknames
or even e-mail addresses. This year I did nearly introduce a duplication when Alan
Peacegood (385) wrote to me. He had just been in Eire to add the Furths to his personal
tally and met another Munroist during his travels. The outcome of the meeting was that
Alan was provided with my address and he wrote to report a compleation of Munros in
1980 and Furths in 2000. However, I noticed that there was already an A. Peacegood
on the List from 1980, and Alan and I have come to the conclusion that this is almost
certainly him. To his knowledge there are very few Peacegoods around and the chance
of a coincidence is too small.
Most writers include a mention of their final Munro party and I was intrigued to think
of Ken Downie's (2514) friend carrying a small bottle of champagne around the Skye
ridge for five days hoping that each day they were finally going to reach the Last One.
Others choose to mention the range of food that accompanied their early trips but few
can be as unappetising as Niel Craig (2501) had to suffer, when on an extended New
Year trip to various bothies. His group were taking it in turns to provide the evening meal
and after one long day out the duty cook produced , with a rather nervous grin, a single
turnip to be shared among five. It's apparently a tale the offender is notallowed to forget.
Minor typing and reading elTors are getting corrected each year and [ would ask that
you try to print the name you'd like to go onto the List.
The appeal of doing the Munros your own way still appeals to many. Keith Griffiths
(2398) wants to try and bag a hill on each calender day of the year, while John Sim
(2479) had a much simpler desire and that was to have a beer at the end of each day out,
although that is not an unknown expectation by any means!
Among the List of new names are two particularly young Munroists. To most people
the feat ofIain Rudkin (2388) compleating aged J 9 years 11 months would be unusual ,
but this is rather overshadowed by Adam Turek (2321) who was only 15 years. At the
other end ofthe life scale I should mention John Lyne (2367), Dennis Gower (2402) and
Archie Tollin (2464) who are all in their 70s.
The shortest round of the year belongs to Colin GOJ·don (2493). Born in Scotland , but
now resident in Australia, he embarked on a plan to carry out a continuous round. The
initial start at the end of M arch was aborted, but he restarted in April and was on his final
Munro only five-and-a-half months later. From his reading of previous Journals he
believes he is the 18th person to compleat a round within 12 months. To finish, Colin
recounted the following tale. "One of the strangest things that happened to me was very
close to the end of my journey, when I returned to the end of the road in Glen Dessary
after doing Sgurr Mor. I had already experienced my first Broken Spectre near the
summit and I came across a man sitting on the grass at the side of the road. He was
wearing a very old-fashioned highland outfit which included a plaid over his shoulder.
Beside him lay a claymore, a targe and a musket. When I spoke to him he replied: 'Sorry
my English not good.' He turned out to be from Brittany and was a medieval costume
maker by trade. A self-confessed Ecosseophile, he was walking from Glen Shiel to Glen
Finnan, and presumably, sleeping in his plaid as he was carrying only a small satchel.
He was also carrying a pair of small home-made instep crampons to stop him slipping
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on the peat in hi s very wet home-made brogues. Ironically, he was sitting at the road
head as he'd twisted his knee and was awaiting a taxi which, sure enough, appeared a
short while later. All very unusu al."
I can with confidence let the numbers in the Amendments section speak for
themselves and most readers will be impressed by the volume of hill walking that some
of the Munro-bagging fraternity manage to do. A few when writing to record an
am endment, make a gentle offer of apology for the extended time between Munros to
Tops or time to a second round etc . (not that I know of any rules)! However, for novel
excuses few could match Nigel Hawkins (164) who said that he finds he is more often
buying hill s than walking in them as a result of his role in the John Muir Trust.
Those wishing to add their names to the List ofCompleat Munroists should write to th e
Clerk at the address below. There is no formal registration form but a letter from the
prospective Munroist giving a few detail s of experiences, time taken on the round and
age would be appreciated. Once registered, Munroists can claim a tie and/or brooch. A
colour A4 ccrti ficate is also available to mark the Compleation so please enclose an A4
sae.
After e ight years of being Clerk of the List I am handing over the role to Dave Kirk.
Thank you to all those who have made the job so interesting and I can, with some
pleasure, record that during my tenure of office 60% of the List has been added.
Hopefully. with more time on my hands, I will get my name into the Amendments.
All future correspondence should now be sent to Dave Kirk, Greenhowe Farmhouse,
Banchory-Devenick, AB12 5YJ. It is recognised that I will no doubt be forwarding
letters to Dave for years to come. Similarly, Bill Brooker (my predecessor) has been
forwarding letters to me for the last eight years.
The entire List of Munroists is accessible on the Club's website at www.smc.org.uk
and this should include all the Multiple Rounds , Tops and Furths. If you spot any
omissions please inform Dave Kirk. A search facility has just been added to the site,
making it easy to find any name and last year, the SMC webmaster added the facility
to enable viewing of photographic records linked to your name. If you have any prints,
slides or digital photographs that you would like linked to your name please send them
to the Clerk.

Something to mark your success on the Corbetts?
In last year's Journal I mentioned that the SMC would be pleased to mark the successful
round of the Corbetts with a certificate. This is similar to the Munroist's certificate and
it is intended that any rounds of Corbetts will be included in the Munroist' s website
entry. If any readers feel they are entitled to a certificate please write to the new Clerk
of the List. Recently, a comprehensive List has been researched by Dave Hewitt and
James Lamb and is now published by TACit Press. Readers may wish to contact Dave
for his publication of Co rbett Tops and Corbetteers atTACit Press, 2 Abbey Road Place,
Stirling FK8 ILN. (£4.20 inc p&p).
During the year the following have written to me to record rounds ofthe Corbetts. The
columns given are Munro Number, Name and Corbetts.
55
107
205
336

lain A. Robertson
*Andrew Nisbet
Tom Rix
Stephen T. Ramsden

391

Brenda D. Griffin

1986
2000
1994
1993
1999
2000

392
634
1613
2474
2494

Mervyn Griffin
Bill Miller
Gillian Nisbet
Gordon StBwart
Rhona B. I. Fraser

2000
1992
2000
2000
1990
1998
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE COMMITTEE OF SCOTLAND
SCOTTISH MOUNTAIN ACCIDENTS 2000
Compiled by John Hinde
Police have not been mentioned in all incidents, but have been concerned in all as
theirs' is the responsibilty.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS
JA NllARY 28-29 - Experienced walker (77) was overdue from Cona' Mheall (Beinn
Dearg area). He returned to his car at the head of Loch Glascarnoch in the small
hours. drove \0 the back of Alltguish Inn and slept in the car not wanting to disturb
anyone. Dundonnell MRT had already been called out. 7.
FEBRUARY :3 - Female (48) descending Spidean a'Choire Leith, Liathach, with two
companions slipped and slid off ridge, falling 200m into CoireDubh Mor. She was
fatally injured. Kinloss and TOITidon MRTs, RAF Sea King helicopter and
SARDA dog . Found by Dog Pete on east side of cOITie. 232.
FEBR UA RY I - Gales and snow correctly forecast. Two men aged about 20s 'probably'
went to Fannaichs. Dundonnell MRT stood by when they were overdue. Subjects
were blown ofT Sgurr Mor in wrong direction to Loch a'Bhraoin then walked out
by Destitution Road to Braemore Junction where they phoned. 3.
FEBRUARY 22 - Man (45) and woman (39) attempted to reach Sgurr Mor in deep wet
snow with a strong possibility of avalanche conditions. They got beyond Beinn
Liath Mhor Fannaich then were overdue walking out via Loch Li (which is not the
best way off). Dundonnell MRT called out. 10.
MAY 14-15 - Party of three on Conival had only one rucksack between them. A
novice male (5 I) separated from his two experienced companions and got lost with
no map, compass, food or spare clothes. He walked out to Unapool, having seen
houses from above Loch Glencoul which he thought was Loch Assynt. Searchers
were Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, six SARDA dogs, RAF and HMCG helicopters.
628.
MA Y 20 - Party of three on summit of Beinn Liath Mhor in good weather. Casualty
(45) climbed a small cairn to take a photograph. He slipped and broke his wrist;
then contacted pol ice by mobile phone. RAF Sea King on exercise in the area lifted
him to Broadford Hospital. Torridon MRT. IS.
MAY 22 - A party of four completed the climb ofCioch Nose, on A'Chioch ofSgurr
a'Chaorachain, Applecross. Going towards the top of Bealach na Ba one of them,
a female (49), slipped negotiating a rocky step and sustained a serious head injury
(helmet carried). She was helped to M.R. 795427 where colleagues raised the
alarm. Airl ift by HMCG helicopter. 11.
MAY 31-June l- Leaving CoireMhic Nobuill Car Park, Ton'idon at 13.30 for a 1Skm
walk to n0l1h of Beinn Alligin, four walkers (m68, m67, f66, fSS) got lost near
Loch Toll nam Biast at 20.50. Mobile phone alerted Torridon MRT and HMCG
helicopter. In rain and strong wind they were found by air search eight hours later,
cold and tired but otherwise OK, about 4 km west of where they had phoned from.
46.
JULY 4-5 - Lost in mist descending Tom a'Choinnich, Ben Wyvis, two male
birdwatchers (70, 45) used mobile phone. They were found OK by Dundonnell
MRT next morning in a sheltered hollow out of phone contacf(left on 'divert' after
initial call). 200.
J UL Y12-13 - Walking Am Fasarinen Pinnacles ofLiathach, schoolboy (15) stumbled
and sprained an ankle. One of those who wentoffto raise alarm borrowed a mobile
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phone from other walkers. Torridon MRT lifted by RAF R 137 to 450m then
climbed to casualty. Stretchered him down overnight to below cloudbase for
airlift. 210.
JULY 19 - German Venture Scout (fI6) slipped on Corriehallie/Achneigie track.
Heavy rucksack probably contributed to slip or inability to protect her head from
injury. Comrades gave wrong track name when they ran back. They said it was
Shenavall (inaccessible to heavy FWD vehicle) so RAF Sea King used. Dundonnell
MRT.15.
JULY 24 - Four were walking on 'tourist' type path at about 450m on south slopes of
Stac Pollaidh. A rock fell on the leg of a man (28) causing an open fracture. It then
toppled on to another man (20) causing a slight head injury. Evacuation to hospital
by RAF Sea King and Dundonnell MRT. Alarm was raised by mobile phone
carried by nearby path workers. 34.
JULY 30 - Family of a man (55) tried to assist him when he slipped and sprained an
ankle on north slopes ofRuadh-stac Mor, Beinn Eighe. They had been walking the
path from Grudie Bridge to Loch Coire Mhic Fhearchair and realised they would
need help. Torridon MRT stretchered him off. 77.
AUGUST 7 - Lone walker (49), in mist without map and compass, decided against
descending 'The Horns' from Sgurr Mhor, the summjt of Beinn Alligin, so she
returned to Tom na Gruagaich but got lost near its summit. She used mobile phone
and was directed by calls from Ton·idon MRT to the summjt of 'Tom' and asked
to stay there. She got cold and wet but rescue went according to plan and she was
fine when aided down by the team . SARDA called out. 4l.
AUGUST 7-8 - Solo walker (49) left fishing party at Loch Dionard to walk back to
Gualin Lodge over Foinaven. She had no food, no map and no compass. Lost in
mist she was found by Assynt MRT walking out on Dionard track next morning
wet but uninjured. Kinloss MRT, HMCG helicopter and SARDA also involved.
419.
SEPTEMBER 4-5 - Walker (41) with ambitious plan was delayed by migraine on the
ridge of Liathach. This led to benightment without a torch and a slow incorrect
descent. He was found next morning by Torridon and Kinloss MRTs. RAF Sea
King and SARDA involved . 127.
SEPTEMBER 25 - Man (33) collapsed with a seizure when returning from a day deer
stalking at Loch Coire Chaorachain, Dundonnell. Gamekeeper raised the alarm
and he was airlifted by RAF Sea King. He made a full recovery in Raigmore
Hospital and discharged himself. Dundonnell MRT. 14.

WESTERN HIGHLANDS
FEBRUARY 2 - Wearing crampons ascending rock, ice and snow near the top of
Forcan Ridge, The Saddle, ridge-walker (29) slipped and fell several hundred
metres sustaining a fatal head injury. He was a member of a party of seven in two
unroped groups. Kintail MRT and RAF Sea King helicopter. 36.
FEBRUARY 14-15 - Leading group of 12 through Mam na Cloich-Airde (pass)
westwards to Sourlies Bothy at the head of Loch Nevis, man (56) slipped on wet
rock lkm east of the bothy. With damaged knee ligaments he was taken to
Sourlies and stayed overnight. Companions alerted RAF Sea King next day and
he was airlifted. 29.
APRlL 13-14 - False alarm. Limited precautionary search by Kintail MRT and RAF
Sea King for man thought to have visited Falls of Glomach from Cannich Youth
Hostel. Accommodation had been booked but he did not return. 41.
APRfL 29-30 - Search organised by Dundonnell MRT for overdue man (34) who had
separated on Sgurr na Lapaich (Loch Mullardoch) to climb An Ri abhachan. It had
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clagged up overn ight and he had left hi s torch in hi s tent. He turned up at 04.00.
10.
MAY 28 - Descending west slopes of Sron a Cho ire Gairbh. Loch Lochy , man (59)
s lipped on steep. wet moss/grass and fell 45m. II was mi sty and snow ing. Friend
went for help and he was airlifted by RAF R 137 to Belford Hospital suffering
di slocated shoulder. hand fraclUre. bruised ribs. cut leg and head needing
numerous stitches. 12.
Ju E 17 - Mobile phone alerted Leuchars MRT on exerci se in the area and RAF
heli copter when a man (3 1) slipped on wet rock. R 137 could not reach him due
to low cloud, so team was dropped at 360m. climbed to east summit ofLurg Mhor
(south of head of Loch Monar). Casualty. with a painful shoulder di slocation, and
friend were found using whi st les. then aided to below cloud base for airlift. Kintail
on standby. 45.
JUNE 29 - Schoolgirl ( 16) in a part y of 22 crossing rough pass (Mam na Cloiche
Airde) to SOUl-lies Bothy at the head of Loch Nevis slipped and tore knee
ligaments . Airlift from 200m altitude by RAF Sea King and Lochaber MRT. 18.
JULY 28 - Fcmale (28) go t cragfast descending sc ree on Creag nan Damb, South
Cluanie Rid gc . Shc was left by companion who went for he lp. Kintail MRT on
hill ca lled RAF Sea Kin g. She was found and winched aboard. 30.
AUG UST 3 - Ex pcri cnced hillwalker (62) slipped on vegetation and twisted an ankle
dcscending ESE Rid ge Sgurr na Lapaich (Loch Mullardoch) at 900m. Mobile
phone used. R 137 could not reach him in cloud so MRT used two-man chair to
gct him below cloud base for airlift. Model of co-operation betwee n Dundonnell
and RAF Sca Kin g working together in rolling mist. 80.
OCTOBER 2 - Glcnelg and Kintail MRTs with SARDA dogs searched for a missing
pcrson (38) . He was found by a MRT member lying in bracken about 500m from
hi s home. on Boc Beag, above An Leth-allt, Loch Duich . He was cold and
withdrawn. HMCG helicopter. 90.
OCTOBER 17- 18 - Two female members of a family (47, 11 ) suffered exhaustion.
With father they had walked to the head of Glen Arnisdale then tried to return west
a long the north sho re of Loch Hourn , a very demanding route especially as they
were hampe red by heav y rain and strong winds. Father left them, went on to
Arnisdale and returned with three Glenelg MRT in a boat to collect them. 28.
OCTOBER 23 - False alarm. At 19.15 lights were reported on hi1l2km west ofCluanie
Inn (A87 Glen Shiel road). Kintail MRT concluded that lights were from
descending climbers or forestry vehicles working there, and that no-one was in
trouble. 14.
OCTOBER 3 I-November 1-Temporary warden (50s) atCraig Bunkhouse, Glencarron,
had been hillwalking. Cycling home down the Glen a'Chonais forestry track he
fell off his bike and broke his leg. Unable to move, he put on all his clothes,
splinted his leg with ski poles and climbed into his bivvy bag. Hi s route card and
non-return alerted Torridon MRT. 24.
NOVEMBER 11 - A Dutch pair (f3 5, m33) got benighted on SE slopes of Sgurr an tSearraich , about 2km east of Shiel Bridge. They used mobile phone at 17.55 and
were airlifted by RAF Rl37 Sea King and Glenelg MRT. 30.
DECEMB ER 31, 2000-January 16,200 I - Very well equipped (except that she had no
crampons) hill walker (21) walked from Applecross to Glen Affric in good
weather with little precipitation but sub zero temperatures. Although this was her
first Scottish winter experience she normally spent halfthe year in the hills, about
six days at a time only coming 'out' for food supplies and recharged phone
batteries. Her mother was concerned about her mental state. Dundonnell MRT got
her relating to people and she was persuaded to join a friend outwith the area. 32.
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BEN NEVIS
JANUARY 11 - 13- Three people attempted the ascent by the track in strong wind and
falling snow. Near the summjt, one of them, a man (42) slipped and was seen to
fall 400m before he went out of sight. A large search followed by Lochaber,
Kinloss and Leuchars MRTs with eight SARDA dogs. At 13.00 on third day his
body was found at about500m in Coire Eoghainn during a sweep and dog search.
The inexperienced victim had been poorly equipped. 1489.
FEBRUARY II - After climbing Tower Ridge three men (53, 27, 27) got lost and
benighted in summit plateau whiteout. Batteries of one torch failed and another
flickered. They bedded down in their group shelter but this tore in the strong
wind. They spent the night in a small hole they dug in soft snow, but were still
exposed to the wind. At 06.30 they started down Red Burn and were found and
aided by Lochaber MRT. All received frostbite treatment at Belford Hospital.
RAF Sea King helicopter was involved but they had already been found. 60.
FEBRUARY 19 - Phone call from CIC Hut that drunk man was walking down . When
Lochaber MRT found him on path below hut he appeared OK, alert, capable and
well equipped saying he did not need rescuing. He may have been in first stages
of hypothermia in the hut. 6.
MARCH 4 - In good, freezing weather, a party of three went from Achintee to top
of No. 4 Gully. Man (49) roped up to abseil post and checked the cornice. It gave
way . He fe1l3m on the rope. Climbing out (presumably he had untied) the cornice
again collapsed. He fell 150m to the bottom with snow breaking his fall.
Recovered by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. Belford Hospital diagnosed
him uninjured but he was detained overnight for observation. 74.
MARCH 4 - Man (30) intended to climb Green Gully unroped with two Americans
he met at CIC Hut. He went in front practically all the way up. Just below the top
one of his companions went up over the cornice ahead of him. The casualty went
next, but on reaching the lip he suddenly fell backwards down Green Gully then
out of sight. Alarm was raised. RAF R137 Sea King was in the vicinity. With
Lochaber MRT aboard casualty was found lOOm below foot of Green Gully and
was lifted to Belford Hospital. Injuries were fatal. 29.
MARCH 5-6 - After completing two days walking/climbing with a companion in
Ben Nevis area, staying overnight in survival bags, outdoor instructor (39) was
seen getting into her survival bag at 22.30 in strong wind and rain . They were in
Antler Gully area near zig-zags of the track, mostly below the snowline. At06.00
hours the deceased was found by her companion about lOOm below where she
had slept. She had a severe scalp injury and no vital signs. Evacuation to Belford
by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King was completed by 11.00. 98.
MARCH 16-17 - With four companions descending West Face ofCarn Dearg NW
(Ben Nevis) in mi st, a man (31) crossed a patch of hard snow . He slipped and slid
150m into rocks fracturing his pelvis and sustaining leg injuries. Rescued by
Lochaber MRT and RN helicopter airlift to Belford Hospital , later transferred to
Raigmore. 158.
MARCH2-Man (34) climbed an ice pitch of Garadh Gully with three other people.
Having joined up with the person belaying he continued to climb up the gully.
When 30m above the belay stance he fell, sliding past the other three down the
ice pitch and down into the nanow bergschrund in which he jammed. The three
abseiled and alerted police by CIC Hut radio. One climbed down to see the
casualty but assumed him dead. Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs hoisted him from
the bergschrund with difficulty . He was winched by RAF Sea King to Belford
where he was pronounced dead. 130.
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APRIL 6 - Leading 2nd pitch Point 5 Gully man (24) fell 30m sustaining minor
injuries to elbow, ribs and chin. His axes and runners had pulled out of thawing
ice. He got down to crc Hut to radio alarm. RN helicopter and Lochaber MRT.
30.
APRIL 16 - Three men (20, 20, 19) inexperienced in ice climbing got benighted in
good weather at 21.30 hours on Tower Ridge. Deciding they could not complete
the cl imb, they mobile phoned police and were airlifted by RAF. Lochaber MR T.
32.
APRIL 22-23 - Six men, all ill-equipped and ill-shod, started a walk up Coire
Eoghainn at 17.30. As night fell five turned back but one, (23), continued to
summit. He was met by hail and snow falling on snow and ice in a strong wind
and darkness. Lochaber MRT and SARDA retraced his route, found him and
escorted him down just after midnight. 15.
MAy 9 - False alarm. Walker descending t:rackreported cries of help at 18.45 hours .
Search by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King found nothing. 28.
MAY 10 - Wife (53) descending track in good weather stumbled injuring knee. She
managed to reach Red Burn but could not continue. Husband used mobile phone.
Lochaber MRT stretchered her down. 20.
MAY 13 - After reaching summi t of Cam Dearg NW two climbers were descending
solo on north side. Male (41) was holding on to a rock which gave way. He fell
6m sustaining head cut and back injury. Companion aided him to crc Hut then
he was airlifted by RAF Sea King and Lochaber MRT. 18.
MAY 13 - Charity walk aided by Lochaber MRT. Male (29) descending track
stumbled injuring leg . Airlift by RAF. 9.
MAY 13 - Charity walk aided by Lochaber MRT. Male (25) descending track was
violently sick due to dehydration. Airlifted by same helicopter as in above
incident. 9.
MA Y 17-18 - Starting on the Ben at 07.00 man (28) removed his boots and socks
at Halfway Lochan because his feet were blistered. He then walked to the summit
plateau barefoot taking 13 hours for whole ascent. Descending he passed several
groups who, against his wishes, contacted emergency services. Two members of
Lochaber MRT attended and casualty was walked down at 07.30 suffering slight
injury and having taken over 24 hours. Weather had been freezing with strong
wind and mist. 10
MAY 19 - Descending the track, man (39) lost his footing on a loose stone and broke
a leg. Party used mobile phone and he was lifted from 300m beyond Halfway
Lochan by RAF Sea King and Lochaber MRT. Good weather. 30.
MAY 28-Although in a party of four, deceased (61) was walking alone up the track
at his own pace in rain and mist. He collapsed near the highest zig-zag. He was
found by a friend coming after him. The friend, assisted by other walkers, applied
CPR, but the patient had suffered a heart attack and did not recover consciousness. His body was recovered by Lochaber MRT and RAF R137 Sea King. 84.
MAY 28 - Four climbed Ben by the track. Weather was low cloud, strong winds,
sleet/snow showers. Descending, at plateau edge, man (27) got cramp in both
legs. Companions helped and began carrying him, but he was too heavy. Party
called Lochaber MRT by mobile phone. Team was on the mountain on rescue
(above). Patient was walked down to Halfway Lochan, then lifted by Rl37 to
Belford Hospital, and discharged without treatment. 4.
JUNE 3 - Woman (42) suffered forehead and top of head cuts requiring 35 stitches
when she stumbled in loose scree, falling 20m, when descending the track (just
where the path bends round the South Ridge of Meall an t-Suiclhe) Companions
contacted Lochaber MRT and she was airlifted by RN RI77 Sea King. 26.
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JUNE 5 - Fatal head injuries were sustained by man (71) when he fell from the Steal I
Track into Nevis Gorge. He wore training shoes, had little experience, and was
not equipped for mountain walking. Lochaber MRT.
JUNE 30 - Ill-equipped, wearing fashion shoes, carrying no food and just a small
bottle of water, man (35) reached summit. On descent he got severe cramps in
both legs. Other parties called rescuers. Stretchered by Lochaber MRT from
above second aluminium bridge to Belford Hospital for re-hydration. 25.
JUL Y3 - Three women attempted track in perfect conditions. Throughout the walk,
casualty (27) became increasingly frightened due to her fear of heights. At over
1000m she could not continue. All three were airlifted by RAF Sea King and
Lochaber MRT. 24.
JULY 7 -False alarm. Person reported male with leg injury about 45 minutes' walk
up the track. Member of Lochaber MRT walked to Halfway Lochan but could
find no-one injured. It seems likely he got down without help. 5.
JUL Y16 - False alarm. Husband had gone ahead of his wife (50) up the track because
she found his pace too fast. In good weather they both reached the summit and
descended without seeing each other, one probably having deviated from the
agreed route. He reported her missing at 15.30 but she turned up OK at Achintee
Farm at 18.30 having taken 9.5 hours, a reasonably normal time. Lochaber MRT.
6.
AUGUST 14-15 - Navigation error in rain and mist from the summit landed a man
(50) and step-daughter (20) in Five Finger Gully. They tried to retrace steps but
they were stranded on a ledge overnight and reported overdue at 22.00. At first
light a search by Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs, SARDA and 2 RAF helicopters
started. The man managed to get down and reported the ledge where his stepdaughter was. She was winched out at 13.00 to Belford Hospital and treated for
mild hypothermia and dehydration. 142.
AUGUST 16 - Three of a family were ascending the Benjust above Halfway Lochan
when the woman (SS) stopped and took her nylon ' waterproof jacket out of her
rucksack and forgot to repack it. Rain turned to sleet/snow as they continued up.
Wearing onl y shorts, T-shirt and sweatshirt she got to the top wi th the others but
suffered mild hypothermia. Descending they got to 200m above Halfway
Lochan but she could go no farther. She was airlifted to Belford Hospital by
HMCG helicopter and Lochaber MRT. 34.
AUGUST 26 - Descending upper zig-zags of track in mist and rain, schoolgirl (16)
in trainers, slipped, twisting ankle. She was aided down by Lochaber MRT. 27.
AUGUST 26 - Two men were climbing Tower Ridge unroped in mist and rain. One
(28) got cragfastjust below the Little Tower because of the wet and slippery rock.
The other man was above and unable to climb back down to help. He continued
up till he met other climbers. He used their mobile phone to contact emergency
services. Thirteen Lochaber MRT members were airlifted to the scene by RAF
Sea King . They found the uninjured cragfast person and escorted him off the
mountain. 72.
AUGUST 28 - Female (17) was just below Halfway Lochan descending the track
when she slipped and fractured an ankle. Stretchered to Belford Hospital by
Lochaber MRT and detained overnight. 45.
AUGUST 29 - False alarm. Man (36) reported that at 14.30 when standing on Tower
Ridge he heard rocks fall, then a man scream. He believed the noise came from
the area of No. 3 Gully . Lochaber MRT searched with the help of RAF Rl37
helicopter. Climbers were spoken to, who said they had been there in the
afternoon, and that they had pushed off loose rocks, but that they had shouted
prior to trundling. 36.
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SEPTEMBER 13 - Man (24) was descending in good weather with three companions.
Just above Halfway Lochan he slipped on scree and went over his ankle suffering
a minor injury. Lochaber MRT was alerted. Aided by PDG Helicopters of
Dalcross the casualty was brought down. 34.
SEPTEMBER 23-24 - Group offour left Glen Nevis at 09.00 and reached the summit
eight hours later. Descending, a man (79) lost his sense of balance and was having
difficulty focusing on the route down. He was left with two girls aged 13 and 9.
The fourth member went down and raised the alarm. Lochaber MRT and RAF
R137 Sea King recovered the three in the dark from the first bend of the track
above Red Burn. 80.
SEPTEMBER 30 - Couple having started at 11.30 reached summit at 16.30. Wife (39)
slipped descending zig-zags in good weather and damaged her knee. With her
husband she managed to descend to 850m. He blew a whistle and alerted others
when she could not go on. Lochaber MRT aided her down in the dark reaching
Belford Hospital by 23.30. 35.
NOVEMBER 19-20 - Lost descending track, three male students (21, 21, 20) got
cragfast in Five Finger Gully. Rescuers were alerted by mobile phone which then
failed. A long search by Leuchars and Lochaber MRTs and SARDA. Airlifted
by RAF Sea King. 460
DECEMBER 2 - Man (49) died from head injuries. In good weather but freezing
conditions he fell lOOm from Nevis slopes of Carn Mor Dearg arete. He was
wearing crampons and had seven companions. Lochaber MRT and RN Sea
King. 73.
DECEMBER 28 - False alarm. Two people reported sliding down steep scree on Meall
an t-Suidhe got down to road OK. Lochaber MRT. 2.
DECEMBER 31 - Solo walker (55) was blown off when descending track. Snow was
falling at the time. He fell 50m tumbling and sustaining fatal head injuries,
coming to rest beside the Red Burn. Passers-by monitored vital signs which got
weaker. Stretchered off by Lochaber MRT. 78.
DECEMBER 31 , 2000-January 1,2001 - Havi ng climbed No. 2 Gully, a pair met
strong winds and white-out on the plateau . They successfully abseiled back
down the gully. Coming out from the foot of the gully one of them (17) fell off
a small rock band causing bruising. The other man (19) fell Srn, then slid IOm
sustaining a femur fracture. Stretchered by Lochaber MRT and airlifted by HMS
Gannet helicopter to Belford at 02 .00.218.

GLENCOE
JANUARY 18 - A party of five climbed Stob Coire nam Beith being assessed in
practising ice-axe and cramponning skills. At 15.00 descent of Summit Gully
started. On reaching the top of Cave Pitch (high up in the gully) the party decided
to traverse around the pitch . An unroped climber (35) snagged a crampon in her
gaiter and overbalanced. Despi te her efforts to ice-axe brake she fe1l400m down
the gully, landing in heather, sustaining head and back injuries. Airlift by RAF
Sea King to Belford Hospital then transferred to Glasgow Southern General.
Glencoe MRT. 49.
JaNUARY 26-27 - During a roped descent ofBuachaille Etive Mor in the Crowberry
area two men (24, 23) got benighted and cragfast in Crowberry Basin. Their torch
beam was seen by a p~ssing motorist. They requested help when loudhailed by
Glencoe MRT. One of the team led them, unhurt, to roadside. 10.
FEBRUARY 13 - Abseiler(59) fell 180m down agully into soft snow, sustaining head
and chest abrasions and bruising. His looped rope came away from rock abseil
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point on the Bad Step, Am Bodach, Aonach Eagach. Another climber saw the fall
and used a mobile phone. Casualty aided by his son , vac matted and stretchered
by RAF Sea King, using neck splint, oxygen and rewarming aids. Glencoe,
Kinloss and Leuchars MRTs. 59.
FEBRUARY 19 - Party of four headed up Coire nan Lochan footpath to climb a basic
route. On reaching an altitude of approximately 250m higher than the River Coe
footbridge one of them, a man (42) collapsed and died of a heart attack. A doctor
in the party vainly attempted CPR for 30 minutes. Evacuated by Glencoe MRT
and RN Sea King. 38.
FEBRUARY 21-22 - Three experienced climbers overdue on Buachaille Etive Mor
after midnight. GlencoeMRT leader, using night vision goggles from Alltnafeadh,
detected them all descending. Two had gone back into a gully to search for lost
ice-axes. 5.
FEBRUARY 23 - Man (32) and woman (25) bivvied on Stob Coire nan Lochan
summit due to gale and falling snow, contacting companions to say they would
be OK. Contacted police at 05 .00 feeling effects of deteriorating weather. Leader
of Glencoe MRT spoke to the man giving advice, then again at 0800, attended
to watch both descend safely. Full team callout not required. 6.
MARCH 4 - Leading North Buttress, Buachaille Etive Mor, man (38) had placements for both axes, but when looking for footholds the snow gave way. He fell
backwards and a belay below him failed, so he fell20m before being stopped by
the rope, sustaining spine and leg injuries. A nearby party raised the alarm by
mobile phone. They had been delayed by the number of climbers on the same
route. It was windy with falling snow causing difficult footing for crampons.
Cliff lower and stretcher carry by Glencoe MRT. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 127.
MARCH 6 - In mist, rain and falling snow on Pap of Glencoe, man (27) phoned 999
saying he was cragfast near summit after losing his bearings. He also expressed
concern for his companion as they had become separated during the walk.
Glencoe MRT found companion making her own way off the hill. Caller was
then found and assisted down. He had a GPS in operation which helped in finding
his position. 76.
MARCH 11 - Descending Bidean nam Bian towards Stob Coire nan Lochan, then
Lost Valley, walker (36) slipped on snow and ice-axe braked. His crampon dug
in causing a twisted knee. His companions put on an elastic bandage. He did not
want rescuers called out saying he would get down with help from companions,
but progress was slow. One did go ahead and told police, so Glencoe MRT
monitored the evacuation. He declined medical attention. 8.
APRIL 20 - To avoid a snow slope in the corrie a party of nine descended scree on
a rock buttress to the west of Coire na Tulaich, Buachaille Etive Mor. Man (52)
not carrying crampons, got cragfast on a rock outcrop. Witness advised him to
go back up and another way down would be found for him. He then heard a
scrambling sound and saw the casualty fall past him. He fell 45m sustaining a
large scalp gash , spine and abdominal injuries. A red flare was fired which was
seen from the road and reported. Rescue by Glencoe MRT and RN helicopter.
52.
APRIL 2 - Two roped pairs were climbing Crowberry Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor.
The first pair were near the top of climb, traversed out of sight and heard a loud
crash. They shouted to their friends but got no response. Another climber, farther
up on an overlooking rock face, contacted emergency services on a mobile
phone. Glencoe MRT and RI77 (RN Sea King) attended. Bodies of the second
pair (both men 34, 28) were found by air search at the foot of Crowberry Gully
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having fallen 120m. Rope was attached to one and it was thought a rock belay
may have given way . There was rain in calm conditions. 126.
MAY 7 - In sunny weather two sisters (no crampons and ice-axes) and a male
companion climbed snow at the rear of the Lost Valley to reach the main ridge
of Bidean nam Bian (at Bealach Dearg?), then decided to descend. Younger
sister (22) went down the snow first, facing in and going between rock outcrops.
Elder sister (37) followed directly behind but slipped. The younger caught her
but the momentum was too much so both fell lOOm stopping among rocks. The
elder was killed. The younger sustained facial injuries. Companion raised the
alarm and rescue was by Glencoe MRT, RAF and RN helicopters. 66.
MA Y 13-14 - Alarm raised from walker's home. He (52) was reported the morning
after being overdue from S gor na h- Ulaidh and found that evening at The Gorge,
Glencoe, on A82 having been contacted by mobile phone. It seems he climbed
Beinn Maol Chaluim (Bidean nam Bian), descended Gleann Fhaolain by
mistake into Glen Etive, then walked 20km of minor and main roads to where he
was found suffering some heat trauma. Glencoe and Leuchars MRTs, SARDA,
RAF and RN helicopters. 268.
MAY 29-June 2 - False alarm. Search was made for a nurse (53) believed to be
missing from her tent. She had been touring with relatives from the same site but
staying in another tent. She returned OK. Glencoe and Leuchars MRTs, RAF Sea
King. 56.
JULY 14-15 - Schoolgirl (14) told her mother she was going to walk to the foot of
Clachaig Gully. About 21.30 her mother could not see her but could hear her
voice. Glencoe MRT located her to the east of the gully at 250m. She was walked
down about midnight suffering slight cuts and bruises from a fall. 34.
AUGUST 12-13 - After E-W traverse of Aonach Eagach walker (43) slipped
descending Clachaig Gully West injuring ankle and knee. Companions alerted
rescuers at 23.30. Stretchered down by Glencoe MRT by 01.45 hours. Released
from Belford Hospital after treatment for slight knee and shoulder injuries. 38.
AUGUST 24 - Two men (42,22) got lost in mist just east of Stob Coire Leith summit
when traversing Aonach Eagach westwards. They strayed off ridge and got
cragfast trying to regain it. The younger alerted Glencoe MRT by mobile phone
but could not sustain contact because his batteries ran out. Team found them
fatigued but uninjured by a sweep!crag search of the ridge. RAF Sea King airlift
in falling darkness. 59.
AUGUST 24 - Glencoe MRT called out by his companion to aid a walker (69)
descending from Aonach Eagach to Loch Achtriochtan . He had aggravated an
old ankle injury but got down at 22.30 before team arrived. 4.
AUGUST 27 - One in a party of 16 crossing Aonach Eagach pinnacles westwards,
a woman (49) fe1l20m breaking ribs and sustaining head cuts and bruises. She
was winched by RAF Sea King and Glencoe MRT. 44.
SEPTEMBER 1-2 - False alarm. Walker (46) did not return to National Trust Campsite
from Bidean nam Bian. He camped elsewhere and traversed Aonach Eagach.
Glencoe MRT, RAF helicopter and SARDA searched till he was found in
Clachaig Inn at 19.20 on second day. 105.
SEPTEMBER 4 - Four novices (males 28, 24, 23, female 21) set off at 13 .00 to traverse
Aonach Eagach W to E. They got tired after about three-quarters of the route and
tried to descend to the A82 from the pinnacles. Cragfast at 19.45 they mobile
phoned and were escorted off by Glencoe MRT reaching the road at 22.15 hours
uninjured. 33.
SEPTEMBER 12 - Descending solo from summit of Bidean nam Bian in mist a man
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(34) got lost and cragfast on west-facing slopes of An t-Sron. He used a mobile
phone and was escorted off by Glencoe MRT. 52.
SEPTEMBER 19 - Negotiating the Lost Valley track, not far south of River Coe,
woman (53) slipped on wet, muddy rock fracturing an ankle. She was winched
by RN Sea King and Glencoe MRT and airlifted to Belford Hospital. 26.
OCTOBER 21- Stumbling at the pinnacles of Aonach Eagach and falling lOm a man
(28) got cuts and bruises and a sprained ankle. Rescued by Glencoe MRT and RN
Sea King. Released after treatment at Belford Hospital, Fort William. 34.
DECEMBER 17-18 - Starting Aonach Eagach traverse at 09.00 four men (all about
27) got benighted at 15.00 midway between Meall Dearg and Stob Coire Leith.
They decided to escape southwards which involved abseiling. One of them fell
lOm when a rock flake abseil point failed; he sustained a slight limb injury, cuts
and bruises. The rope had been lost so that all four were cragfast near the Ramp.
Mobile phone was used. It was snowing and dark so airlift was not possible
although RN Sea King attended. Glencoe MRT went up and assisted them down
to the road by 01.00. 133.
DECEMBER 23-24 - At 10.30 two men (45,24) left the A82 to climb Boomerang
Gully, Stob Coire nan Lochan, in calm, freezing weather. It proved more difficult
than expected. Daylight faded and they downclimbed. They discarded gear and
tried to get down the corrie. The partner of the older man (who was a novice under
instruction) raised the alarm. Glencoe MRT found them halfway down the corrie
and escorted them. RAF R 137 was scrambled but aborted en route. SARDA also
called. 72.
DECEMBER 29-30 - Attempting Great Gully, Buachaille Etive Mor, a party of three
(f34, m30, m30) got cragfast. One of them had no crampons. They summoned
aid by mobile phone and flashing torches. The weather was calm, freezing, and
there had been snowfall. They were brought down by 01.30 by Glencoe MRT.
No helicopter required. 90.

OTHER CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
JANUARY 8 - Walking with two companions on the plateau between the North and
Centre Peaks of Beinn a'Chaorainn (Loch Laggan) a man (31) fell through the
cornice. He fell 50m into soft snow and he was unhurt. He tried to climb out up
through the cornice but it was too steep so he made his own way off the hill to
the main A86 road. Lochaber MRT and RN Sea King helicopter. 38. N.B. The
cornice he fell through is about 800m north of the notorious cornice that everyone
falls through.
JANUARY 15 - Climber (34) fell 12m, breaking his ankle, on Centre Post having
failed to get good ice-axe placements. Companion used mobile phone and, with
other climbers, lowered casualty to good winching position. RAF helicopter
scrambled to Creag Meagaidh and picked up one Lochaber MRT member at
Aberarder. Casualty was not in great distress and was therefore double strop
lifted to the aircraft. 13.
JANUARY 16 - Three walkers on a summit in Meall a'Bhuiridh area (probably
Creise) watched, from a distance of about 20m, a paraglider attempting to take
off. A sudden wind gust inflated the canopy causing the glider to be thrown back
with full impact into the walkers. One of them (29), was thrown on to rocks
causing a femur fracture. White Corries Ski Patrol reached him using a Groomer
machine, and he was stretchered out by ski lifts/chairs. 10.
JANUARY 23 - Ski-tow operator near summit of Meall a'Bhuiridh was trapped in
machinery by both legs with an arm also crushed. RAF Sea King flew Glencoe
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MRT, Fort William medical team and firemen to casualty. Helicopter gear used:
fluid replenishment, oxygen, rewarming aids, stretcher. Casualty and medical
team airlifted to Belford Hospital then to Raigmore, Inverness . 24.
JANUARY 23-24 - Climber (27) leading Centre Post, Creag Meagaidh got cragfast
at about 17.30 hours. He was about halfway up the climb and about ISm above
his last protection. He hammered his left axe in and clipped in to it. His second
(m36) alerted passing climbers by torch flashes and whistle blasts. Lochaber
MRT flown by RAF Sea King to a point above the climbers. One member
lowered on two 150m ropes reached the leader and helped him down. Both
climbers and MRT then airlifted. 168.
FEBRUARY 19 - Woman (60) ascending from Loch Ossian by Meall Nathrach Mor
to Sgor Choinnich collapsed. She was lifted by HMS Gannet helicopter to
Belford and found to be slightly dehydrated. Epilepsy was suspected as the
reason for her collapse. 11 .
FEBRUARY 20 - Climber slipped, or perhaps was avalanched, when descending after
a climb on Beinn Udlaidh in Coire Daimh. He was found by a passer-by and a
doctor was also on the scene. Although he attempted to self-evacuate he had
sustained spinal fractures; broken ribs, haemothorax and bruised lungs ; open
elbow fracture and facial cuts. Arrochar and Strathclyde Police MRTs were
called. RAF Sea King landed and evacuated casualty. Those left on the hill after
dark (eight) were escorted down by MRTs. 54.
FEBRUARY 21- Sron a'Choire, Creag Meagaidh. During descent, man (34) snapped
ski off when it caught on a rock or something similar. Consequent fall fractured
his leg. Companion raised alarm. Winched by RN Sea King and Lochaber MRT.
49.
FEBRUARY 22-23 - Two walkers (55 , 46) were separated from their companion (48)
at a height of 600m descending Meal! Cian Dearg (5 km SSW ofTulloch Station,
Glen Spean). When with them, he had fallen through a cornice and slid lOOm out
of their view. He slightly injured his head but got down to the phone kiosk at
Fersit. Meantime, the other two men were stranded because he had the map. They
bedded down for the night at 16.15 hours and were rescued by Lochaber MRT
and R137 RAF helicopter at 05.00 hours. It is interesting that the same man had
fallen about lOm through another cornice earlier the same day, but had climbed
out uninjured. 62.
MARCH 4-5 - Reaching the summit of Beinn a'Chlachair in mist, two men (48, 37)
decided to retrace down the East Ridge, but their bearing was 180 out and they
continued west, then east over the pass of An Lairig. When it got dark they
sheltered in a snow bank. They were found by RN Sea King near Ben Alder
Lodge, Loch Ericht, about 10 km from where they left their bikes on the north
side of the mountain. Cairngorm and Kinloss MRTs, six SARDA dogs. Because
of fine weather when pair set out, rescuers were more concerned that they had
been avalanched. Therefore the search was initially concentrated in high-risk
areas. 316.
MARCH 7 - Pair left Kinloch1even at 13.00 hours and walked to north shore of Loch
Eilde Mor where they separated. Woman descended to Kinlochleven to drive to
Glen Nevis to pick him up . He (26) estimated walk via Coire an Lochain and pass
between Sgurr Eilde Mor and Sgurr Eilde Beag would take two hours. It got dark
and he had no torch. Glencoe and Lochaber teams searched from opposite ends.
He was found by LMRT in Steall Meadow after 23.00 hours. 14.
MARCH 25 -Man (41), one ofa party offourdescending Glen Ceitlin to Glen Etive,
slipped on wet vegetation, injuring his leg. Stretchered out by Glencoe MRT. 65.
0
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MA Y15 - Solo walker (65) suffered a fatal heart attack on summit ofStob Ban, Grey
Corries at about J 3.30. A passer-by found him. This was reported by telephone
at 16.12 hours. He was recovered in excellent weather by RAF Rl37 helicopter
and Lochaber MRT. 25.
JUNE 3 - Five experienced friends set out to walk the Mamores for charity. The
weather was good. One (26) went ahead on North Ridge of An Gearanach and
was out of sight. His screams were heard by his brother who was nearest. He had
faJlen 60m suffering serious head injuries. Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King
alerted by mobile phone for airlift. 86.
JUNE 16 - Wearing shoes, a man (29) was climbing down into the Monessie Gorge,
Glen Spean, to go swimrning. He intended to jump on to a rock but slipped,
hitting a rock face and sustaining head, arm and leg injuries. His companion
alerted Lochaber MRT. He was fitted with a neck splint and extracted from the
gorge by stretcher. 37.
JUNE 18 -Climbing onBinnein Shuas, Loch Laggan, a woman (25) slipped and fell
3m sustaining leg bruising. She was arrested by the rope, managed to complete
the climb, but then could not walk out. Kinloss MRT was called out by mobile
phone. She was evacuated by RAF Land-Rover. 5.
1UNE 21 - A girl and her father were walking at the foot of Steal! Waterfall, Glen
Nevis. Daughter heard a noise and looked up at the waterfall. She saw an object
fall. On seeing it hit the waterfall she saw that the water was bloodstained. She
and her father searched and found the deceased, a man (28), within a deep rock
pool at the foot of the waterfall. He was stretchered down Nevis Gorge by
Lochaber MRT. 25.
JUNE 28 - Two retired men intended to walk across Mamores to Kinlochleven then
return via Upper Glen Nevis . On W to E traverse of main ridge of Na
Gruagaichean one of them (60) collapsed due to exhaustion and dehydration.
Companion mobile phoned. Airlift to hospital (detained overnight) by RAF Sea
King and Glencoe MRT. 4l.
JULY 5-6 - Man (32) overdue after separation from his companions on Stob Ban
(Mamores). He took the wrong route and was unable to regain it before weather
change and darkness caused him to spend the night out. Lochaber MRT informed
and called out next morning shortly before he· walked in. 13.
JULY 12, 2000-January 5, 2001 - Searches by Arrochar and Strathclyde Police
MRTs, SARDA and Police helicopter on 14-19 July failed to find a Dublin man
(32) missing from a religious retreat in Glen Orchy. On January 3, two climbers
setting out to climb Black Shoot on SE Ridge, Beinn Eunaich found a rucksack.
Strathclyde MRT found and recovered the remains of the missing man on
January 5. 702.
JULY 16 - Ascending near Ben Starav summit by the ridge of Stob Coire Dheirg a
man (65) in a party of eight slipped and fell about lOm down rocks. Someone
from another party used a mobile phone. Airlift by RN Sea King and Glencoe
MRT. Suffering a broken ankle and wounds to head, arms and legs he was
detained overnight in Belford Hospital. 48.
JULY18 - On a three-day hill walking expedition from an outdoor centre, schoolgirl
(16) collapsed from hypoglycaemia in Glen Chaorainn, SE of Beinn Teallach
(Glen Spean). In good weather she was airlifted by RAF Sea King and Lochaber
MRT and detained overnight in Belford Hospital. 24.
AUGUST 5-6 - Mountain biking on Loch Chiarain path, 0.7km north of Blackwater
Reservoir, schoolboy (15) sprained an ankle. Calm weather with rain. Lifted by
Heli Med and Glencoe MRT to Raigmore, Inverness. 108.
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AUGUST 21 - False alarm. In good weather a Dutch walker reported distress calls
heard on Na Gruagaichean , Mamores . Glencoe MRT searched and found
nothing. Crofters were gathering sheep in that area and calling out to their dogs.
13.
AUGUST 23 - False Alarm. Person reported that while at Steall Waterfall, Glen
Nevis, a rucksack fell lOOm to ground beside him. Rucksack fell in middle of
waterfall. Lochaber MRT carried out a negative search for the owner of the
rucksack. 28.
AUGUST 23-24 - Glencoe MRT on standby for man (45) under the influence of
alcohol, dressed in T-shirt, jeans and casual shoes, last seen by workmen
crossing Blackwater Dam heading for wild country. Apprehended by police for
his own safety about midnight. He had a slight hip injury from falling down a
hole. 26.
AUGUST 30 - Solo walker, a man (41) slipped on wet scree in Coire Giubhsachan
on SW Slopes of Aonach Mor. He fell 6m and hit his head on a boulder. His
shouts were heard by another walker who put the casualty into a bivvy bag and
went for help. Airlifted by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King and treated at
Belford with four stitches to scalp, cracked vertebra and bruising to back. 63.
SEPTEMBER 16 - In rain a teacher (53) in a party of three slipped and injured her leg
on NE Ridge of Beinn a' Chlachair. Cairngorm MRT called out. Airlift by RAF
R137 Sea King. 52.
SEPTEMBER 16- J 7 -On a three-day expedition through glens in Loch Treig and Loch
EildeMor area seven schoolgirls (aged 15-17) navigated incorrectly on first day,
and so were missed by the organisers despite reaching their final designated
camp site on second day . Located by Lochaber MRT and RN Sea King. 24.
SEPTEMBER 23-24 - Man (57) separated from six companions at 15.00 descending
SW Ridge, Beinn a' Chlachair, saying they were going the wrong way . They got
back to start point, waited, then reported him overdue at 20AO. Search by
Kinloss, Leuchars and Lochaber MRTs, SARDA and RAF Sea King on
September 24. Phone call at 18.30 on 24th saying he camped overnight then
hitch-hiked and used public transport to get home. 469.
SEPTEMBER 24- Two walkers traversed Sgurr a'Mhaim and Devil ' s Ridge to Sgurr
an Iubhair, took a bearing but thought they had gone wrong. They retraced then
got into a different glen. They got to top of Steall Waterfall and tried to descend.
One (32) got frightened and cragfast. Her companion left the area and raised
alarm. She was assisted by Lochaber MRT. 26.
OCTOBER 7 - Trying to get from An Gearanach to Stob Coire a'Chairn, man (40) and
woman (26) descended Coire a' Mhail to top of Steall Waterfall where they got
cragfast. Winched out by RAF Sea King and Lochaber MRT. 41.
OCTOBER 14-15 - Retired man (58) not well equipped for the walk, estimated six
hours to complete Ring of Steall and set out at 11.30. He had a minor fall during
the walk suffering abrasions. He carried on, taking the wrong route on possibly
the fourth Munro. Benighted, he spent the night on the hill and met other walkers
at 07.30. Picked up by RAF Sea King which had been sweeping the area.
Lochaber MRT. 74.
OCTOBER 19 - Schoolgirl (12) had fallen down a loft ladder at the remote bothy of
Kinlochetive injuring her leg. Accompanied by her mother, late at night in the
rain, she was stretchered out to road by Glencoe MRT. 37.
NOVEMBER 5 - On the summit ridge of Beinn Fhionnlaidh, about 400m NE of the
trig. point, a man (47) suffered a heart attack. Friend used a mobile phone and he
was airlifted to Belford Hospital and detained. RAFR137 and Glencoe MRT. 20.
NOVEMBER 25-26 - Four walkers left Kinlochleven at 09.30 attempting Binnein
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Mor via Coire an Lochain. At 15 .30 in failing light and falling snow they became
separated into two pairs (m43, m43) and (f54, f43). By good fortune they met up
three hours later and slowly retraced steps. They were found by Glencoe MRT
Land-Rover on the track just below Loch Eilde Mar and taken down OK about
midnight. 45.
DECEMBER 26-27 - Search by Lochaber MRT and HMCG helicopter for a fell
runner (33) overdue from a planned 6km circular run in Glen Gloy. He missed
a turning on the track and went north over rough snow/ice terrain eventually
gaining A82 at Aberchalder Forest in the Great Glen, ajourney of at least 22km.
Team stood down at 01.30. 152.
DECEMBER 30-31 - Report of lights and shouts from foot of South Post, Creag
Meagaidh , and a report of two overdue male climbers (36, 33), occasioned
calling out Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. The pair got down to Aberarder
OK having been delayed by a less-experienced climber and shouting a lot. The
shouts had been heard on the wind and reported. 89.
DECEMBER3 1, 2000-January 1, 2001-At07.30, man (55), left his car at Coniechoillie,
Spean Bridge to visit a cairn erected, in memory of the death of a friend, about
lkm east of Staoineag Bothy. The return distance is 30km. Weather was good at
first, but he lost his map in a blizzard and bedded down for the night at
Creaguaineach Lodge at the head of Loch Treig. His wife reported him missing
that evening but could not describe an accurate route. His car was found at 22.30.
Lochaber MRT and RN Sea King did a vain search before midnight. He was
found at 08.00 by Kinloss MRT and RN helicopter returning north over the pass
(Lairig Leacach). 192.

CAIRNGORMS
1999 Late reports: FEBRUARY 13 - Two members of Braemar MRT came on a
walker (59) at Cac Carn Mor and escorted her down to highest point of 4x4 track
on Lochnagar. She had torn muscles or ankle ligaments. 4.
MARCH 7-8 - Pair (f22, m21) failed to get over the cornice on Central Buttress of
Lochnagar. Cragfast in darkness they waited for rescue. MRT member was
lowered to them and led them to plateau. Aberdeen and Braemar MRTs, RAF Sea
King. 250.
MAY 24, 1999 - Coast-to-coast walker (40) broke an ankle descending from
Lochnagar summit to Glas-allt Shiel. His companion aided him down to Loch
Muick4x4 track then went to Spittal ofGlenmuick to telephone. Braemar MRT.
10.
JUNE 5 - Schoolgirl (13) injured an ankle stumbling on a rough, wet path at Luibeg
Bridge attempting multi-day Cairngorms crossing from Linn ofDee in a group
of20. Aided by three adults to DeITY Lodge then evacuated by Grampian Police
MRT to Braemar where she declined medical attention. 2.
JUNE 5 - Woman (38) involved in a sponsored walk from Glen Doll with 150 others,
suffered from an old injury to an ankle ligament. She was transported by
Grampian Police from the head of Lock Muick to Spittal of Glenmuick. 3.
JULY 25 - Walker (32) tripped near the top of De viI's Point pulling ankle ligaments.
She had a history of similar symptoms. One friend went for Braemar MRT and
her other six companions aided her slowly down to Corrour Bothy and Luibeg.
Two team members helped her to a vehicle at the end of the 4x4 track. 7.
NOVEMBER 7 - In good weather a man (43) joined an abseiling group atBraedownie
Quarry. On his third descent of the quarry face he declined the use of a helmet,
and fell 18m (cause unknown) sustaining fatal injuries. Police and Ambulance
Service. 6.
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DECEMBER 27-28 - Loose snow on ice caused retreat of two men (32, 23) from a
Grade II climb left of the waterfall on Eagles Rock. Overdue, they were found
by RAF Sea King walking out on the Dubh Loch path in the small hours.
Aberdeen and Braemar MRTs. 82.
2000: JANUARY 2-3 - Pair (f35, m42) with one hour of daylight left attempted to
return from Fords of Avon via Lairig an Laoigh track to Glenmore (which had
not been their outward route). They only had one torch, the batteries of which
went flat. Rather than navigate by compass they chose to follow tracks of their
friends who had done a reciprocal route. Soon they lost the footprints in the snow.
Winds rose to] 30krn/hour gusts with heavy squalls of sleet and snow. They had
deviated down Glasath towards Water of Caiplich. Wet, miserable and cold, with
no bivvy bags and little spare clothing or food they survived the night in some
form of igloo, then headed back towards Fords of Avon. Friends had got back to
Glenmore and raised alarm before midnight, but helicopter could not operate at
night in such conditions. Found OK by air search in Glasath at 11.00. Cairngorm,
Kinloss MRTs, RAF Sea King and SARDA. 236. N.B. There was two hypothermia fatalities near here on April 10, 1960. Nigel Milne died near Bynack More.
His friend, Janet McBain, probably thinking she was heading towards Glenmore
safety and help for Nigel, carried on for several kilometres farther than him.
Tragically, she was heading towards Water ofCaiplich. His body was recovered,
but her's was not found till many weeks later by her brother after regular
searching.
JANUARY 6 - Hillwalker (47) had an ankle injury at Loch nan Eun, Beinn Iutharn
Mhor, Glenshee. Her companion raised the alarm giving correct grid reference.
Casualty had no torch or bivvy bag. RAF Sea King found her by using white light
and night vision goggles on a slow-speed search, back-tracking along the
informant' s single line of footprints in the snow. Tayside Police MRT. 12.
JANUARY 14 - Pair of male Nordic skiers doing Macdui, Cairn Toul , Carn Ban Mor
were reported slightly overdue. Cairngorm MRT took no action. They turned up
90 minutes late.
JANUARY 15 - Two walkers reported overdue at 19.20 from an expedition including
a night in Corrour Bothy, supposed to be returning to Glenmore YH where they
had booked and paid for accommodation. Cairngorm MRT decl ined to search till
their car was located. They turned up at Braemar YH at 22.20.
JANUARY 22 - Leader (47) fell off from near top of Wavelength, Coire an tSneachda. A belay failed so he pulled off his second (51) and both men fell to the
foot of the climb. Fall was witnessed by two Glenmore staff with radio who were
instructing nearby. Stretchers from rescue box were used to take casualties below
cloud. Second was lifted by RAF R137 helicopter but was dead on arrival at
Raigmore. Leader with badly broken ankle was stretchered to car park in Coire
Cas , then by ambulance to Raigmore for operation. Cairngorm MRT. 110.
JANUARY 22 - Douglas Gibson Gully, Lochnagar. Two ropes of two climbers were
ascending the gully when the accident occurred to the first pair. The survivor (33)
led up from a small cave in which the now deceased (40) was belayed to a small
angle piton and also tied to two other anchors in the rock wall. After placing a
running belay, the survivor moved up beyond it. However, the runner became
dislodged and was seen to slide down one of the two ropes. A while later the
survivor was seen to fall down the steep upper rock wall and fall into the gully
bed near the second pair of climbers, then continued falling down the gully. One
of the second pair looked up and witnessed the now deceased being catapulted
from his stance into the air. The falling climbers did not collide with the second
pair, nor did their ropes become entangled with them. The now deceased was
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found on the snow slope, just above the boulder field, and showed no vital signs
despite resuscitation attempts by other climbers. He was evacuated by RAF Sea
King R137. The survivor had tried to walk off and he was found by Braemar
MRT on the 4x4 track suffering from a fractured shoulder and extensive bruising
to his face, legs and body. It is thought the accident pair had intended to climb
Parallel Gully A. From the First Aid Post they could not see the base of the cliffs,
and they had navigated on a compass bearing in poor visibility ending up,
mistakenly, in the bottom of Douglas Gibson Gully. Grampian Police, RAF
Leeming and RAF Leuchars MRTs. 166.
JANUARY 23-24 - Two men (33, 28) told landlady they intended to climb Hell's
Lum, but went to Coire an Lochain instead and climbed Savage Slit. They left
bivvy and navigation gear at foot of route, but decided their abseil point at the top
was not safe. They tried to find The Couloir to descend, but one fell a little way
through a cornice in poor visibility. The other took the lead and did the same.
They then spent the night on the plateau but had no bivvy gear. Next day they got
down to their sacks, and were spotted by Rescue 137 at 11.00 and airlifted.
Braemar, Cairngorm, Kinloss MRTs and SARDA. Hill walking incident (when
lost). 309.
JANUARY 23-24 - Man (41) and woman (34) climbed Invernookie on Fiacaill
Buttress, Coire an t-Sneachda, but route was very busy and they finished in the
dark at 16.30. They had planned to go down Fiacaill Ridge but followed voices
up it. Lost sight of other climbers around top of Goat Track, so cautiously
bivvied, but without gear. Found by Cairngorm MRT walking round coire rim
next day. They walked off themselves but complained of cold hands. Police were
to get a doctor to check them. Braemar and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA and RAF Sea
King. Hill walking incident (when lost). 309.
JANUARY 25-26 - Party on winter-skills course camping at Shelter Stone went for
an early evening walk without ice-axes or crampons. One (38) slipped injuring
his leg and chest. Four walked out by Loch Avon and Strath Nethy to Glenmore.
Two lifted by RAF Sea King. 10.
FEBRUARY 1 I-Casualty (61) walking down Fiacaill a'Choire Chais, after completing The Runnel, was blown over by a wind gust. He dislocated his shoulder and
was aided from the hill by two companions. He was released from Raigmore
Hospital after a day of observation.
FEBRUARY 12 - A party offive were on a winter-skills expedition in a vast amount
of snow on steep east-facing slopes 600m north ofCnap Coire na Spreidhe (a top
of Cairn Gorm). At 16.30 the party leader (46) fell through a cornice landing
lOOm below with slight head injuries and bruising. Another male instructor (20)
tried to get down to him but fell through another cornice at a different place with
similar injuries. Both wore helmets. Other two went towards Cairn Gorm to raise
the alarm while the fallen leader had contacted Glenmore Lodge by mobile
phone. When the Lodge party arTived the casualties had slowly walked off to
Coire na Ciste where Cairngorm MRT aided them down at 21.00. 115.
FEBRUARY 12- Man on a winter-skills course fell in Coire an t-Sneachda and injured
his ankle. Ogwen Valley MRT were training in the cOITie and took him to Coire
Cas. He was taken on a 'piste basher' to the car park where he hopped off the
stretcher and disappeared, hut he was with an East Anglia group. 1.
FEBRUARY 13 - Party of 10 split into three smaller groups ascending Fiacaill a' Coire
an t-Sneachda (Fiacaill Ridge). Male (18) tripped over crampons when somewhere above Bellhaven. He fell more than 80m very steeply and about 200m in
all into Coire an t-Sneachda. He landed in soft snow and suffered a bruised
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shoulder and a knock on the head. Cairngorm MRT and RAF Sea King airlift.
14.
FEBRUARY 16 - Party of three climbing The Chancer on Hell 's Lum Crag. Man (56)
fell lOm injuring an ankle. Glenmore Lodge and Cairngorm MRTs, RAF Sea
King. 36.
FEBRUARY 20 - Party of three near top of Forty Thieves, Coire an t-Sneachda. Slab
of snow and ice gave way carrying one man (36) 60m down slope injuring his
ankle. He managed to stop on a ledge above a vertical rock and ice face. Failure
to stop in the avalanche would probably have caused more serious injuries.
Cairngorm MRT were near the site and lowered him, then stretchered him to
ambulance in Coire Cas. 64.
FEBRUARY 24 - Rope of three were climbing in Aladdin's Couloir area of Co ire an
t-Sneachda. One slipped and pulled other two off. All three slid 150m causing
dislocated shoulder for man (35). Self-evacuation to Raigmore Hospital.
FEBRUARY 24 - Party of six in Left-Hand Branch of the Black Spout, Lochnagar.
Two roped pairs were each accompanied by a soloing instructor. Top group just
under the cornice was missed by a windslab avalanche which came from the right
side of the gully headwall. Other group of three, two ropes lengths below, was
swept down , round the corner into the main gully, and stopped in snow at the
bottom of the crag. One man (30) had ankle and shoulder strains. However,
bottom group thought the other group (which had meantime gained the plateau)
might be buried , so a passer-by was used to phone services. It had been freezing
but not snowing when the avalanche occurred. Stretchered by Braemar and
Grampian Police. Aberdeen and SARDA stood down at Ballater. Kinloss and
RAF helicopter unable to reach site in bad weather. 229.
MARCH 4-5 - Lost in a white-out on Fiacaill a'Choire Chais, Cairngorm, two men
(25, 22) dug a snow hole for shelter and phoned a friend who alerted police at
19.55. Thought to be in Coire an t-Sneachda they were found by Cairngorm MRT
on the ridge. Escorted off uninjured. 109.
MARCH 8 - Man used mobile to say his frie nd, man (22), had taken a fit in Coire an
t'Sneachda. RAF Sea King attended, but he had recovered and walked out.
Cairngorm standby. 11.
MARCH 18 - His companion phoned police when a walker (30) stumbled and
dislocated his shoulder near DeITY Lodge (pay phone). Stretchered to ambulance
by Braemar MRT. 7.
APRIL 13 - On a steepish woodland path near Braemar (SW Slopes of Creag
Choinnich) with Girl Guides, woman (66) slipped on a wet tree root, breaking
an ankle. Stretchered by Grampian Police and Braemar MRT. 6.
APRlL 16 - Descending the back of Corrie Fee, Glen Doll by the traditional route
(rough path) woman slipped and broke her leg. Tayside teams called out. Airlift
by RAF. 42.
APRIL 22 - Walker (43) twisted his knee 40 minutes out on Coire an t-Sneachda
path. When they contacted the emergency serv ices by phone his companions
were advised to splint the knee. They did this and casualty was able to walk out
with aid. Cairngorm MRT and RAF R137 helicopter on standby. 3.
APRlL 23 - Just above the tree line on Carn Crom, near DeITY Lodge, walker (45)
stumbled on grass sustaining a double fracture of an ankle. Braemar MRT. RAF
airlift. 12.
APRIL 23 - Walker (44) descending to COITour Bothy from Ben Macdui slipped and
sprained his ankle on steep heather. Able to walk a bit he got to Luibeg Bridge
but then friend had to mobile phone for help. RAF R137 Sea King was still on
above task and was diverted to airlift him to Glenmore Lodge. 9.
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APRIL 25-26 - Two men (28, 26) carTied on east along the plateau edge ofthe Cairn
Gorm Northern Corries after their three friends turned back in poor weather.
They had GPS and ordinary compasses but only one map. When the map blew
away they got lost and went south to Loch Avon. They contacted friends on
mobile at 16.00, but at 19.00 dialled 999 when on SW Ridge A ' Choinneach.
Cairngorm MRT suggested a bearing for them to get down into Strath Nethy
where they dug into snow behind boulders. Twenty-two team members with
three SARDA were out for nine hours and got them out uninjured. 236.
APRIL 26 - Solo walker (41) camping for three nights near Corrour Bothy tried to
return to Speyside but got into difficulties in chest-deep snow near Pools ofDee.
He dialled 999 on mobile at 11.00. Helicopter could not be used in poor visibility.
Cairngorm MRT went into Lairig Ghru and met him near site of demolished
Sinclair Hut, escorting him to A viemore by 16.00. He had under-estimated snow
for the time of year and was extremely pleased to see the rescuers . 48.
MA Y 15 - False alarm. Walker on summit of Sgor Gaoith in mist reported hearing
three whistles. Nobody missing so Cairngorm MRT advised no action ..
MAY 21- Elderly couple walking between Geldie Lodge and Linn of Dee. Male
suffered leg injury. Braemar MRT met ranger who had rescued them.
MAY 21-22 - Grampian Police MRT checked mountain bothies for man (55)
suffering mental illness. He was traced at Gelder Shiel, Lochnagar. 7.
MA Y27 - Separation caused an unnecessary call-out. Missing woman (64) left son
and daughter-in-law in Lairig Ghru near Corrour. They were climbing Devil ' s
Point and other Munros while she crossed Lairig to meet at Sinclair site. She
encountered atrocious weather at the boulder field, met a couple, turned round
and went south with them to Linn 0' Dee. They drove her to Aviemore but did
not call police. Meanwhile, her previous companions had reached Sinclair,
waited till 19.00 then raised the alarm. Cairngorm MRT. 45.
MAY 27-28 - Inexperienced and ill-equipped man (41) and woman (37) went for
a day walk in Cairn 0' Clais and Carn an Tuirc area. Lost, they reached Glen Isla
unhurt 22 hours later, after a bad-weather night. Braemar, Tayside Police and
Tayside MRTs, SARDA, RAF Sea King and Kinloss team alerted but not
deployed. 101.
JUNE 2 - Braemar MRT used 4x4 vehicle to convey walker (49) and ambulance
crew 3krn from Glen Luibeg to Derry Lodge. The casualty had irregular
heartbeats which crew had returned to normal rhythm using defibrillator. He was
detained in Aberdeen RI. 6.
JUNE 12 - Walker (77) strained knee descending Glas Allt Path, Lochnagar. His
companion went to Spittal of Muick as mobile phones do not work at head of
loch. Stetchered by Braemar MRT. 33.
JUNE 15 - Engineer (57) slipped on a snow patch in Coire an Lochan, Cairngorm,
falling 1Om and lacerating his head. First Aid by family members and Cairngorm
Ranger Service. Airlift by RAF Sea King to Raigmore where he was detained
overnight. 10.
JUNE 17 - Delayed in good weather by other climbers at foot of Eagle Ridge, a rope
of two men (33, 29) were only a short time late returning to Glen Muick.
Grampian Police MRT had just arrived. RAF Sea King flight cancelled en route.
4.

18 - Halfway up a climb on Creag an Dubh Loch: on the scramble pitch 5 of
Black Mamba the leader (26) of one of two roped pairs slipped. As she climbed
over a boulder she fell forwar·d, put out her hands to break her fall and dislocated
a shoulder. One companion stayed with her; the other two climbed an easier route
to the top and used a mobile phone. Winchman of RAF Sea King lowered to her,
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then she was airlifted with her companion. Braemar and Grampian Police MRTs.
79.
JUNE 19 - Retired man (84) walking with family to west of Quoich Water near Linn
0' Quoich, Braemar stumbled on path and fell down a grassy slope lacerating the
back of his head, with other minor cuts and bruises. Evacuated by Braemar MRT
members working on Mar Lodge Estate. 4.
JUNE 24 - Lairig Ghru sponsored walker (59) had slipped and jarred her knee on
starting. She was incapacitated by the time she reached Pools of Dee. S tretchered
down to below cloud base by Cairngorm MRT then airlifted by RAF Sea King
to Glenmore. 42.
JUNE 24 - Woman casualty was exhausted and had damaged ligament on Lairig
Ghru walk. Evacuated from site of Sinclair Hut by Cairngorm MRT and RAF Sea
King.8.
JUNE 29-30 - Roped male pair (27,22) overdue from Eagle Ridge, Lochnagar. They
had route-finding problems, eventually abseiling from the Sentry Box pitch,
walking out to the car park at 00.30. Grampian Police MRT. 2.
JULY 3 - Lochnagar area, on track between Conachcraig and Little Conachcraig,
woman (46) one of two supervising seven girls on award expedition, stumbled
when descending. The weight of her rucksack caused her to fall head first,
striking the top/front of her head on a small stone. Land-Rover summoned by
mobile phone took her to Aboyne Hospital where 22 stitches were inserted in a
scalp wound. Grampian Police MRT. 3.
JULY 3 - Descending Rowantree Path from Maiden Causeway on Mither Tap,
Bennachie, walker (62) slipped and broke her ankle. Airlift by RAF Sea King to
nearby hotel , then by ambulance to Aberdeen. Good weather. Grampian Police.
8.
JULY 8 - Separated pair had split up by mistake in mist on Ben Macdui. The only
one with a map had got back to Coire Cas by 17.00 when he phoned police.
Cairngorm MRT took no action. Mi ssing man turned up at 17.35. He had
descended to Lairig Ghru and met a CMRT member walking from Braemar to
Aviemore.
JULY 15-16 - Leaving Glen Clova at l3.45 to reach Loch Muick and return, walker
(45) with no map and compass was overdue. Aberdeen, Braemar and Tayside
MRTs searched. He was found OK about noon next day by RAF Sea King on
Jock's Road, west of normal route. 28.
JULY 20 - Pass of Ballater West Section, Top Tier. Double-roped pair climbing
ungraded and unnamed route at the eastern end . When 6m from top of route,
leader dislocated his knee. Braemar MRT, alerted by mobile phone, used
entonox and vacuum mattress and lowered him horizontally on a MacInnes
stretcher lOOm from the ledge to the bottom of the crag. 25.
JULY 22-23 - Man (44) phoned from Macdui summit at 18.15 giving ETA four
hours later. Anxious wife phoned from Coire Cas at 22.45. Cairngorm MRT
suggested she drive down ski road to meet him. He turned up on road at 23.05.
JULY 25 - Walker (28) on Macdui underestimated time needed due to mist.
Grampian Police MRT. 4.
JULY 26 - Due to poor fitness, father (56) and son (14) were overdue at Spittal of
Glenmuick from Lochnagar summit. Turned up tired at 22.00. Grampian Police
MRT.2.
JUL Y 27 - Angina sufferer (73) sat down to take a break when walking near Glasallt-Shiel. He fainted but managed to walk to ambulance. Braemar MRT. 4.
AUGUST 3 - Walker overdue between Glas Maol and Tom Buidhe. He turned up OK.
Braemar. 1l.
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AUGUST 3 - Multi-day walker (44) arranged to mobile phone hi s mother every day.
She informed Grampian Police MRT that he had not done so for two days. Police
consulted his route (Sugar BowllLairig Ghru/Glen Derry/Ben Macdui) and
predicted when his signal would come through off summit plateau. He phoned
15 minutes before forecast. 3.
AUGUST 5 - A motori st on the B974 reported five young females (15,13, 13, 10, 10)
had gone off from Cairn 0 ' Mount in wrong direction to reach their camp at
Spittal of Dye. They turned up OK. Grampian Police MRT. 2.
AUGUST 11 - Schoolgirl (14) suffered pollen hypersensitivity at Luibeg Bridge,
Carn a' Mhaim. Both air ambulance and RAF helicopters involved. Grampian
Police MRT. 8.
AUGUST 18-CraigaBarns, Dunkeld. Man (23) leading Twisted RibonPolneyCrag
slipped on wet rock, fe1l30m to ground , sustaining head injuries, despite wearing
a helmet, and fracturing his arm. The climb had been started in dry conditions but
it rained before climb was completed. Tayside Police MRT. 21.
SEPTEMBER 9-10 - Two men (both 25) climbing Grey Man ' s Crack in Coire Sputan
Dearg, Ben Macdui, were delayed by ropes jamming on the penultimate pitch.
They got to top at 21.00 but not having a torch delayed them further. One of two
friends on another climb waited for them to help with his torch . The other went
down, alerting police at 03 .00. They were found at Derry Lodge and cycled out
from there. 27.
SEPTEMBER 17-19 - Aberdeen, Braemar, Grampian Police and Kinloss MRTs,
SARDA and RAF helicopter searched around Cairn 0 ' Mount for a missing
falconer (32). He was partofa team of falconers worki ng in Glen Dye Estate. He
lost his bird at 15.00 hours and followed it using a locator beacon. However, he
was not prepared for the navigation or the rain and mist on Thorter Hill. He found
the bird at 19.00 but he was lost. He walked towards house lights till 03.00 when
he found a sheep shed on a farm. Not wishing to disturb occupants he did not
knock on door till 07.00. 194.
SEPTEMBER 29-30 - In calm weather two men (57,49) got benighted in mist at Glas
Maol Trig. Point. Although they had map and compass they were unwilling to
navigate off and used a mobile phone. Tayside Police MRT drove 4x4 vehicle
on to summit and got them down unharmed. 18.
OCTOBER 5 - Pair (f 59, m_54) separated on Lochnagar path, then missed each other
among boulders when one sheltered from a sleet shower. She turned up at Glen
Muick after man reported her overdue. Braemar and Grampian Police MRTs
assembled. 5.
OCTOBER 14 - Separating on Bynack More for one man (29) to do some rock
climbing while the other (also 29) returned slowly to The Saddle which they
named as their rendezvous, did not work out. Casualty failed to find The Saddle.
He panicked, ran around and twisted his ankle in a hole. He phoned police via
mobile operator and they were both airlifted by RAF, the casualty from near
A ' Choinneach. Cairngorm MRT. 36.
OCTOBER 18 - Male hillwalker, one of five at Chalamain Gap, Cairn Gorm,
collapscd. Rescuers alerted by mobile phone. One of 2 RAF Puma helicopters
in area lifted him to Raigmore where he was dead on arrival. Suspected heart
attack. 8.
OCTOBER 28-29 - Poorly clad and without compasses, torches or whistles, two
mountain novices (24, 23) got lost when they climbed Ben Macdui via Sron
Riach. Their only map had no cover and disintegrated in storm winds. Their
planned descent was by Derry Cairngorm which they stated they reached about
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18.00. At 18.45 both men were backon Macdui summit. Knowing they were lost
they sat out the night in the remains of the Sappers Bothy until 07.30 hours next
day. When they set off they quickly separated due to one suffering lifethreatening hypothermia. The other twice tried to navigate from Macdui summit
using the mountain indicator. They were found by Braemar MRT two hours
later: one near Loch Etchachan, the other nearer Macdui summit (Iaterstretchered).
Both made a full recovery. Aberdeen, Braemar, Cairngorm, Grampian Police
and Kinloss MRTs, six SARDA dogs, two RAF Sea Kings (airlift from as far up
Glen Derry as safe). One burn was more than 2m deep in spate. Wind speeds of
209krn1hr had been recorded on Cairn Gorm summit. 1120.
OCTOBER 29-30 - Woman (58) got tired and was left on the path to Beinn Dearg,
Blair Atholl, while the rest of the party went on to the summit. She rested then
tried to catch the others up but lost the path in mist. She walked for two hours then
stopped at the head of Glen Diridh, 2.3krn SE of summit. Teams were able to
converse with her for a short time by mobile phone. She was found by RAF Sea
King next day and left Raigmore Hospital after treatment for mild hypothermia.
Both Tayside MRTs and SARDA. 286.
NOVEMBER 4 - Male fell in Coire an Lochain, Cairn Gorm. Climbing Andromeda
he broke an ankle. Pair abseiled to foot of climb and used a mobile phone.
Varying height of cloud base caused RAF Sea King to ask Cairngorm MRT to
help, but slight weather improvement allowed winching. 30.
NOVEMBER 19-20 - Two males (26, 22) spent a few hours wandering on Cairn Gorm
plateau after finishing Postern , Shelter Stone Crag, in darkness. Met at Co ire Cas
car park by Cairngorm MRT. It was thought they were on Hell 's Lum ; nothing
would have been done till morning if it was known they were so far away. 30.
NOVEMBER 20 - Man (71) volunteered for a deer count on Tulloch Hill , Nethy
Bridge. He got disoriented at about 350m due to strong wind, rain and poor
visibility. RAF Sea King was alerted at 17.37 and traced him OK. 13.
DECEMBER 15 - Cairngorm MRT alerted for man and woman overdue at
RothiemurchusLodge from BenMacdui. They turned up40 minutes before team
intended to move, having been delayed by lack of ice axes and crampons, and
wearing bendy boots on neve.
DECEMBER 16 - Man (25) sustained compound fibula fracture at noon in Coire an
t-Sneachda, Cairn Gorm. When practising ice-axe braking the pick of his axe had
struck rock and failed to slow him, so he slid lOOm into rocks. Winched by RAF
Lossiemouth helicopter and Cairngorm MRT. 12.
DECEMBER 27 -Fatal fall in B Gully, Corrie Fee, Mayar, Glen Clova. Unroped man
(34) fell with no helmet and died from head injuries. It his thought his axe pulled
out of ice near the top of the gully and he could not brake his fall. Companion
completed climb then saw deceased 60m below point of fall. Body traced by
Leuchars MRT and recovered by RAF Sea King. Both Tayside MRTs and
SARDA called out. 143 .
DECEMBER 28 - False alarm. When Coire an t-Sneachda was busy a large windslab
avalanche was reported near Jacob's Ladder at about 13.00. It had not been seen
going off and no shouts were heard. Cairngorm MRT declined to react, but as
there was some pressure from worried people two SARDA dogs and RAF Sea
King searched. 16.
DECEMBER 28 - Male (17) disoriented on snow slopes above and west of The Saddle,
Strath Nethy, used mobile phone and got advice and a bearing from Glenmore
Lodge staff. He walked out safely being met by a SARDA trained Northern .
Constabulary officer. 8.
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SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
JANUARY 9 - Walker (26) on South Ridge of An Caisteal slipped on snow, landing
on his ice axe which embedded in his arm. Rescue by RN Sea King and Killin
MRT. No crampons. 50.
JANUARY 20 - Party of four was descending north and north-east on Ben Lawers for
Lochan nan Cat. In good, but freezing , weather, conditions underfoot varied
between snow, ice and verglas. Two slipped, falling 75m. They were taken by
RAF Lossiemouth Sea King and Kinloss MRT to Stirling Hospital, but the
injuries of one caused transfer to Glasgow. Casualty details are not available,
except that both wore lightweight walking boots and did not wear or carry
crampons and ice axes. Taypol SARU involved. J8.
JANUARY 22- On very steep snow and ice on the NE Shoulder of Ben More, without
ice axe or crampons, man (25) slipped and fell 30m. He suffered facial injuries,
abrasions and mild hypothermia. Rescue by RN Sea King (HMS Gannet) and
Killin MRT. Discharged from Glasgow Southern General Hospital later that
evening. 18.
JANUARY 22 - Two men (52, 43) set off too late to reach Ben Vane summit (Loch
Lubnaig Ben Vane). Return took longer and they got lost in the dark. Found by
Central Police heading for their car. 5.
JANUARY 25 - North slopes of Beinn Dorain. Man (37) in party of three tripped on
snow breaking a leg. RAF Sea King picked up Kinloss MRT, managed to get
above cloud and saw lights through cloud tops. Kinloss and stretcher deployed.
Helicopter returned with Strathclyde Police MRT. By then stretchered casualty
was below cloud for airlift. Arrochar MRT and SARDA involved. 44.
JANUARY 25 -Man (47) reached Stuc a'Chroin summit alone at 11.30 and attempted
descent north on very steep, icy ground wi th crampons. He fell120m with serious
head injuries (no helmet). Reported missing at 19.00 he was located at 20.30 by
Killin MRT using quad bikes to get to the accident. By then he also had
hypothermia. RAF Sea King (from Corpach refuelling point after above rescue)
winched casualty in MRT stretcher. Although ambulance lights could be seen at
Stirling Hospital helicopter could not land in fog, so casualty was landed at
Stirling Castle clear of fog. Taypol SARU. Fatal. 110.
FEBRUARY 19-20 - False alarm five walkers reported a woman screaming for help
in the NE Coire of Beinn Achaladair, Bridge of Orchy. Full moon search in calm
weather revealed nothing. No-one was missing. Arrochar and Strathclyde Police
MRTs, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 88.
FEBRUARY 20 - Walking with two companions on Ben Ledi in snow and good
weather, man (50) suffered a fatal heart attack when half-an-hour from his car.
Stretcher carry by Killin MRT. 18.
FEBRUARY 26 - Taypol SARU call-out for male avalanched on Ben Lawers
cancelled. Turned up safe.
MARCH 19-20 - Pair of overdue walkers (m27 , f40) were located by Water Board
staff at 02.40 cragfast above Loch Katrine. Killin MRT were taken to the location
- in Goblin's Cave area - by boat. The two were secured to a safety rope and
guided down without injury. They were poorly equipped for the route, the
woman wearing town shoes. 13.
APRIL 1-2 - Missing woman (83) went out to walk her dog in the hills behind
Rosneath, Argyll (peninsula north of KiJcreggan). Disoriented she walked about
in the forest for several hours till she got to a house for help. Strathclyde Police
MRT search. 42.
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APRIL 2 - Walker (55) separated from a group of 12 taking a short-cut away from
a track in Ardgartan Forest. He was not found despite a search by another party
so Arrochar MRT was called out. He turned up OK. 4.
APRIL 6-8 - On April 6, 2000 deceased (21) was invol ved in a road accident on A873
near Port ofMenteith. He then ran off and was subsequently found dead possibly
from hypothermia, by SARDA dog, Mac, at the northern end of Flanders Moss.
Due to the difficult terrain, Kill in MRTwas called to recover the body, which was
done by stretcher carry. RAF Sea King involved. 32.
ApRIL 21-22 - Overdue hill walker (24) with no navigation gear separated from his
friend on Beinn Chabhair, Loch Lomond. Lost in rain and mist he walked off safe
and well next morning. Killin MRT searched from 23.30 to 01.30. 10.
APRIL 22 - Paragl ider (47) in the Ochil Hills landed awkwardl y near The M yretoun,
Menstrie, fracturing a vertebra. Evacuated by Ambulance Service. Ochils MRT
attended. 18.
APRIL 23 - Walker (53) collapsed on Ben Vane, just above Ballimore, Loch
Lubnaig. One went for help, while the other two members of his party carried out
CPR until arrival of paramedics. Killin MRT called out along with RN Sea King
from HMS Gannet. He was unable to be revi ved from his heart condition and was
airlifted. 59.
MAY 1 - Woman (42) slipped on the Ledard Bum Path of Ben Venue in good
weather breaking her leg. Rescue by Killin MRT and RN Sea King. 43.
MAY 13 - Arrochar MRT called out to supplement Strathclyde Police MRT.
Schoolboy (14) slipped climbing out of gorge of Aldonwick Bum just above
Rhu, sustaining slight leg and back injuries. Stretchered up bank, then through
fields. Discharged next day. 38.
MAY 21- On the north-east lopes of Ben Vorlich (Ardlui) at 250m, man (69) slipped
on wet grass in good weather, injuring leg . He wore three-quarter shank boots
and carried ski poles. Rescue by police helicopter, Arrochar and Strathclyde
Police MRTs. 50.
JULY 6 - Descending 'The Bowl' of Stuc a'Chroin (corrie to the west between that
mountain and Ben Vorlich) a man (22) jogged down, slipped and fractured a tibia
and fibula. He was winched out by RN Sea King. Killin MRT. 26.
JULY 6-8 - Leuchars, Lomond, KiJlin and Kinloss MRTs, RN and police helicopters, SARDA, searched hills to north of Loch Katrine for seven Armenian asylum
seekers with a baby. Found by police some days later. 1284.
JULY 7 - During Loch Katrine search Lomond MRT called out for female walker
with broken ankle on Ben Lomond Tourist Path. Airlift to Glasgow by RAF
helicopter. 8.
JULY 8 - Descending south from Ben Ledi , walker (39) tripped over a small boulder,
breaking her leg. Treated with Frac Pack and stretchered down by Killin MRT.
16.
JULY 13 - Climber at the Whangie, climbed beyond a running belay, fe1l6m and
injured his back. First Aid and airlift by HMS Gannet helicopter and Lomond
MRT.19.
JULY 17 - Zig-zags below Gannel Path on Wester Kirk Craigs, Tillicoultry. Man
(72) wearing inappropriate footwear on steep grass/path had slipped. Companion of casualty used mobile phone to alert police. Fall caused two broken ribs,
multiple cuts and bruises. Paramedics did First Aid and Ochils MRT stretchered
him to RAF Sea King. 33.
JULY 18-19 - Night search of heavily-wooded grounds of a Dumbarton nursing
home had failed to find an Alzheimer's patient PO). She was found next
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morning, having fallen and broken her arm by SARDA dog and Strathclyde
Police MRT and treated at Vale of Leven Hospital. Police helicopter. J 3.
J ULY 21 - Four women and a child (39,35, 25, 22, 10) took path around Loch
Katrine. When path stopped they thought they could continue along the side of
Ben Venue. When lost they used mobile phone and were told to go down to
foreshore, whence they were uplifted by inflatable dinghy. Killin MRT. 1.
JUL Y 31 - False alarm. Members of public reported flashing lights after midnight
on Wood Hill above Tillicoultry Quarry. Ochils MRT on standby while police
inquiries established that a father and children were camping there. 10.
AUGUST 2 - Boy killed by fall at Faskally Linn, Pitlochry. Evacuated by Heli Med.
AUGUST 5 - Man (26) on Ben Vorlich, Loch Earn had phoned to say he was
cancelling Stuc a'Chroin ascent due to mist. When he got overdue, local
knowledge suggested he would be in Glen Ample. Phone signal was returned at
20.00 and he was found by police in Glen Ample with no map, compass or torch.
Killin MRT standby. 8.
AUGUST l3 - Meall Garbh, Tarmachan Ridge. Walker (45) slipped on steep rock
and grass breaking her arm and sustaining minor head injuries. Her companion
waved to other walkers who used mobile phone. Airlift by RN Sea King and
Killin MRT. 47.
AUGUST 16 - DECEMBER 17 - Tayside MRT, Taypol SARU and SARDA searched
AlltBai1 a'Mhuilinn area of Tarmachan Ridge for a missing person (26). His car
had been found on the minor road 2km north of Loch an na Lairige (Ben Lawers).
Search was called off due to lack of information. Four months later a climber
found his skeletal remains, with training shoes and not equipped for hillwalking,
in frozen ground at the foot of the SW facing crags of Creag na Caillich,
Tarmachan Ridge. On Sunday 17, December 2000 under police supervision he
was placed in a body bag and stretchered by Killin MRT to a hearse. 337.
AUGUST 19 - Scottish Ambulance helicopter lifted male walker (53) with heart
condition and heat trauma from Ben A' n, Trossachs. Lomond MRT stood down
en route. Good weather.
AUGUST 19 - See previous incident. Another male member (30) of the same party
of six walkers had a twisted ankle. Stretchered by Killin MRT he declined
medical attention. 14.
SEPTEMBER 1 - Mountain bikers (females 40, 40 and boy 14) without maps or
compasses got lost in dark at Loch Ordie, Dunkeld and used mobile phone.
Found by Tayside Police MRT using 4WD vehicle. 4 .
SEPTEMBER 9 - Dutch tourist (28) injured her head and shoulder by fall on West
Highland Way near Inversnaid. Rescued by six organisations working together:
Air Ambulance, Ambulance, Lomond MRT, Lomond Ranger Service, Luss
Rescue Boat, Police. 61.
SEPTEMBER 9-10 - Man and woman with three boys (9, 7,5) under-estimated time
needed to climb Beinn Narnain. They got down just as Arrochar and Srathclyde
Police MRTs, SARDA and helicopter assembled. 2.
SEPTEMBER 10 - Man (62) fell in Ochil Hills . Injured man's companion alerted
Ambulance Service by mobile phone. RN Sea King lifted patient to Stirling
Royal Infmnary. Ochils MRT and Police. 10.
SEPTEMBER 11-12 - Man (72) tending sheep at Tayinloan, Kintyre, got lost in dark,
strong wind and rain. He turned up next morning at other side of peninsula.
Arrochar and Strathclyde Police MRTs. 56.
SEPTEMBER 19 - Couple jumped in lower Glen Turret near Falls of Turret, Crieff.
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Male was kiJJed and female sustained multiple injuries. Fire Brigade and
Ambulance Service.
OCTOBER 9 - Deerstalker (SO) wearing Wellington boots fell 20-30m on Cnap na
Criche (S ISm peak just north of Loch Sloy). Striking a large tree caused fatal
head and facial injuries. Oilskin clothing sliding over wet grass probably
increased the speed of his fall. Stretcher carry in darkness by Arrochar and
Strathclyde Police MRTs. 39.
OCTOBER 9 - GhiJJie (S4) left by stalker to move two stags by Argocat at AlIt Duin
Chroi sg, Glen Lochay. He got bogged down in the dark by heavy rain, swollen
burns and darkness. Stalker and Kill in MRT found the ghillie and the ATV, then
helped him down . 44.
OCTOBER 21 - Arrochar and Strathclyde Police MRTs and police helicopter were
called out for five students overdue from hill walking at Ardgarten, Loch Long.
They turned up as teams assembled.
NOVEMBER 2 - Hillwalker broke his leg on Beinn Achaladair, Bridge of Orchy. He
was evacuated by Rescue 177 Sea King from HMS Gannet while Strathclyde
Police and Arrochar MRTs were en route to the incident. Good weather. 30.
NOVEMBER 4 - Ascending Beinn Chaorach (713m) in the Luss Hills woman (34)
slipped or stumbled, dislocating her knee cap. She was stretchered down by
Arrochar and Strathclyde Police MRTs. 24.
NOVEMBER 4 - Experienced hillwalker (60) descending Bank HiJJ to Castle
Campbell, DoJJar, slipped on steep slippy path, breaking her leg. Splinted under
entonox and stretchered by Ochils MRT. 28.
NOVEMBER 11 - Shepherd (30) was seen about IS.00 gathering sheep on Creag
Mhor, about S km west of Kill in at S30m. Kill in MRT, recalled from a night SAR
exercise, found him at 19.30 hours near Corrycharmaig Burn, disoriented and
hypothermic. He had descended 3S0m and was about 2.2 km from where he had
been seen. He was provided with warm clothing and transport and needed no
further medical help. 23.
NOVEMBER 16 - At 16.30 walker (m6S) stumbled descending NE slopes of Beinn
Dubhchraig, Crianlarich, causing probable ankle fracture. Party of three had no
torch but used mobile phone and GPS to pass location to police. Grid reference
had numbers transposed which caused Strathclyde Police and Arrochar MRTs
to be called out (Glen Lochy) and later Killin MRTfor local knowledge. Vehicles
drove to within SOOm of casualty who was stretchered off by 20.00. 8S.
NOVEMBER 19 - Man (S4) in a party ofthree suffered a fatal heart attack at the source
of Finlas Water at 600m in the Luss Hills. He was airlifted by RN Sea King to
Vale of Leven Hospital and was dead on arrival. Strathclyde Police MRT. 16.
NOVEMBER 2S - Man (41) in a party of four climbing Beinn Each and Stuc a'Chroin
complained of chest pains and thigh cramp. He then became hypothermic so one
went for help. Rescued by Killin MRT by Land-Rover to Glenample Farm. 3.
NOVEMBER 26-27 - Couple overdue on Ben Chonzie were safe and well. Tayside
PoliceMRT.
DECEMBER 24 - Just south ofthe surrimit of Cruach Ardrain on the normal route, the
terrain was ice under a snow layer. One (44) of a party of eight walkers slipped
and fractured his ankle. Another used mobile phone. Due to difficulty of route,
RAF Sea King was used with Killin MRT. 70.
DECEMBER 27 - Experienced walker (61) descending icy Cononish track from Ben
Lui to Tyndrum in darkness slipped, went over on his ankle and fractured it. One
of his companions went for help. Killin MRT used Land-Rover to get him to
ambulance. 10.
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SKYE
APRIL l4-Man and wife (41,43) with their children (fl3, fIl , m7) followed a path
on The Prison, Quiraing. Parents got concerned for the children's safety because
the path was discontinuous due to erosion. They raised alarm and all were
airlifted by HMCG . 35.
MAY 8 - A man (70) fractured a wrist and severely bruised his pelvis, with other
cuts and bruises when he tripped or stumbled on loose gravel descending Sgurr
nan Eag down Coire a'Ghrunnda. One of his five friends went down to raise the
alarm. He was winched by RAF Sea King and Skye MRT. 17.
MAY 9 - Friend went to look for man (43) overdue from the hill. He found him on
Beinn Bhoidheach, The Braes, unconscious from a suspected drug overdose.
Airlift to Broadford by Skye MRT and HMCG helicopter. 14.
MAY 10-At 12.00 the casualty, a solo walker (42) was on the top ridge of The Storr
in good weather when he slipped/tripped and fell 45m to the base of the area
known as The Pinnacle. At 15.00 he was found by walkers who tried to walk him
off. This proved impracticable, so police were alerted. Skye MRT and HMCG
helicopter airlifted him to Stornoway Hospital. He was later transferred to
Aberdeen with two broken vertebrae in back and neck, fracture in hand, bruising
and abrasions. 16.
MAY 29 - Cragfast man (22) on Window Buttress, Sgurr Dearg in good weather
alerted passers-by to his difficulties who then contacted police. Skye MRT
rescued him by rope and assisted self-evacuation. 20.
MAY 29 - Undertaking Main Ridge traverse Kinloss MRT met a pair of climbers,
one was a male with a sprained ankle. HMCG helicopter at 17.45 hours lifted
both to Sligachan. 16.
JUNE 21 - Man (59) climbing near the top of Sgurr nan Each in the Blaven group
in calm, dry weather with some mist. The now deceased , along with a companion, had been climbing up an almost vertical slab. They were about 8m apart
(presumably at roughly the same height). Upon reaching the top of the 5m-high
slab, the deceased dislodged a large boulder causing him to fall backwards,
impacting the rear of his head onto another rock slab about 5m below. He was
not wearing a helmet. After the initial impact, the deceased travelled downwards
on his back, bouncing off numerous other rocks for a distance of approximately
30m, coming to rest with his head downhill on a large rock slab. The companion
provided First Aid and thereafter left to raise the alarm. Skye MRT and RAF Sea
King helicopter R137. 54.
JUNE 25 - Three men were walking up Bruach na Frithe in good weather. About
lOOm from the top the leading man dislodged a rock with his foot which rolled
towards the other two. One (30) did not have time to get out of the way. The rock
cut his lip (three stitches), dislocated his shoulder and caused bruising. He was
airlifted to Broadford Hospital, by HMCG helicopter and Skye MRT, where he
was detained overnight. 4.
JULY 3-7 - False alarm. Concern had been expressed fora missing person who, wellequipped, had been walking and camping around Camasunary and Coruisk and
.
was traced safe and well. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 25.
AUGUST3 -KinlossMRTand Skye team leaderinRAFR137 helicopter lifted fallen
climber and his partner from Coire Lagan suffering arm and lower leg injuries.
20.
AUGUST 21 - Well-equipped solo walker (62) died of a heart attack on Sgurr nan
Gillean Tourist Route lOOm below the summit. A passer-by found him with no
vital signs slumped in a sitting position. Mobile phone alerted police, SkyeMRT
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and RAF Sea King which airlifted him to Broadford Hospital. 49.
AUGUST 26 - Having climbed Sgurr a' Mhadaidh from Loch Coruisk two men (33 ,
32) got cragfast at start of descent when thick mist closed in with heavy rain. Skye
MRT, alerted by mobile phone, escorted pair off the mountain without incident
or injury. 50.
AUGUST 30 - Party of six was near Loch Coire Lagan in good weather. Man (27)
lost his footing and fell 2m cutting his arm. He couldn't move his leg. Four
companions descended to campsite and alerted Skye MRT and RAF Sea King.
He was airlifted to Broadford Hospital and discharged after treatment for a cut
arm. 14.
SEPTEMBER 4-5 - Climbers on a nearby hill heard shouts for help from the ridge of
Sgurr nan Gobhar (Sgurr na Banachdich). Skye MRT searched and found lone
male (18) with injured knee. He was stretchered down part way , for airlift by
RAF Sea King to Broadford. Rain and strong wind. 163.
SEPTEMBER 10 - Wife (40) feU and broke a foot bone walking on Oronsay, an islet
offUllinish Point at the mouth of Loch Harport. She was with her husband; both
being well-equipped and experienced hill walkers. Unable to move and with tide
rushing in to cut them offfrom Skye mainland HMCG helicopter was tasked to
uplift them. Skye MRT and Police. 10.

SOUTHERN UPLANDS
1999 Late report: DECEMBER 5 - Tweed Valley MRT called out for woman hill
walker with suspected broken ankle in the Pentland Hills. 10.
2000: JANUARY 21 - Body of overdue man (50s) found on hill near Carter Bar by
RAF Boulmer Sea King. He suffered a suspected heart attack. Border SAR U and
SARDA en route.
APRIL 12 - Three SARDA dogs called out at 18.00 and Galloway MRT searched
Palnure Burn area, near Newton Stewart, for boy (15) with learning difficulties.
Police found he had returned home but carer had not reported it.
APRIL 23 - Walker broke his leg descending from Loch Enoch (east of The Merrick)
to Culsharg Bothy. He used mobile phone and was airlifted by RN Sea King.
Galloway MRT and two SARDA dogs recalled en route.
MA Y7 - Tweed Valley MRT called out to search for young woman lost in Glentress
Forest, Moorfoot Hills, Peebles. She walked out aided only by mobile phone
directions. I.
JUNE 5-9 - Border SARU, Moffat, other MRTs and SARDA searched Eskdalemuir
forests and open hills for two days, finding no trace of missing male (70s), who
turned up safe two days later having been disoriented in forest. 361.
AUGUST 20-21- Tweed Valley MRT and SARDA called out to find French tourist
overdue from Melrose Youth Hostel. Hosteller turned up OK before teams
deployed. 9.
AUGUST 20-21 - Woman reported husband and six children overdue at nightfall.
They had gone up The Merrick from Glen Trool. Wife had a mobile phone
message that they were safe and sheltering in trees. Galloway MRT found them
at the foot of Benyellary near Culsharg Bothy. They had no compass, map,
walking boots or torches. Children were treated for shock and cold. Two SARDA
dogs were en route. 16.
SEPTEMBER 9 - Walking party used mobile to report person on Broad Law with back
injury. Tweed Valley MRT found it to bean old injury inflamed by aslip. Subject
was able to walk down as team arrived. SARDA called out. 8.
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SEPTEMBER 10- Moffat MRT and SARD A recalled en route to search for a man (86)
overdue from a sponsored walk in Mabie Forest near Dumfries. Found by
another walker. IS.
SEPTEMBER 12 - False alarm. Tweed Valley MRT, SARDA dogs and helicopter
searched when distress cries were reported in Ettrick Valley. A working farmer
was running a dog called ' Kelp'. 80.
SEPTEMBER 23 - Moffat MRT providing safety cover for annual hill race at
Broughton escorted three exhausted runners off the hill and drove them to base.
3.

OCTOBER 11- Army officer did extra training exercise along border about lOkm SE
of The Cheviot. Lost overnight he got separated from a small group. Search by
services and RAF MRT. Found OK by RAF helicopter before Border SARU got
deployed.
OCTOBER 16 - Tweed Valley MRT alerted when man (67) walking dogs in Glentress
Forest, Moorfoot Hills, was overdue. Lost, he was two hours late meeting his
wife. He was found by forest rangers well off his planned route. 1.
OCTOBER 20-21 - Leuchars and Tweed Valley MRTs, RAF and Strathclyde
helicopters called out to search for a boy (16) who had been last seen by friends,
after a party at a farm house, wandering into the Lammermuir Hills. He was
found dead by RAF Boulmer helicopter, then stretchered from moors by Border
SARU after CID and medical formalities. 231.
OCTOBER 28 - False alarm. Moffat MRT stood by while police made inquiries about
a car parked at Grey Mare's Tail five hours after dark when very stOlmy and wet.
Solo hill walker returned for car unaided. 44.
OCTOBER 31-NoVEMBER 1 - Police were notified that clothes had been found on
Potholm Hill, Langholm. Inquiries revealed that the deceased (63) was missing
from her home. She had walked over the hill naked before slipping down the
hillside suffering abrasions. MoffatMRT and SARDA searched for her. She was
found by RN Sea King from HMS Gannet. She appeared to have been dead for
some time. 124.
NOVEMBER 25 - Boy ( IS) separated from a large party walking the Lammermuir
Hills. He got down OK. Tweed Valley MRT alerted by mobile phone.

NON-MOUNTAINEERING
1999 Late Report: AUGUST 4 - Injured rider (39) was with another 10 clients and
the leader of a horse trek from Upper Glen Quoich to Mar Lodge when her horse
tripped and fell forward. The mount up-ended ; the rider was thrown violently
forward, breaking her collar bone, with the horse landing on top of her. The
horse was helped to its feet, which freed the rider. Braemar MRT fitted neck
brace and back brace and casualty was helicoptered out. 19.
2000: JANUARY 12 -Mountain biker (22) separated from her two friends at 14.00
at the foot of Beinn a' Bhuird and went on up Quoich Water Track, Braemar.
When it got dark she mobile phoned Grampian Police MRT as she thought she
was lost. Found on the same track. 4.
JANUARY 16-17 - Border SARU, Tweed Valley MRT and SARDA searched
Scottish side of Carter Bar after a freezing night. Casualty (30s) left suicide
note. He was found hiding in woodland by English teams. Deeply hypothermic
he was airlifted to hospital by Northumbria Air Ambulance. 40.
JANUARY 19 - Moffat MRT searched heavily-wooded hillside for man (31). His
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body was found hanging Srn up a tree at Type Knowes near Greenhillstairs.
After police photographed him, remains were lowered and stretchered to road.
118.
FEBRUARY 15 - Lochaber MRT alerted for canoeist (22) in River Kiachnish at
Blarmachfoldach, Fort William. Running a drop he flipped his boat wedging
its tail in rocks. Getting out of the canoe he fell, striking his head on rocks and
sustaining minor injuries. Airlifted to Belford by RN Sea King in the area. 14.
FEBRUARY 25-26 - Strathclyde Police MRT searched remote forested hills
(Clanmore Forest near Pinwherry, Ayr) for a suicidal man (31) possessing a
shotgun. Missing for 29 hours and 3km from his abandoned vehicle he shot
himself dead when approached by a friend , the local farmer. 132.
APRJL 22 - Walker/angler (33) with two others had been separated from them for
1 hour 45 minutes. The three had walked to a lochan in Glen Etive 5 km
upstream from Loch Etive. About 14.00 the other two had left him to fish the
smalllochan. They walked farther down Glen Etive. When they returned they
found him lying face down in the lochan , near where he had been fishing from
the edge. His face and lips were blue. Despite CPR and later defibrillation he
did not regain consciousness. It is thought an epileptic seizure had caused his
fall into the lochan. Stretchered to road by Glencoe MRT. 21.
MAY8-10- Angler (64) fishing with two friends at Kinlochbeoraid, 8 km NW of
Glenfinnan, turned to walk back to his tent, slipped on shoreline rock injuring
his ankle. Next day injury worsened so friend went to Fort William. Lochaber
team called but not deployed. Airlift by RAF R137 . 24.
MAY 28-29 - Large search on Rannoch Moor for missing fisherman (76). Parked
at Loch na h' Achlaise three anglers meant to walk to Dubh Lochan for fishing.
Two turned back because of the rough going. Missing angler carried on but
twisted his knee in a fall and got lost. He could only walk in three minute' spells
then had to rest. RAF and RN Sea Kings on search; Strathclyde Police
helicopter found him, mildly hypothermic at 18.33 on second day. Arrochar,
Glencoe, Kinloss, Leuchars, Strathclyde Police MRTs and SARDA. 929.
J UL Y7 -8 - Patient (82) missing from a nursing home near Ecclefechan was found
by Moffat MRT in a field 1 km distant. She was cold, wet and confused but
otherwise OK. Three SARDA dogs used. 30.
J ULY21- Man calling police by mobile phone threatening suicide near Gattonside
Farm, Melrose. Tweed Valley MRT had just started search when he agreed to
seek further medical help. SARDA called out. 18.
J ULY24 - Black Spout, Pitlochry (a waterfall near way marked walks through the
woods north of the town) . Boys crossing Edradour Bum; one (15) fell, was
swept down the waterfall and sustained a compound fracture to an arm. RAF
helicopter. Taypol SARU. 6.
JULY 24 - The Deil's Heid, Arbroath sea cliffs. Woman fell (fatality). RAF
helicopter and Lifeboat.
AUGUST 3 - Woman (35) suffering depression was seen entering woods on
Glentanar Estate. She was found comatose on Belrorie Hill, roused and
airlifted to hospital. Braemar MRT, SARDA, RAF Sea King. 49.
AUGUST 4-5 - As darkness fell a reliable witness reported distress calls from ridge
on north side of Glen Tromie, Kingussie above Lynaberack Lodge. The
shouting stopped at 23.00. Cairngorm MRT traced the route over to Ruthven
and found a man shouting above Gordonhall Farm. He was safe and well but
a bit confused on interview. He was not a hill walker. 10.
Puig Campana, Costa Bia/lea, Spail!. Photo: Derek Pyper.
Math ew Boyer 011 FA of Imagine This, Berneray. Photo: Kevill Howett.
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AUGUST 8 - Cairngorm MRT asked to assist ambulance crew who were unable to
reach a woman with a broken femur. She had fallen off her horse about 3 km
off road on Alvie Estate. Estate workers with estate vehicle carried out the
rescue.
AUGUST 10 - Braedownie, Glen Clova. Man fell , or jumped. Fatality.
AUGUST 12 - Arran animal rescue. Highland cow lowered by ropes and slings
from the foot of a cliff down scree to the main Arran road by MRT. Uninjured.
OCTOBER 14-15 - Boy (3) wearing fleece , denim jacket and Wellingtons,
separated from his mother, who was busy strapping his younger sister into her
car seat at Falls of Shin Forest Walks, 8km NNW of Bonar Bridge. He
wandered 1km hunting dinosaurs, then bedded down for the night in a sheltered
place. The weather was dry and calm but temperatures lowered during the
night. Overnight searches were carried out by Assynt, Leuchars and Kinloss
MRTs and Fire Brigade. HMCG and RAF helicopters were involved together
with 300 local volunteers. He was found next morning in a very thick tangle of
undergrowth and windblown branches by a SARDA dog. Cold but undaunted
he had fought off many dinosaurs! 1070.
OCTOBER 20 - Counting deer with a party in Abernethy Forest, man (70) went
missing. He was found uninjured by RAF Sea King. Cairngorm MRT. 44.
NOVEMBER 4 - Male (16) with others was gathering sheep on Rubha Bolum, a
promontory SE of Beinn Mhor on the east coast of South Uist. He sustained an
injury and was overcome with abdominal pain. He was airlifted to hospital by
HMCG helicopter and detained. 2l.
NOVEMBER 11 - Border SARU stood down en route to search for boy (11)
separated from a youth group in Dunbar area. 14.
NOVEMBER 13-14 - Woman (78) missing in Minigaff, Newton Stewart. Galloway
MRT searched banks of the River Cree and the Penkiln Bum on first evening,
then found her slightly hypothermic next day. Freezing temperatures. 46.
DECEMBER 10 - Woman (45) fractured a tibia when with two friends. Reaching
up to cut holly from a tree she tripped and fell. She was 400m from vehicle
access on Meall a'Bhuachaille above Glenmore Lodge. Lifted to Glenmore by
RAF Sea King on exercise in the area. 8.
DECEMBER 19 - Still missing is a man (40) from a stalking group at Glenaladale,
Loch Shiel (lOkm SW of Glenfinnan). He was sharing the bothy with two
companions. The location is extremely remote of access except by boat.
Equipped with breathable waterproofs and adequate boots he left the bothy at
22.00 intending to walk to a nearby location for a smoke. The others went to
bed and did not know he was still outside till next morning. Extensive searches
by Lochaber and Kinloss MRTs, RAF and HMCG helicopters, SARDA and
Northern Constabulary search dog teams, and CSP diving team, have failed to
find him. 1083.
DECEMBER 30 - Group of six were sledging and snowboarding on Caen Hill ,
Helmsdale, Sutherland. Woman (22) fell off her sledge breaking a tibia and
fibula. Friend walked out to phone. Airlifted to Raigmore by RAF Sea King.
20.
DECEMBER 31- Cairngorm MRT called out to search Glenlivet village for lightlyclad woman (30s) in freezing snowstorm. She was found by police. 8.
During the year Border SARU attended six local rideout festivals. Three female
casualties (31, 13, 8) suffering concussion, broken arm and broken clavicle were
treated.
Everest conquerors - Salldy AI/all (left ) 0 11 the sUlllmit (2001 ). Photo: Salldy AI/all Collectioll. Rick AI/ell
(2000). Photo: Silnon Richardson.
Jim Sparks of Colorado descellding the Yellow Balld on Everest. Photo: Sandy Allan Collection.
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INMEMORIAM
VICTOR RUSSELL j. 1946
IT MIGHT truly be said that Victor Russell was a member of an SMC dynasty. The
youngest son of Arthur W. Russell, who was in the party that made the first recorded
traverse of the Aonach Eagach in 1895 , Victor was one of three Russell brothers
to join the C lub, the others being Colin and George. Between them those four family
members have compiled an extraordinary total duration of Club membership
approaching 240 years.
Victor was born the day before the Armistice in the First World War - hence his
name. He was educated at Harrow and at Cambridge, where he studied Mechanical
Sciences and extended his Scottish hill experience into rock climbing with the
CUMC in Wales, the Lakes, and Skye. On graduating in 1940 he joined the Royal
Engineers as a surveyor, attaining the rank of Captain. In 1944 he volunteered for
service in Antarctica on Operation Tabarin (reputedly named, in anticipation of the
Polar winter, after a notoriously dark nightclub in pre-war Paris).
The purposes of this venture - J. M. Wordie was one of its directors - are still
veiled in some degree of secrecy and improbability: it was apparently intended
partly to maintain a British territorial claim, but also to prevent possible German
use of former whaling stations and research bases to support U-boats or surface
raiders. Tabarin was to develop into the Falkland Islands Dependency Survey and
ultimately the British Antarctic Survey. In three seasons South, carrying out wideranging exploratory survey work around Graham Land in often arduous conditions,
Victor gained the Polar Medal and Bar, awards not lightly given. I never heard him
enlarge on these activities, except to reveal a vested interest in global warming:
"There' s a glacier named after me on the Antarctic Peninsula," he told me once,
with his characteristic chuckle: "A very small glacier - probably gone by now."
Victor was always a modest man . Later, I learned that the Russell Glacier is an
enormous double icefield draining down either flank of the Peninsula.
On his return from the South, Victor joined the Alpine Club's 1948 post-war
training meet at Kleine Scheidegg, and relished some good climbs on the big
Oberland peaks, including the Nollen on the Monch North Face ("But only behind
guides, of course", he insisted). I suspect that was the zenith of his climbing; his
prime mountain interest thereafter was in skiing, which he had already discovered
pre-war. He headed off to hotter climes in North Africa and the Middle East for a
career as a surveyor and senior manager with the Iraq Petroleum Co. , in the course
of which he set up a ski club and opened a hut in the mountains of Lebanon. After
a decade in the company ' s London HQ, he retired in 1974 to his 'croft' near
Feshiebridge, where he and Helen kept a very hospitable open house. From there
he took an active part in ski-ing and the management of racing on Cairn Gorm, and
in the activities of the local church.
But as befitted the son of the first law officer of the National Trust for Scotland
who played a major part in acquiring Glen Coe and Dalness for the Trust and the
nation, Victor also took an increasingly active role in conservation work. He was
a long-standing supporter of the Badenoch and Strathspey Conservation Group, the
Scottish Countryside Activities Council, the Association for the Protection of
Rural Scotland, and a number of other bodies, uncomplainingly trailing up and
down to a multiplicity of meetings in the Central Belt. He became President of
BSCG and Honorary Vice-President of SCAC.
For five minutes after first meeting Victor, one could not but be struck by his
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accent, of a type too often associated in Scotland with patrician pomposity and
condescension; but as we discovered very quickly, he was wholly innocent of either
vice. He was a genuinely nice man who won respect and warm friendship from all
sorts of folk. His endearing habit of bringing a packet of biscuits or a jar of boiled
sweets to meetings epitomised his thoughtfulness and informality. Nevertheless,
he made good use of that ripe accent and family reputation to lobby landowners and
agency staffs, and to beard lions like Dulverton in his Glenfeshie den; in those
settings Victor's upper-crust style concealed a dauntless campaigner, a stalwart of
the battle for Lurcher's Gully.
Victor's Christian conviction and cheerfulness never failed him. Having received a terminal prognosis in the autumn of last year, he went home and enjoyed
a good walk round Loch an Eilean. Back in 1944, whcn Victor turned up as a
youthful guest at the SMC New Year Meet at Crianlarich, thinly-attended mainly
by the old stagers, S tuat1 Jack descri bed him as "full of beans and very welcome".
Despitenagging ill-health, that was still true of him 50 years on. It is a fitting epitaph
for a man who commanded immense affection.
Robert Aiken.

FRED HARPERj.1965
FRED HARPER was a leading figure in the fields of mountaineering and skimountaineering instruction and guiding. He died last July aged 62 after contracting
kidney cancer just over a yeat· before. He was much loved and highly respected and
his loss will be mourned by all associated with these recreations.
Fred, the son of a well-known Galloway seedsman, was brought up in Stranraer
and educated at Edinburgh Academy. After National Service with the Navy he
studied Sociology at Edinburgh University in the eat·ly Sixties and climbed with the
Edinburgh Squirrels. Along with their strongest climber, Brian Robertson, Fred
made first ascents of the great Centre Post of Creag Meagaidh and of King Kong
on the Carn Dearg Buttress of Ben Nevis (seeSMCJ, 1965, xxviii, 103ff). He also
made many new climbs on the imposing crags of Creag Dubh near Newtonmore,
and participated in some impressi ve climbs in the Dolomites with fellow-Squirrels
Robe11son, Dave Bathgate and Arthur Ewing, notably the Klaus Werner Weg on
thePuntaEmma (seeSMCJ, 1967, xxviii, 280ff). In the main Alps he made an early
ascent of the Voie Britannique on the Blaitiere with Bathgate. He also led a
successful expedition to Ali Ratni Tibba in the Kulu Himalaya in 1969. He joined
the Club in 1965 (proposed by Robertson and supported by Graham Tiso and
Dougal Haston) and began a career as a professional instructor with posts at the
Benmore Outdoor Centre (Dunoon), the North-West Outward Bound School in
Oregon and at Marlborough College.
In 1970, Fred became Deputy Principal under Eric Langmuir at Glenmore
Lodge, and later in the year he took over as Principal when Langmuir moved to a
post in Edinburgh. He remained in the post until 1986. At the start of his office,
Glen more like other such centres carlied only a small permanent staff and made use
of voluntary staff to cope with the greater numbers using the centre in the summer
season. However, the process of professionalization of instruction - which was
already taking place - was hurried forward following the tragic loss of five
schoolchildren in a dreadful accident in November 1971. This group, from
Edinburgh's Ainslie Park School and based at Lagganlia Outdoor Centre in
Glenfeshie, had perished in a fierce storm on the Cairngorm plateau. After a late
start from the top chairlift station, they failed to find the Curran Bothy at the head
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of the Feith Buidhe, which was buried beneath the snow. Fred was heavily involved
in giving evidence to the subsequent Fatal Accident Inquiry. The reverberations of
this accident and the subsequent inquiry continue to the present day.
Fred had to cope with the associated difficulties of an increased permanent staff
at Glenmore and a fall-off in the demand for outdoor instruction from schools
worried about danger and liability. The buildings and other facilities at Glenmore,
always unsatisfactory, had to be upgraded and extended. That Glenmore Lodge
survives and thrives is largely due to Fred's wise and careful management through
the 1970s and early 1980s. It is also mainly on account of Fred's advice that the
. dangerous high-level bothies (Curran, St. Valery and Jean's Hut) were removed
from the Cairngorm plateau. Intended as emergency refuges, these had become
instead the target for planned visits, and when these bothies could not be found
disaster was never far away. Fred realized - having studied Harold Drasdo's
penetrating essay Margins of Safety - that climbers were often apt to take a safety
benefit and convert it into a performance benefit, thus nullifying its purpose.
Among many innovations on the instructional side at Glenmore, Fred began
Alpine training courses using Lodge staff and British guides . This was a particular
enthusiasm of his, since he retained a sharp memory of his first Alpine season with
Eddie Cairns. Both blundering novices, they took two days to reach the Requin Hut
and needed several points of aid to achieve a path to it! On the following day Cairns
suffered a very avoidable fall off-route and once Fred had lowered him back to the
Hut, a kindly American climber 'took their packs down to Chamonix for them ' and
was seen no more - the end of a very short and nasty Alpine season! For Glenmore,
Fred's early death piles sadness on sadness: other senior staff who have died young
include John Cunningham, Duncan Ross and Roger O'Donovan, the latter two
likewise victims of cancer.
Fred played a full part in the rapid growth of the Association of British Mountain
Guides through the 1970s and 1980s and became their President in the late 1980s.
After leaving the Lodge he embarked on a career as a full-time guide based in the
French Alps but working around the world, with courses and with private clients.
There was deep resentment amongst the MontBlanc guides towards British guides
'working their territory' and Fred played a major part in negotiating more
satisfactory arrangements with them and with the international body of guides, the
UIAGM.
Throughout his working life, Fred sought to achieve a satisfactory balance
between the need for safe guidance and the adventurous purposes of climbing and
ski-mountaineering. His approach was based on the idea that, although one might
and perhaps should propose principles for safe instruction and guiding, these could
never be more than rules of thumb and that 'the right thing to do' depended as much
on the judgment and experience of the guide, the state of the party and of the
mountain.
Fred shifted his base from Argentiere to Ki ngussie a few years ago and had just
begun to renew his links with climbing and climbers here when illness overtook
him. His loss is particularly to be regretted since, unlike many guides, he retained
the amateur spirit and enthusiasm essential for accurate judgment of mountaineering issues, and at the same time enjoyed a background of experience and wide
practical knowledge which added potent authority to such judgments.
He is survived by his wife, Sue, sons Angus and Peter by his first wife Marjorie
Ann, and his two brothers Brian and Colin.
Robin N. Campbell
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ALASTAIR HETHERINGTON j.1950
ALASTAlR HETHERfNGTON died in October 1999. The son of a distinguished and
much-loved Principal of Glasgow University, Alastairdiscovered the Scottish hills
as a schoolboy. He was given to long stravaigings across the Southern and Central
Highlands, sometimes with friends from school or the JMCS but often alone, until
the War got in the way. His military career included some scarifying experiences
as an officer in armoured units during the advance from Normandy into Belgium
in 1944, and culminated in a year in Hamburg as editorial controller on the newlyestablished Die Welt.
Once demobbed, Alastair came back to Scotland for five years on the staff of the
Glasgow Herald. During that time he was again very active on the Scottish hills;
he joined the SMC in 1950, proposed by Graham MacPhee, and was a regular
attender at Club meets. However, once he moved south to the Guardian, first in
Manchester and latterly in London , his scope for getting to the hills and taking part
in Club affairs was much reduced . Nevertheless, he remained a life-long inveterate
hill-goer, with family holidays usually being spent walking in the Lakes orin Arran.
He took the chance of a stint as a Commonwealth student at Princeton in 1952-3
to tackle a variety of mountains across the US from New England to California.
Away from the hills he brought a sharp outdoor asceticism into the incorrigibly
bloated and bibulous London journalistic scene; stories abound of him requiring
staff to join him in brisk walks at lunchtime, irrespective of the weather, rather than
retreating to some overheated pub.
Professionally, Alastair made his name when , almost as his first act as Editor of
the Guardian in 1956, he took a courageous principled stance against Britain's
post-Imperialist armed intervention in the Suez crisis, and held it tenaciously in the
face of intense and often vituperative criticism. He went on to be acclaimed as one
of the greatest British newspaper editors of the 20th century. He returned to
Scotland in 1975 to be Controller of BBC Radio Scotland; manager of Radio
Highland in Inverness, and then professor of media studies at Stirling University.
After 1975 Alastair spent much time in Arran, of which he had been a passionate
devotee since boyhood. He compiled a walker's guide to the island, and contributed
an enthusiastic essay on the Pirnmill Hills to the Diadem tome, Wild Walks. He
required almost every visitor to his retreat at High Corrie, however physically illequipped for the venture, to follow him up Goatfell, feeding them on the way his
characteristic sandwiches of marmalade with Brie or Stilton.
In the 1980s he took on several active roles reflecting his commitment to
conservation of the Scottish hills: as an elected member of the Council of the
National Trust for Scotland, a Trustee of the nascent John Muir Trust, and a Counci I
memberofthc rcvived Scottish Council for National Parks. As far baek as 1955 he
had contributed a note to the Journal on the designation of the Cairngonns as a
National Nature Reserve, which had raised real fears of restriction on walkers and
climbers, while in 1968 he was one of those who publicly opposed the construction
of the Coruisk track and bridges.
Alastair was a modest man who carried his distinction lightly ; typically, when
he filled in one of my 'Wilderness' research questionnaires in the early 1970s, he
gave his profession simply as 'Journalist'. His contributions to discussion in
meetings of the JMT and SCNP were never assertive but always quietly incisive.
His enduring love for Scotland's hills was a fundamental underpinning for his life
and work.
Robert Aiken
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MAURICE COOKE J. 1938
MAURICE COOKE was a respected and much-loved master at the Edinburgh
Academy for virtually his entire professional career. The only interruption was the
Second World War, in which Cooke served with the Royal Scots. At the Academy,
he was on the staff for 38 years and was senior master for the last three years before
his retirement in 1969. He taught history in a committed, but always, deeply
enthusiastic and informed manner.
Maurice Herbert Cooke was born in the Menabilly Estate in CornwaJJ (the
property was the setting of the famous du Maurier novel), where his father was
factor. After Lancing College, Cooke went up to Keble College, Oxford, to gain
honours in Modern History.
He was then offered a post at the Edinburgh Academy and travelled north,
obviously, not well versed in the subtleties of the Scottish way with words. On his
first day , a class dissolved into titters when Cooke unfortunately pronounced one
of the school's division as COCK-burn.
Maurice Cooke was a fast learner, however, and he not only mastered the
traditions and practices of Scotland but became of one its greatest champions
through his love ofthe hills and outdoors. In those days, masters had to assume extra
teaching classes and somehow (probably because he was new) Cooke landed up
with English and book-keeping. One respected Edinburgh accountant remembers
those classes with much affection. "Good straight-forward stuff," he recaJJed.
"Nothing too taxing for us or him."
His nickname from that time, which remained throughout hi s time, was Hubba
Cooke. The origin has long since been forgotten.
On the outbreak of hostilities in the Second World War, he joined the Royal Scots
and landed in Normandy, leading B Company through north France into Belgium.
It was there that he won his Military Cross for stoutly defending a strategicaJJy
important ridge against repeated German attacks.
His position was particularly vulnerable as the anti-tank guns could not get
across an exposed canal. Worse followed as the forward observation posts were cut
off. Cooke calmly went forward to assume their positions and directed a counterattack. The citation for his Military Cross spoke of his "outstanding calm and
masterful manner" and there is little doubt that the successful outcome was
attributable to his bravery and foresight. He was demobbed with the rank of major.
He returned to the Academy in 1945 and, not unnaturally, was put in charge of
the CCF - apm1 from his teaching duties. His passion for military affairs ensured
that the Academy's CCF improved immeasurably. On retiring from the position of
senior officer he introduced to the school (one of the first in Scotland to do so) the
Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme.
Cooke devoted much of his time and energies to the Scheme. He was a member
of Lord Hunt's committee and thereby had much input into its original shaping and
direction. As the Academy's leader, he introduced generations of boys to the thriJJs
of mountaineering. A skilled practitioner himself, he imparted his passion for the
sport with infectious enthusiasm. He drove boys at dawn to the Pentlands or the
Cairngorms in a battered, but serviceable, van and then showed them those
terrifying rocks. His own experience helped to aJJay (some of) their fears, however,
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and boys made climbs of which they never thought themselves capable. Until late
in life he remained an active member of the Scottish Mountaineering Club and the
Alpine Club.
After his retirement from the Academy he stayed in Edinburgh for 20 years
before moving south to live with a niece. He never married and his niece survives
him.
Alasdair Steven.

WILLIAM M. S. MYLES j. 1980
BILL MYLES died on March 26, 2001 at the over-early age of 74. He had been
enjoying a short holiday in Pitlochry with his wife and died peacefully in his sleep.
Bill was born in the capital, and apart from military service with the Royal Scots
Greys, remained there throughout his life. Having left school early to commence
an apprenticeship as a brush maker, he eventually started his own business of
wholesale ironmongers and the firm ofMyles Bros. continues to flourish in the East
of Scotland in the capable hands of his sons. In business circles Bill was prominent
- a ' man of affairs' - with executive involvement in the Royal Scots Club, the
National Trust for Scotland, the local Community Council, the Edinburgh Rotary
Club, St. Columba's Hospice and Drumsheugh Baths Club, to name but a few. He
was also an active elder of Palmerston Place Church.
Mountaineering, however, was his greatest love and he was proud of his
membership of the Edinburgh JMCS and the SMC. Shrapnel damage to his knees
prevented any aspirations of being a technical climber but he was a great tramper
of the hills and compleated in 1975. He introduced many beginners to the outdoors
and the Bill Myles 'crocodile' was a common sight on many JMCS meets and
invaluable for conducting sweep searches for the mist-shrouded cairn on some
summit plateau.
He was also an early Secretary of the Mountaineering Council of Scotland and
organised their fust winter skills training courses at Glenmore Lodge.
The Eastern District could not have had a better Convener and the monthly lunch
took on a new elegance when for a short time it was held in the offices of the Royal
Scots Club in Abercromby Place. His contacts within the University of Edinburgh
found the Eastern District its venue for monthly lectures in the Pollock Halls and
his long association with the National Trust for Scotland secured the present home
for our library in Hutchesons' Hall in Glasgow.
Many soon came to realise that you did not under-estimate Bill Myles, for
although his manner was slow and measured with little whispered confidences, he
possessed the sharpest of minds. He will be remembered by his friends as the
greatest of characters, famed for his stories which could last for several car journeys
and also for his technical ineptitude as on the occasion of the recent yacht meet
when he tipped the boat's cutlery over the side with the dish water. I remember
having to wake the ghillie in Glen Pean to borrow a car battery, which then had to
be carried miles down the glen to start Bill's car after he left the lights on. And then
there was his infernal pipe, guaranteed to clear any enclosed space.
We have lost a stalwart member and extend our sympathies to his wife, Margaret
and to his family.
J. R. R. Fowler.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB
New members
Ann MacDonald, (33), Housing Association Director, Glasgow
Michael R. Harvey, (36), Analyst, Glasgow
Stephen J.H. Reid, (47), Shop Proprietor, Keswick

The One-Hundreth-and-Eleventh AGM and Dinner
ThE event kicked off with the usual afternoon slide show given by our own Rick
Alien who described his recent ascents in the Himalayas culminating with the 'big
one' inMay 2000. By contrast, the AGM was a low-profile affair with no real issues
to excite or interest the 120 or so who attended.
Dinner followed - well up on the Alexandra's customary standard with Gordon
Ross in particularly good form with the Club song and a selection of other numbers.
The President delivered his parting speech in his usual measured style; John Peden
delivered his in much too polite a style and our principal guest, Ian McNaughtDavis, delivered a brilliant speech (about God only knows what) in a style all his
own.
What may not be known is that Mac put in an impressive effort to attend having
flown from Lausanne to Glasgow that day. He then drove to the Fort, ate the food,
delivered the speech, partied until 3am, breakfasted at 7am and drove back to
Glasgow to fly to Paris. A fair effort all round and expenses waived. Very much our
sort of guest!
Ken Crocket succeeded to the Presidency, with all due modesty, in the footsteps
of Bryan Fleming and expressed the customary hopes for the future of the Club.
And what of 2001? The significantly lower attendance this year is an issue that
must be addressed and perhaps the whole format of the Dinner requires to be
reviewed. The table plan system certainly seems outmoded and works against those
preferring their day on the hill. Extensive research has failed to come up with many
(any) suitable alternative venues so it's Fort William again on December 1, but this
time to the revamped Milton Hotel complete with its Moorish arches and leisure
club. At least your party frock won ' t get wet on your way to the AGM.
J. R. R. Fowler.

SKI MOUNTAINEERING MEET, 2001
THE first thing that greeted members and their guests on arrival at the Raeburn Hut
for the annual Colwyn Jones Birthday Bash was the ominous presence of the two
big green plastic watering cans on the kitchen floor which, as regular hut users will
recognise, is the coded sign to visitors that the water supply is frozen. So that first
evening, as the 15 SMC plankers (Cockney slang anyone?) and their guests arrived
in dribs and drabs, was spent by most bemoaning that fact, while some made a first
acquaintance with the route to the watering hole at the bum across the road.
The following morning most were up and away at the crack of dawn with talk of
Creag Meagaidh and the Post Face much in the air, it having been decided that
perhaps conditions were more favourable to climbing rather than skiing. Slesser,
Smart, Orr and Bott however lay late. The latter two, although raring to go, doing
so purely in deference to their elders you understand. This gave Orr an erstwhile
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member of the Criminal Investigation Department of Edinburgh's finest the
opportunity to ponder on the mystery of the frozen water supply, for mystery it
indeed was, as one couldn't help noticing the noise from the gushing bum across
the road and feel in the ambient temperature, an almost overwhelming desire to don
shorts. With valued assistance from deputies Slesser and Bott, Smart remaining at
base reading last month's newspapers, the arcane workings of the settling tanks
were investigated and found to be bone dry. This gave the breakthrough the inquiry
team needed and it was eventually discovered by Deputy Slesser, acting entirely on
his own initiative, thatajunction piece of the supply pipe had been unscrewed some
100 yards upstream of the tanks. Sabotage? Or simply some previous occupants
failing to rejoin same after their own investigations at a time when the supply really
was frozen. Inquiries are continuing.
The dawn patrol, for one reason and another, mainly the 40-plus cars in the car
park at 9 .00am, by passed Creag Meagaidh and took uplift to the top of Aonach Mor
(and not one of them a day over 70!). Skiing down to the cliffs of the East Face
Colwyn Jones, Ann MacDonald and Colin Read climbed Tunnel Vision Ill, while
John Bickerdike and Donald Balance climbed Temperance Union Blues. The party
then skied in icy conditions to the top of Aonach Beag and returned via the pistes.
The water supply investigation team and their base camp manager after much
driving around in search of snow settled for a quick ascent of the east Drumochter
hills, later taking great delight in informing their fellows that they had managed to
don skis less than 500 yards from the car. An exciting if naJTOW descent was enjoyed
down the obvious gully opposite the junction of the Dalwhinnie Road with the A9.
Gordon and Susan McKenzie had travelled to Glen Feshie in search of good
snow, any snow and made an ascent of earn Ban Mor and Sgor Gaoith.
Later that night, the birthday celebrations got into full swing (he must enjoy it or,
being organiser, he would change the date!) when Anne MacDonald produced a
birthday cake, well a Christmas cake really, she does spoil that boy. A convivial
evening was enjoyed by all including a display of the latest in gaiters by Dave Kirk.
These could only be described as partially 'fishnet' and when this adjective was
applied to them Dave was quick to inform us that they belonged to his wife, Liz.
Yes that old one. Needless to say in the heady atmosphere brought about by the
sampling of a fair cross section of the country's malts both Mainland and Island
(Bott was roundly castigated for producing Grouse!) someone who shall remain
nameless felt it incumbent upon himselfto put one of the said gaiters to a use which
the manufacturers had, rightl y, not fel t the need to anticipate. It was perhaps a happy
coincidence that the alleged owner of this ' must have' innovation was upstairs
sound asleep at the time. Dave's only problem now being to ensure that he gets to
his copy of the Journal before she does.
On the Sunday, Slesser, Orr and Bott made an exciting ascent of Stob Coire
Claurigh from Spean Bridge taking the car past COJTiechoille farm right up to the
tree line at about 300m. Skis were worn for all but the last 200ft. or so where, due
to icing and a high wind, it was thought wiser to resort to ice axe and crampons, at
least by those who had them, but that's another story. An even more exciting
descent was made down the very steep and icy 'Bott variation' on the south ridge
after which time out was taken to watch the flight of a Golden Eagle around the
summit snows and to celebrate being alive. Skins were again donned for a short
ascent onto the ridge of Coire na Ceannain and after a testing icy traverse (one
knows not to fall when you see Professor Slesser looking anxious!) a return was
made on ever-diminishing snows to the car.
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The Aonach Mor party of the day before ploutered about in Drumochter with the
exception of the birthday boy who, carrying out training duties with the Mountain
Rescue Team in the Northern Corries, spent the day being lowered in a stretcher
from the Fiacal Ridge.
A grand meet even although, on this occasion, the snow Gods were not
particularly kind.
Note: The CIC Ski meet scheduled for early March fell victim to the Foot and Mouth epidemic
and I believe that the collective sigh of relief from the less skilled members of our band who
had foolishly signed up to go could be clearly heard throughout the land. I even heard tell that
such was the level of anxiety among some that wills had been prepared! The big question now
is how will they/we get out of it next year?

CharJie J. Orr.

JMCS REPORTS
Edinburgh Section: As is tradition in JMCS reports, I will start with the current
membership level s. The Section continues to increase in size, having 103 members,
including 22 aspirants at the beginning of 200l.
As usual, the mountaineering activities of members during the past year have
been extremely varied. As well as the usual hill walking, rock-climbing and winter
climbing, the club continued its traditions of ski-mountaineering, (both Nordic and
Alpine) and mountain-biking, with many more people taking part in the former.
The usual Wednesday night Heriot-Watt climbing wall meet has been complemented by a meet for the keen at Alien Rock on Mondays. During the summer
months a varied calendar of mid-week meets to crags from Dunkeld to Bowden
Doors was organised in addition to the normal trips to Traprain Law and Aberdour.
It was noted that both of these locations are looking a bit the worse for wear from
too much climbing, a bit like some ofthe members! Traprain seems more polished
and Aberdour looser - the older members recall.
The year opened in style with Hogmanay meets to Jock's and the Smiddy. Meets
during the winter from the CIC and our own huts in Newtonmore and Dundonell
resulted in a number of good winter ascents varying from Tower Ridge and Smith's
Route on the Ben to Over Sixties Icefall on Liathach. An alternative to the Ling Hut
meet in March was a ski-mountaineering trip to Ben Alder Cottage. This involved
30 miles of skiing and a couple ofMunros on the way. A meet at the Smiddy in May
was noted for great climbing at Gruinard Bay and other lesser known crags in the
area. The Shelterstone meet in June was (strangely enough Ed.) located variously
at Aberdour, Skye, Glen Nevis and Glencoe, with members staying at Jock's . The
Glen Coe meet was the nearest to being accurately located, with ascents of Hiccup,
Bottleneck Chimney and Nirvana among many others.
The Club trips abroad were as diverse as ever, ranging from trips to Spain to
expeditions in the Himalaya. At the beginning ofthe year ice climbing in Canada,
Chamonix and Italy, along with ski-mountaineering in the Alps, were the preferred
activities. By Easter these had been replaced by hot-rocking in Spain (which is
becoming an increasingly popular destination for the sun-starved rock athletes of
the Club) and bouldering at Fontainbleau . Members met in Chamonix and the
Ecrins during July for some Alpinism, completing a number of routes from the
Gervasutti Couloir on the Tour Ronde and the Chere Couloir, to the Aiguille L ' m
and the Aiguille de Perseverance. Other members were to found in Ladakh, Arolla
and Trondheim.
The annual dinner took place at the Onich Hotel this year during some slushy
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weather in November. A very good night was had by all , despite the early closing
of the bar at midnight! The lack of alcohol failed to improve the pool playing
abilities of the participants.
The huts continue to go from strength to strength in terms of facilities . Jock ' s
Spot at Newtonmore has been renovated and now sleeps 12 downstairs. The kitchen
in the Smiddy at Dundonell is now complete thanks to Fraser Fotheringham and the
SMT and now rivals many people's homes.
The joint Eastern Section SMC/JMCS slide nights continue to be excellent
events with speakers talking on many different mountaineering topics from skimountaineering in Alaska to aid climbing in Yosemite. These events take place at
7.30pm on the second Tuesday of the month from October to March at the
Pollock Halls, Edinburgh.
Officials elected were: Hon. President, John Fowler; Hon. Vice-President, Alan
Smith; President, Stuart Buchanan; Vice-President, Brian Donaldson; Treasurer,
Charles Stupart; Secretary, Euan Grieve, 7 Lawers Square, Penicuik,
(euan@ehll.freeserve.co.uk);MembershipSecretary, Douglas Hall, Smiddy Custodian, Alex Dunn, 4 King's Cramond, Edinburgh ; Jock's Spot Custodian, Ali
Borthwick,2 Aytoun Grove, Dunfermline.
Ordinary Members, Beryl Leatherland, Ruth McArthur, Patrick Winter, Stuart
Buchanan.

London Section: My unruly generation ofthe Section are now spawning brats and
complaining about the bad behaviour from the unruly youths; the 'elders ' are
relinquishing their podiums and hitting second childhood; and the current 'youths
and youthesses' are burning me off on (and to) the crag. The cycle turns.
Membership is pretty steady (unlike some of the leading) at 60, with most of the
natural wastage occurring late at night in Bethesda. Meets attendances have ranged
from six (cagoule clad desperados) to more than 35 at the ever-popular winter
gatherings.
Scotland remains a focus in the form of well-attended core meets and regular
informal (i.e. squalid) trips, the latter including some esoteric dossing in public
toilets and concrete culverts. Large winter gatherings were held at Feshiebridge and
Glencoe (twice), supplemented by fine spring weather on the Cobbler. Sea stacks,
riverbeds and piste-fences took the usual batterings, and included ascents of Am
Buchaille, A'Chailleach and Am Bodach. Congratulations to John Steele for
completing his Munros. Some splendid scorching stravaging took place based in
bothies in Sutherland, Glenelg, the Cairngorms, Knoydart and Shelter Stone
(summer and winter).
Other successful climbing meets included Gatescarth (Buttermere), the
Bowderstone (Borrowdale) , and the Three Stags Head in the Peak. It says
something about enthusiasm that folk even turned up for a wet autumn weekend in
distant Pembroke. Our Cloggy meet basked in sun, a 'Butlins' feel being added
with the inflatable dingy carried up by CharIie, Jo and Emma, and a few dips in the
black pond. A work meet resulted in the usual good weather with the inevitable
consequences in terms of hut maintenance. The dinner still remains firmly in North
Wales, probably along with several members ' stomach linings.
It is impossible to cover all the overseas mountaineering trips, as impernicious
individuals cash in on cheap airfares. Yosemite's rules and regulations were
severely tested in between ascents of the Salathe WaJl, The Nose (in a day),
Mescalito, Zodiac, Half Dome NW Face, and the West and East Buttresses of El
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Capitan. Sunny overseas rock was also found at Wadi Rum, Tulomene Meadows,
the Owens River, Buttermilks, the Val di Mello, around Chamonix, and in Spain,
among other pl aces. Richard Jewel followed a hyperactive trip to Yosemite with
a second ascent of Tupilak and several first ascents elsewhere in Greenl and . Chris
Cornrie followed up his and Gordon Dalgarno' s Kachengunga adventure with a
snow-filled trip to Chamalang.
Other mountain-denuding activities persist, with alpine ski-ing trips, and several
'religious experiences' revolving around (and in) Highland river hydraulics.
Tilmanesque sailing tendencies continue: tiny objects as difficult to locate as
Iceland , Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man were all successfully found (not
always in the right order) - Nigel Charlesworth, Roy Hibbert and Peter Stokes
being the ever-tolerant and observant skippers (cough cough).
The year 2000 gave us a web site, an e-mail discussion group and a regular
circular from Tim Brew. It also gave us back John Steele, returned from abroad to
quickly finish off his Highland ticking and become a long-deserved life member.
Tim Fryer, one of the sections keenest and most able ' members' , is still reco vering
from a serious road accident last year. Mate, we've missed your motivation and
steady head on the white stuff. Steve Gladstone earned a well-deserved escape from
his long (suffering) run as Secretary. This year already promises many adventures
at home and abroad. Challenges remain in the form of developing better links with
the other Sections, developing the hut in North Wales and the ever-present problem
of such a diverse geographic spread of members.
Officials elected were: President, Roy Hibbert; Vice-President, Marcu s Harvey;
Secretary, Chris Bashforth; Treasurer and Membership, Dave Hughes, 9 St.
Anthony's Road, Leeds. Hut Custodian (Glanajon, Bethesda), Rod Kleckham.
Web site: Andrew.walker@freeuk.com
Past, present and future doings can be found on the Section Web site at http://
is. unn .ac.uklstafflilaw2/jmcsweb
Andrew Walker.

Glasgow Section:- The club currently has 101 members. There are 26 Life
Members and eight female members.
Twenty-five meets took place in the usual areas all over Scotland. The work meet
in the club hut in Coruisk, Skye, continues to be productive as improvements are
nearly completed including installation of the new gas stove.
The important events of the year were the 75th Anniversary trip to Corsica at
Easter; the 75th Anniversary Narnain Boulder Meet; David Lawson 's last Munro
in Knoydart, and the 75th Anniversary Dinner.
In Corsica, seven people had the mountains to themselves and enjoyed scaling
snowy/icy peaked mountains between 2500m and 3000m in good conditions.
Members climbing abroad this year included Ann McDonald, Colwyn Jones and
Crawford Kilpatrick in the Swiss Alps; Scott Stewart in Australia, New Zealand
and US; P. Stewart Orr in the Karakoram ; Vicky Stewart in the Italian Alps, and
Andy Sommerville in the Himalaya.
Officials elected: President, Dave Eaton; Vice-President, Alex Haddow ; Hon.
President, Andrew Sommerville; Hon. Vice-President, David Lawson; Treasurer,
Andrew Sommerville; Secretary, Vicky Stewart; Meets Secretary, David Lawson;
Coruisk Hut Bookings, Alan Dunn; Coruisk Hut·Custodian, Alex Haddow.
Vicky Stewart.
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Antarctica
BRIAN SHAKLETON reports: During November I took part in an expedition to the
world ' s most southerly continent to climb the Vinson Massif in the Ellsworth
Mountains, at 16,067ft. (4897m), the highest point on the continent. The expedition
I joined was one of a series during 2000 and the idea of Gavin Bate from Northern
Ireland, aiming at climbing all the Seven Summits, the highest points on each of the
world's seven continents, within the year. The conquest of all Seven Summits has
become a particular challenge for some mountaineers and up to mid-1999, around
65 have completed this ultimate tick list! My own motives for joining the trip were
more simple. I wished to see the continent visited by Ernest Shackleton, Scott and
Amundson, about which I had read so much as a boy. I also wanted to climb a high
mountain in what would be for me a new setting.
The expedition to Vinson was led by John Barry and included Andy Salter who
along with John and Polly Munay from Perth had successfully climbed Everest
earlier in the year. Two of John's friends from the 1993 Everest expedition, Peter
Earl and Sandy Scott also joined the Vinson trip along with Robert Devereux who
had climbed on Mt. McKinlay on another one of John ' s trips. On November 6 we
met in Paris for the overnight flight to Santiago, joining up with Peter in Buenos
Aires where the plane stopped for refuelling. A change at Santiago to the local
carrier, Lan Chile, took us on to Punta Arenas which was to be the jumping-off point
for Antarctica.
The majority of the expeditions heading for the South Pole or to climb Vinson
now use the infrastructure of ANI (Adventure Network International) to fly from
Punta Arenas to the ANI base at Patriot Hills where a blue ice glacier runway
enables an ANI Hercules aircraft to set down after the six-hour flight from Punta
Arenas. The Hercules flights to Patriot Hills are dependent on the right conditions
on the ice runway. Too little wind and the snow can be too deep to land without
damage to the undercarriage, too much wind across the runway and again the
aircraft cannot land safely.
We were due to fly south with ANIon November 9, but were delayed until
November 18. As well as exploring Punta and its surrounding countryside during
our wait, we also took a bus up to Puerto Natales and a two-day trip into the Tones
del Paine National Park to see some of the most spectaClllar mountain scenery in
the world. Although the weather can be windy and wet in Patagonia for long
periods, we were fortunate to have blue sky and fantastic views of the snowy
summits above sheer walls of granite more than 1000m high. The park around the
base of the Tones was also well worth the short visit to see glaciers from the
Patagonian Icecap reaching down to near sea level and an interesting variety of
flora and fauna.
Our flight south was by the Russian Ilyushin aircraft which ANI had chartered
to help with the freighting of fuel and cargo, since the conditions for landing the
ANI Hercules remained unsuitable. The converted military jet transport made the
trip in just more than four hours compared to more than six hours as would be
expected in the 'Herc' . Along with 20 others, wesaton wooden bench seats without
seatbelts along the walls of the aircraft, with a vast pile of cargo in the centre and
what we suspected were highly inflammable containers of fuel at the back for stock
piling at Patriot Hills. Once down on the ice at Patriot Hills, we only had a one-hour
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wait while our equipment was transfened to a Twin Otter fitted with skis for the
short one-hour flight to the Branscomb Glacier in the Ellsworth Mountains and the
site of the Vinson Base Camp. We were not alone, however, since a couple of hours
later a Korean team along with a Singaporean and two guides from ANI also flew
in from Patriot Hills.
The route up Vinson is well established. From the Base Camp at nOOft., the
upper Branscomb glacier is followed towards Vinson and Camp 1 at around 8S00ft.
The route then swings left to a nanow valley at around 9S00ft. where Camp 2 is
established. We moved up the glacier as two ropes of three pulling sledges with our
supply of fuel , food and equipment finding the going slow in the cold thin air.
Although the air temperature was _10°C, there was little wind and in the sun it was
comfortable enough to dispense with a hat and thick outer clothing. Once the sun
went behind Vinson, however, the temperature plummeted to -25"C and it was
necessary to take shelter in the tents and the warmth of a good sleeping bag and
numerous hot brews. In Antarctica it is light all the time in the summer months, so
the sun's disappearance behind Vinson dictated which part of the day was regarded
as night and was to be spent inside the tents. Getting going in the morning was
therefore slow and only when the sun reached the tents was it possible to prepare
breakfast and get under way.
To reach Camp 3, ' High Camp', we ascended the narrow valley and then climbed
the 2000ft. headwall at its end to reach the col at more than 12,000ft. between Mt.
Shin and the Vinson summit plateau . We left the sledges just above Camp 2 before
the steep pull up the headwall threatened by seracs to the right. Towards the top of
the wall and out of danger from the seracs, the view opened out but the wind also
got up and made the going unpleasantly slow. Tt was a relief to escape the wind at
the right side of the col and the site of the camp beneath the slopes reaching up
towards Vinson ' s summit plateau. Before the tents could be erected and occupied
we first had to level the site and then build a wall to protect the two tents from the
wind which could otherwise flatten them and spell disaster in the event of a storm.
At this point I regretted having to remove my outer gloves to free one of the side
straps of my sac since, in a matter of a few seconds, my hands were frozen and I had
to spend a considerable time thawing them out once I was inside the tent. Although
very cold again , once the tents were in shade, there was little wind and we had a
comfortable night's rest before our summit day.
Summit day on November 22 started at 10.30 and a brew alongside Andy and
Sandy with whom I was sharing a tent. The day outside the tent was perfect with
a clear blue sky, no wind and unlimited visibility. We finally left High Camp at
1.30pm and in our two ropes of three, gradually moved up onto the summit plateau
and into a shallow upper valley leading to the summit point of Vinson. In the clear
air, the distance was much farther than it looked and progress became slow with the
increasing effects of altitude. After a halt at lS ,OOOft. to take in fluid as well as take
in the view, we started up the final part of the climb taking a steep rising traverse
leading onto the left hand ridge of Vinson 's highest point. Out of the sun and
exposed to the wind once more, the steep slope was a challenge to our lessexperienced climbers and at one point there was some doubt whether everyone
would make it. Back into the sun and on easier ground again, we re-grouped and
reached the 16,067ft. summit at 1O.30pm, nine hours from High Camp.
The view from the summit must be one of the finest on earth with snow and ice
stretching as far as the eye can see and worth all the effort of getting there. The size
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of the Antarctic continent is breathtaking when seen from Vinson and its vastness
is only hinted at by the unbroken sweep of the horizon to the south. It was indeed
a privilege to join a group of only 500 or so climbers to have climbed Vinson since
its first ascent in 1966.
Our descent to High Camp was completed in three hours and we rested there
overnight before completing the descent from 12,000ft. to Base Camp at 7200ft. the
following day. I particularly enjoyed the descent since I was the only one of the
group to have taken skis up to Camp 2. I was able to take full advantage of the
perfect snow between Camp 1 and Base Camp, stopping from time to time to take
in the view in solitude and utter silence. To have stood alone in such surroundings
was a unique and very special experience which stirred the soul.
As with our flight in, our return flight was far from straight-forward. We were
stranded at Vinson Base Camp for 10 days due to the Twin Otter aircraft being
grounded 600 miles away in poor visibility. Our own weather pattern settled into
a cycle of two fine days followed by two days of mist and light snow. Most of the
team spent the time reading with occasional forays around the camp on foot or skis
but never too far in case the plane arrived. Finally, on December 3, the Twin Otter
arrived to fly us back to Patriot Hills where we spent a further three days before the
flight back to Punta Arenas - this time in the Hercules. Two days later, I was back
in Edinburgh after a tlip to Antarctica that I will never forget.

Pakistan
HAMlsH IRVINE reports: Alan Smith, Hamish Irvine and Anders Jacobsen (Sweden)
spent four weeks in the Gilgit area. The first foray was a trek north and west from
Naltar. It had been hoped to climb some smallish mountain, perhaps Sentinel, on
the way but heavy rain and snow, together with mixed reactions to the altitude
meant this outing was limited to a traverse of the Phakor pass and a descent to the
villages of Phakor and Chatorkand in the Ishkoman valley. Both sides of the pass
are interesting but very different. The Naltar side is broad with lush grazings and
wooded areas; towards Phakor lies a steep-sided valley with a violent river in its
base and impressive man-made trails built onto its flanks. In Phakor, our attempts
to hire transport led to us being dined, wined (well, almost) and put up overnight
by a local family before ajeep ride back to Gilgit.
Our next trip, to the modest, but accessible, peaks ofPhekar and Mirshikar, north
of Diran and Rakaposhi, was foiled by awful weather. The rains managed both to
wash us out and to contaminate our water supplies, leading to predictable stomach
problems for three disappointed climbers.
Eventually, moving north to the Murkhun valley, we found better weather, a new
jeep road and willing porters. With these helpful factors we easily reached an
attractive camp site just above Pariar. There are several small peaks here, just on
the 6000m limit of Pakistan's trekking peaks, which can be ascended without the
complications of a liaison officer, peak fee etc. High daytime temperatures meant
the snow rapidly became soft, so an ascent ofTupopdan was made over three days,
climbing largely in the dark. This attractive mountain was climbed from the north
on snow and ice, by a route which had obviously been climbed before - strands of
old fixed rope on a very rotten rognon also showed how the snows have receded in
recent years.
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Alaska 2000 - Little Switzerland
BRIAN DAVISON reports: From May 1-31, British climbers, Brian Davison, Lindsay
Griffin and Brian Griffiths, visited the previously unnamed glacierto the south-east
of the Crown Jewel (2362m) (now proposed as the East Fork of the Crown). The
latter lies at the southern head of the Pika Glacier in an area approximately 25km
south of McKinley commonly referred to as Little Switzerland. The team made a
total of lA probable first ascents, including 12 of previously unclimbed peaks.
The climbers originally hoped that at this time of year they might find ephemeral
ice lines in south-facing couloirs, but very heavy snowfall a few weeks prior to their
arrival had left the spiky granite peaks, that characterise the area, very wellplastered. Deep, and worrying, unconsolidated snow leading to narrow, Peruviantype ridges was the norm, though there were sections of enjoyable 'Scottish mixed '
ground on some of the routes. Due to remarkably settled and sunny weather for a
good portion of the time, the best conditions occurred on south-facing slopes
around dawn. However, all three climbers felt that, overall, the conditions were
consistently the worst they had experienced anywhere. The weather in Little
Switzerland during May was much less cold and harsh than on the bigger mountains
to the north. Temperatures fell as low as _20DC early in the month but towards the
end were considerably higher. During several periods of poor weather in the latter
half of May they barely dropped below freezing.
From a base camp on the East Fork the team climbed the following:
The South Couloir of Gendarme 7300ft. followed by a traverse to, then ascent
of, the East Ridge of the Crown Jewel; the South Cou10ir to the West Ridge of the
Crown Jewel; the three Witches' Hats; the South Couloir and EastRidge to the base
of the final 3m monolith of the Tiara' s East Summit; the South Couloir to South
West Ridge of Your Highness; the North Summit ofthe Coronet via the South-east
Flank and a descent by the East Couloir below Pt. Pico, which was also ascended
via its East Couloir. From a temporary camp on the southerly Dix Glacier various
easier peaks closer to the Kahiltna Glacier were climbed together with the fine trio
of Deception, Arrowhead and Misty Peaks above the Brume Glacier (south east of
the Dix).

Selling Out
RICK ALLEN reports: NICK was very cagey about his plans for the spring of 1985 but
we came to know one another well on the south face of Ganesh IT, as you do on a
12-day, alpine style push, and details of the Everest trip gradually emerged. Mal
Duff had secured sponsorship from Pilkingtons to lead an expedition to the North
East Ridge, scene of the disappearance of Joe Tasker and Pete Boardman just two
years earlier. Probably, on the strength of still being on speaking terms with Nick
from the previous autumn, I was invited to join this predominantly Scottish team
including Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet, Bob Barton and Allen Fyfe. We cast
ourselves as heirs to the torch of British Himalayan climbing laid down by Pete and
Joe. However, our film-maker for the trip, Kurt Diemberger, had more experience
of really big mountains than the rest of the team put together and we were gloriously
unsuccessful. We learned a lot.
Two years later, Nick, Sandy and I went back to the North East Ridge with Doug
and Mike Scott, Steve Sustad and Robert Schauer for another attempt. We learned
a lot more, although this time at the cost of the life of one of our sherpa cooks who
died in an avalanche below advanced base camp. Other, predominantly British,
UlOtse and Everest. Photo: Rick Alien
Pregar (left) and its larger neighbour, Karun Koh, Murkham Valley, Pakistan. Photo: Hall1ish Irvine.
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expeditions tilted at this ' last great problem' until it was murdered with fixed rope
by the Japanese in the mid 1990s.
Conscious of the risk of becoming narrow in my focus, I left Everest alone and
sought out other challenges in the greater Himalaya, sometimes with Doug and
sometimes with Russian and Polish climbers. This coincided with a fundamental
shift in the nature of big mountain climbing. The standard routes on many of the
8000's became recognised as legitimate objectives for commercial expeditions,
literally ' trade routes' , peak fees soared in line with this trend and sponsorship
almost vanished for the remaining amateurs.
After the death of my wife, Alison, in 1999 I sought an opportunity to get away
on a long expedition and contacted Henry, another Edinburgh-based, longstanding acquaintance and Everest impresario. It turned out that he just happened
to need someone with 20 years experience ofthe HimaJaya to 'be there' in the premonsoon season of 2000 for his less-experienced clients.
In April I was walking backup the Khumbu , last visited 14 years previously with
Sandy on our way to Pumori. Expecting to be disappointed, I was thrilled at how
beautiful it still was, more well built stone houses and tea shops but no more litter,
no more people and many of the same old friends.
The Himalayan Guides tents were set among the rubble of the Khumbu Glacier,
sharing this giant natural quarry with 18 other teams. This was clearly not to be a
wilderness experience but would demand social skills of the highest order, as well
as some basic mountaineering aptitude. The physical challenges of Everest by any
route are still considerable. Key requirements are an ability to acclimatise to
altitude, endure intense heat (the Western Cwm acts like a solar reflecting dish with
you at the focus) and keep on putting one foot in front of the other for hours.
Psychologically, the icefall requires that you close your imagination to objective
dangers for a few hours and boredom is a real danger for the hyper-acti ve, achiever
types. Unfortunately, some of those lured or driven to attempt Everest are the least
willing or able to behave considerately towards others, let alone become real team
players. Four out of our 12 clients left the trip early.
The social cauldron of base camp provided much of the entertainment and sheer
fun as well as sources of conflict. It was a privilege to celebrate the first Pakistani
ascent with Nazir Sabir and the success of my Russian friends on Lhotse. The
leaving party of the Adventure Consultants team brought us together around the
stone table/dance floor with Polly Murray who had just become the first Scots girl
to summit, John Barry and Peter Habeler.
In breaks from this social whirl we were making progress up the mountain. The
ropes and ladders of the icefall were fixed and maintained by a group of sherpas
paid for jointly by all of the teams. Camp I at the lip of the icefall is just an
acclimatisation transit point and we were soon able to move straight through to
camp U, halfway up the Western Cwm. The sherpas fixed ropes and established the
camps in advance so that our clients just had their personal gear to carry. Camp III,
situated on ledges hacked out of the ice on the Lhotse face at 730001 started to feel
more like a mountain bivouac. From here, most people start to use bottled oxygen
to cross the yellow band and climb onto the Geneva Spur which leads around to the
South Col. I had always harboured the ambition to make the ascent without oxygen
but if! was to be of any help to the clients that was not an option. I would be at great
risk of becoming a liability to the group.
We reached the South Col for the first time on May 11 and spent a day recovering
and trying to encourage the sherpas into a summit attempt. No-one had yet reached
SMC party - Roscoe Bjerge. East Greenland Expedition, 1997. Photo: Malcollll Slesser.
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the summit from the South that season and we needed their help to carry oxygen
bottles to the balcony and fix rope above there towards the South summit. After
much delay we set off at about 11.30 at night in bitter cold but towards the top of
the snow couloir above the col about two hours later the sherpas announced that
they had cold feet and began to descend. For one wild moment Dick, a pilot from
Colorado, and I weighed up our chances of going for it without rope or oxygen but
common sense and my obligations to the team prevailed and we all returned to the
Col.
Our clients felt badly let down but I began to understand the sherpas' attitudes.
They had never climbed with me and had no particular reason to have confidence
in me. They knew their own limitations at pushing out the route better than I did .
Nevertheless, two long weeks passed and many others had their day before we were
to get another chance. Polly and John were successful, Byron from Calgary, Nazir
from Pakistan, Christine with Mountain Madness in Seattle and local hero Babu
Chiri in a record time of under 16 hours from base camp. As we made our way back
up to Camp III my Australian companion Andrew Lock reached the summit with
his client. Sandy Allan was alsoon the hill, heading for Lhotse with KathyO'Dowd.
We had less than a week to go before our permit would expire and the icefallladders
would be stripped away.
At the South Col we passed just a few hours brewing and testing oxygen
regulators before gearing up and emerging into the clear night air. This time the
sherpas did not hesitate and we were away by 10.30. Almost immediately Mike and
Kristy from Seattle started to have problems with their oxygen sets. I swapped
masks with Mike and carried on to the top of the ice field to wait for them. Minutes
ticked by and they did not catch up. I called on the radio and discovered that they
had descended to the tents at the Col.
The Russian Air Force oxygen regulators seem to be palticularly vulnerable to
freezing up and in those early hours four of our team had problems with their sets
and were forced to descend. Reluctantly, I decided that I could do nothing more to
help Mike and Kristy and set off in pursuit of the rest of the team, by now faint
headtorch dots above me. In the dark and wearing oxygen masks it was almost
impossible to distinguish who was who. Michael Down from British Columbia was
making steady progress up the fixed ropes crossing mixed ground which led to the
snowy ramp leading right up to the balcony on the ridge. Patrick Kenny, a guide
from Utah who was sharing the leadership responsibilities with me, was breaking
trail through knee-deep snow up the ramp. Dick from Colorado took over and then
I carried on to the balcony. Here the sherpas dropped the spare four litre oxygen
bottles and most of our group swapped to a fresh bottle. I was using a single, sevenlitre cylinder for the whole day which was heavier but avoided the problems of
changing cylinders.
The sky began to lighten as I continued up the ridge towards the point where it
steepens up to the South summit. The teams that had preceded us had left little to
chance, the trail of fixed rope was virtually continuous. I was looking down on
Makalu now, over my shoulder to the south-west and just catching the pink hues
of dawn. Across on Lhotse, the head torches of Sandy and Kathy were visible in the
summit couloir. I turned the flow of oxygen down to conserve it when I stopped for
a drink but forgot to re-open the regulator. For a few minutes I wondered why I had
slowed to a crawl and Dick caught up. Back on two litres a minute and I was able
to move steadily again. At the South summit we stopped for another drink and I
began the short, steep descent towards the corniced ridge that curved up to the
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Hilary Step. This famous crux had loomed large in the imagination but proved
amenable to bridging up a semi-chimney between rock and snow and then moving
around leftwards. It would be Grade IIIIlI at home and was adorned with plenty of
rope in various stages of wear. The ridge continued at an easier angle and r was
overtaken with emotion as the summit came into view. At my feet lay the crest of
the North East Ridge, winding up from Tibet from where this adventure had begun
15 years earlier. 1 thanked God for the chance to make it this time and at 6.25 1 stood
on the top and wept.
Clouds were piling in quickly in the early morning and 1 was just able to complete
a sequence of panoramic shots before the horizon vanished and I simultaneously
lost all feeling in my hands. Dick arrived on the summit and was soon followed by
Patrick but they had missed the view. We hugged and stood for a few minutes before
beginning the descent. The wind suddenly became noticeable, my glasses iced over
and 1 stumbled along the fixed ropes blindly for a few minutes. The others thought
that 1 was losing it and opened up my oxygen regulator but pulling on a pair of
goggles restored my vision and I was able to continue. Below the Hilary Step we
passed Michael, Tim and Mingma, all going strong. Below the South summit
Dragan from Serbia was still moving up, slow but determined. All of them reached
the summit successfully although Dragan ran out of oxygen, becoming delirious on
the descent and Henry and a sherpa went up towards the balcony to help him down.
By 10.00 I was back at the South Col where I gulped down fluid and gathered up
my kit. A very long and hot descent across the yellow band and the Lhotse face took
me to Camp III where I made endless brews to try to re-hydrate. By supper time I
was in Camp Il where the sherpas brought me tea and food until sleep took over.
Sandy and Kathy reached the summit of Lhotse on the same day.
Back home r unashamedly revelled for a few weeks in the joy of my friends and
the interest of the local Press. A few months later, I spoke to Doug on the phone.
"Well done on Everest, kid", he said.
"I didn't call you to tell you," I said, "because 1 knew that you would think that
I had sold out."
"Well you did, kid," he said .

Spain
GREG STRANGE reports:- During the first week of April 2001 I was the senior
member of an Etchachan Club group which took time out from foot and mouth
restrictions and a prolonged Scottish winter to spend a week climbing on Spanish
limestone.
We rented a three-storey villa on the outskirts of Finistrat, a small rural
community about six miles inland from Benidorm on the Costa Blanca. The village
is dominated by the South Face of the 1410m Puig Campana where we would have
climbed had it not been for the unseasonably high temperatures of up to 30' C.
Although we visited a variety of inland crags most of our time was spent in the
superb, highly-developed Sella valley and the more remote hilltop venue ofForada.
As a first-timer to this form of winter diversion I can thorough I ' recommend it.
Particularly memorable for me was the multi-pitch 'Tanit' 011 Pared de Rosalia
at Sella; watching Wilson Moir flash the appropriately named 'Musculman' on the
Sector Superheroes at Forada, and the homely fare of the Bar Maria in the village
of Sella.
The group comprised Paul Alien, Wilson Moir, Neil Morrison , Greg Strange, (all
SMC), Mark Atkins, Dave Gillan and John Wilson.
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REVIEWS
Herman Buhl- Climbing without Compromise:- Reinhold Messner and Horst
Hofler. (Baton Wicks 2001. 204pp. £16.99, ISBN 1-898573-48-4).
After many years offrustration and failure, climbers finally started getting to the
top ofthe world's highest peaks during the 1950s. The heroic t~ia1s and tribulations
of the French on Annapurna and the teamwork and military planning of the British
Commonwealth on Everest captured the imagination of people all over the world,
but it was the audacious solo epic of the Austrian, Herman Buhl, on Nanga Parbat
in 1953 which provided an inspiration to generations of mountaineers. Returning
to the Karakoram in 1957, Buhl made the first ascent of Broad Peak with three
companions. This was the first major peak to be climbed 'alpine style ', confirming
his reputation as he also became the first person to make the first ascent of two
8000m peaks. Tragically, a few days later, Buhl disappeared over a cornice on the
descent from an attempt on Chogolisa with Kurt Diemberger.
Back in July 1975, the youthful reviewer, a member of the Edinburgh University
Hindu Raj Expedition , was waiting in a bank in Rawalpindi when another
European walked in. Noting his dress and demeanour, I blithely asked : "Are you
a mountaineer too?"
"Yes," came the cheerful reply, brief and to the point. "We go to climb Hidden
Peak. Just two of us."
Sure enough, a few weeks later, Reinhold Messner carried forward Hermann
Buhl ' s ideals with a bold 'alpine style' ascent of Gasherbrum I in the company of
Peter Habler.
Meanwhile, having climbed and named a few lower peaks, Dave Page and I set
off at dawn from a high bivouac, heading for our main objective, Thui 1. Moving
well , we were crossing a broad snow shoulder when Dave suddenly disappeared
into an enormous hidden crevasse. Fortunately, the rope held and he was able to
extricate himself, albeit slowly. When we finally reached safer ground Dave was
happy to sit and warm up again in the sun, urging me to press on alone, which I did.
As the time ticked by , the inner signals urging prudence gradually grew stronger.
I can still clearly remember, having finally decided to turn back, stopping to
photograph our goal, so near yet so far away, and thinking to myself: "Her man Buhl
would have kept going to the top."
Why, all these years later, does such an accomplished mountaineer as Messner
feel the need to revisit this early influence, almost half-a-century after his death, and
why should those of us less accomplished want to know any more about him?
Buhl's 1954 autobiography, Nanga Parbat Pilgrimage - The Lonely Challenge,
became a source of inspiration to many climbers. First published in English in 1956,
by the j 970s second-hand copies were reported to be changing hands for ridiculous
sums. Hodder and Stoughton brought out a paperback reprint in 1981 , which I duly
bought and read. My initial impression, noted in my 'Reading List' of the time, was
a bit disappointing. "A long autobiography, in places a bit tedious, but some very
stirring stuff too." When the Editor asked me to take on this review I tracked down
my copy to read again. All these years later, second time around, I enjoyed every
page, but Messner and Hofler suggest that much ofBuhl' s original text was altered
by his editor, Kurt Maix, losing the true nature of his drive, judgment and forwardlooking ambitions.
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Hermann Buhl- Climbing without Compromise is their attempt to present a more
balanced picture of the legend.
Another reference to my current 'Reading List' reminds me that Chr'is Bonington,
John Cunningham, Alison Hargreaves and Eric Shipton have all been subjects of
what seems to have become, if not quite an avalanche, certainly a steady stream of
new biographies of distinguished climbers that I have read in the past couple of
years. While I certainly enjoyed them, and look forward to more, I would be the first
to admit that inevitably, this genre suffers from a rather rigid predictability.
Childhood; early influences; great achievements; twilight years, and death. It is
difficult to break away from the natural cycle of life in any biography but Messner
and Hofler take a refreshingly different approach to their subject in both style and
layout.
This book is set out in four sections, plus appendices. The first section,
Introduction: Who was HermanBuhl ?is made up of four short essays, starting with
Messner's contribution, A Man Driven. Focusing first on Buhl's influence on his
own personal climbing career, he quickly moves on to the subject of risk. From the
unique perspective of his own achievements, he spells out some powerful messages
about climbing at the leading edge of the SPOlt. After paying tribute to a list of those
he considers to be the best climbers who have died on the world's mountains, he
declares that "to come back alive means everything". His disturbing conclusion is
that "the bundle of energy that was Buhl was not destined for a long life".
While Messner needs no introduction , Horst Hofler is described as "mountaineeringjournalist, archivist and climber", and presumably, did most ofthe research.
His contribution Climbing Was the Essence of Buh/'s Life confirms Buhl as a
personal hero, and gives a brief chronological biography. For some reason this is
written, rather disconcertingly, in the present tense. Kriemhild Lornsen-Buhl,
eldest of his three daughters, describes What Kind of Father Was Buhl. Since she
was not quite six years old when he disappeared, this is a short contribution, as is
climbing partner and family friend Luis Vigl's How I Experienced Buhl. Both
portray him as warm and caring to his family and friends.
The next three sections, which make up the bulk of the book, are made up of a
mixture of diary extracts and climbing magazine and club journal articles written
by Buhl. From 1940 onwards he established his reputation on hard rock routes in
the Eastern Alps and went on to repeat a number of significant routes in the Western
Alps, including some of the famous North Faces. Many of these were climbed solo
but he clearly enjoyed getting his experiences down on paper and sharing them with
others. All the material is neatly linked with brief commentaries and makes for very
absorbing reading. One trait of Buhl's which shines through is his honesty . From
his early diary jottings through to the more polished accounts there is the
impression that he was always trying to 'tell it like it really was ' . This was to get
him into difficulties when he became embroiled in the politics of big expeditions,
particularly with masters of manipulation such as Karl Herrligkoffer, organiser of
the Austro-German Nanga Parbat Expedition. However, this honesty adds to the
appeal ofBuhl' s writing and I enjoyed his attention to detail, even though some of
it may be considered trivial.
My brief involvement last year with the SMC District Guidebooks Subcommittee made me aware, for the first time, of the importance of layout in
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publications. Readers who appreciate that sort of thing will find much to admire
here. Broad margins on each page have been used to display a large number of
original black-and-white photographs which help give a feel for the period, though
some of the group photos require the aid of a magnifier to pick out much detail.
Interspersed with these illustrations are quotations from Buhl and a number of
contemporary and modern commentators. There are also a number of excellent
colour plates.
Herman Buhl will always stand out as an important figure in the history of
mountaineering and Climbing without Compromise is an excellent opportunity to
glimpse the man behind the myth and share some of his inspirational enthusiasm.
David Broadhead.
Siegfried Herford: an Edwardian rock climber:- Keith Treacher. (Ern est Press
2000; 168pp hardback, black and white photographs, £16.95. ISBN 0-948153-52o. £16.95).
Herford is remembered principally for hi s part in the first ascent of Scafell's
Central Buttress, and for hi s untimely death at the age of24 in the First World War.
His climbing career was brief - he was only 22 when the war broke out - but at the
time of his death he was already considered to be the best rock climber in Britain.
He was blessed, not only with a tremendous physical ability, but also a fine sense
of judgment and mental control which allowed him to venture safely into daunting
territory. As well as a number of significant first ascents, he climbed many of the
hardest routes of hi s day (notably the second ascent of Botterill's Slab). Central
Buttress emerges as a truly modem first ascent, climbed in stages over many
attempts, and of course, usi ng aid. It was clearly as much of a psychological
breakthrough as a technical one. Climbing had not long moved out ofthe gully and
chimney era, and CB shares its vertical 300ft. with a clutch of middle extremes
these days. One thinks ofIndian Face perhaps as a parallel contemporary achievement. Without doubt he would have had a revolutionary impact on the mountaineering scene had he lived.
Keith Treacher' s meticulous research pays full tribute to Herford' s mountaineering legacy. There is also a full and, at times, intriguing account of Herford 's
climbing circle - in his brief career he met and climbed with many of the leading
mountaineers of his day, including Winthrop Young and the Abraham brothers.
The difficulties of travel in those days are well described, too . On his one trip to
Scotland in 1912 it took Herford the best part of a week to travel from Manchester
to Glen Brittle, with an unscheduled diversion onto the Crowberry Ridge while
awaiting a missed train at Bridge of Orchy.
The author brings to life the remarkable character behind these bare facts.
Treacher has obtained access to a remarkable amount of material, particularly
family letters, and is able to provide a very detailed account of Herford' s childhood,
family background and schooling. This adds interest and insight to the climbing
history which draws heavily on publishedjoumal articles . As a result there is a good
balance between the assessment of Herford as a climber, and of his wider
personality and social circumstances. The reader is left with a very poignant sense
of who he was, and what he might have been.
Adam Kassyk.
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Travail So Gladly Spent:- Tom Price. (Emest Press, 2000,279pp., £17.50. ISBN
0-948513-56-3)
From South Georgia to Lesotho, Tom Price has spent most of his 80-something
years seeking adventure and finding it. This is an account of his life in the truest
sense where he looks at the events and learns from them.
I had the great good fortune to work in Outward Bound in the Lake District when
Tom was Director of the School. Funny thing Outward Bound. Inspired by Kurt
Hahn a German Jew and refugee from Hitler, it often appeared to critics to be a
union between Victorian self-improvement and German regimentation. Cold
showers in the morning and driving unwilling youths over the mountains for afters.
What saved it from this were the instructors who were largely there to live in the
mountains and climb. Mostly, they had the characteristics that go with the sporteasy-going natures and a distaste for authority. As Director, Tom had these
attributes in great measure and in his account of his tenure of the post, the tension
between his anarchistic nature and the demands of leadership in a dangerous
environment shines through. He nurtured a spirit of compassion and concern for the
students and helped to build in them an enduring self-esteem and confidence which
can come from successful challenges in the outdoors. The book gives great insight
into the problems which face the outdoor educationalists and also, through Tom ' s
period as president of the British Mountaineering Council, an insider's view of the
politics of mountaineering.
Butifthatwas the sum total of the book, it would be worthy, but dry. What makes
it a cracking read is the flow of anecdotes from a mountaineer's life. Nine months
in South Georgia with John Cunningham climbing and mapping; a climb on the
Zinal Rothorn and meeting with "a tough young Edinburgh climber called Bill
Wallace"; epics on Pillar; a big fall on Dow Crag; a hairy abseil on the Grepon; with
Graham MacPhee on Nevis in 1938; with the Creagh Dhu in the Lakes; a trek
through the Maluti Mountains of Lesotho; a canoe expedition down the Thelon
river in the North West Territories, and countless others. Sometimes the tale could
be told at greater length but it is always told with humour, humility and vividness.
I thoroughly recommend this book .
Robin Shaw.
Extreme Rock and Ice, 25 ofthe World's Great Climbs:- Garth Hattingh, (New
Holland, 2000, ISBN 0-898867-87-8
This handsome, large-format book describes 25 extreme rock and ice climbs
from around the world. The selection ranges from crag climbs in Australia to the
massive South Face of Lhotse in Nepal and includes landmark ascents such as the
Golden Pillar of Spantik and the Slovenian Route on Cerro TOITe. The book is well
laid out, the photo reproduction is first class, but somehow the overall package left
me a little cold.
There' s no question that the climbs are difficult and a reflection of the development of mountaineering over the last 20 years and the state of play today. The
problem is that anyone who has kept up to date with events through the British and
American climbing magazines will have seen most of this before. And I mean seen,
as I came across few images that I hadn't come across elsewhere. The climbing
Press has to work with material that is immediately available to hand of course, but
a book presents a real opportunity to dig a bit deeper and with the benefit of
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hindsight unearth the real key climbs and events. Quite simply, when reading
through Extreme Rock and Ice, you begin to real ise the key route selection criteria
was good, easily-available photographic material.
Take a look at the three climbs selected from Britain. No-one would argue that
Indian Face on Cloggy justifies inclusion as a very difficult and influential climb.
But one has to question whether Martin Crocker's solo traverse of the Ogmore
Cliffs and the Great White Fright on the Dover sea cliffs really capture the key
events in British mountaineering over the last 20 years. I suspect the stunning sea
cliff shots of Martin deep water soloing and the unusual chalk climbing shots using
axes and crampons justified these routes' selection.
Given the above, it's unsurprising that no Scottish routes feature in the book. To
be fair the introduction does acknowledge the unique nature of Scottish winter
climbing, but I suspect that good photos were not at hand. A chapter on European
modern mixed climbing is included, and a comparison with the Continental boltprotected and pre-practised style with the ground-up and on-sight Scottish ethic
would have made a fine contrast.
If you haven 't kept in touch with modern climbing, take a look at this book
because you'll be wowed by the photos and probably surprised at what it takes to
climb routes at the cutting edge. If you've kept your eye on recent world
mountaineering events however, save your pennies and put the money towards the
American A lpine Journal where you will be truly inspired and get a fairer reflection
on the state of play in world mountaineering today .
Simon Richardson.

Voices from the Summit: The World's Great Mountaineers on the Future of
Climbing:- Edited by Bernadette McDonald and John Amatt. (National Geographic Adventure Press. 2000, 256pp., illust.) $30, ISBN 0-7922-7958-1).
This handsome volume has the footer title Celebrating 25 Years of the Banff
Mountain Film Festival, and has employed the various and varied writing talents
and experiences of 32 prominent mountaineers from around the globe. They have
each written about their own niches, many concentrating on the history of that
niche, whether rock, ice, Alpinism or the bigger ranges. Some have attempted a
look at the future, though understandably, this is difficult to predict without the
mythical ball of crystal.
Each essay by the mountaineer is prefaced by a fine portrait taken by Craig
Richards, and it is quite stunning to turn a page and be faced, for example, by the
perfect teeth and fresh eyes of Kitty Calhoun. There are other, sometimes more
grizzled faces to examine of course, including Messner, Hillary, Cas sin, Heckmair
and, inevitably enough, old 'Boring Chin Snot' himself, batting for er, Britain.
The book, in fact, could be treated as two, one as text and message, and one as
portrait and person. Diemberger the dodgy is there, and it is interesting that his
alone is the only portrait in which the sitter is not looking at the camera. Perhaps
the photographer saw something in Diemberger which settled the choice of
negative to use.
To finish on the photographic theme, a section at the back provides an abbreviated history of the Banff Festival, and is complete with some fascinating photographs, though on a much smaller scale than the main portraits. A glossary is there
for those non-mountaineers who bought the book by accident and stayed to read it.
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It is outwith the scope of this review to dive into the essays in any depth ; there
is much to enjoy and much to think on. Ed Douglas, for example, provides an
interesting alternative social history of climbing in the Thatcher regime, and even
records his appreciation of her (unknowing) help in the advancement of climbing,
when so many unemployment figures were the result of a magic witch's brew rather
than hard facts.
From many a northern gulag climbers poured forth, money in their pockets
courtesy of the Enterprise Allowance Scheme, which paid them £40 a week instead
of the £25 a week unemployment benefit - as long as they claimed to be setting
themselves up in business. One did this for a year then went back to the lower rate
on the dole. (And as an aside if not broadsidc at this destructive period in Britain 's
history, one began to loathe the very word 'Enterprise' so much that it somehow
did not come as any great shock when the unfortunate ferry with the same word in
its name sank leaving harbour.)
This book is a fine achievement, with many of the great within its pages reading
well. There are inspirational stories, as there should be, and cautionary tales too. I'll
finish with a pithy quote from the late Alex Lowe (not a contributor, but quoted by
one); "The best climber in the world is the one having the most fun."
Ken Crocket.

The Wildest Dream, Mallory - His Life and Conflicting Passions:- Peter and
Leni Gillman. (Headline 2000. £18.99, paperback £7.99. IBSN 074727150X).
Peter and Leni Gillman have produced a magnificent portrait of a fascinating
man. Mallory was far from being the one-dimensional character obsessed by
Everest that popular imagination has conjured. In fact, the first two-thirds of the
book are devoted to describing and unravelling the no-less-interesting early years
of George Leigh Mallory's life.
From school at Winchester he went on to Oxford where his intellect, radical
political ideas and good looks led him into the fringes of the Bloomsbury set and
the company of many of those shaping the intellectual life of pre-war Britain. The
activities at the Pen-y-Pass meets hosted by Winthrop Young reveal the boldness
and the athleticism of Mallory which became characteristic of his climbing.
His romantic encounters are described honestly, but sensitively. His whirlwind
courtship and malTiage to Ruth at the outbreak of the Great War and his letters while
serving with the artillery in France show a very poetic and romantic side to this man
of action.
Mallory's adjustment to civilian life as a master at Charterhouse was interrupted
by the call to join the 1922 expedition to Everest, which led inexorably to a
subsequent attempt the following year and the final, fatal 1924 expedition. The
politics and rancour which surrounded these expeditions are set in sharp contrast
to the blend of ambition, romance and duty which drew George back to the world's
highest mountain.
Read this biography, not just for the climbing but also for a vivid image of a part
of British society in the early 20th century and to appreciate an athletic man of ideas
and passions who found his ultimate means of expression in mountaineering.
Rick Alien.
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Editor's reviews
Lionel Terray - Conquistadors ofthe Useless, foreword by David Roberts:(Baton Wicks , 2001. 370pp. , £10.99 paperback) ISBN 1-898573-38-7).
"I have given my whole life to the mountains. Born at the foot of the Alps,
I have been a ski champion, a professional guide, an amateur of the greatest
climbs in the Alps and a member of eight expeditions to the Andes and the
Himalayas. If the word has any meaning at all, I am a mountaineer."
Many of us will recall the opening words of Lionel Terray in his autobiography, Conquistadors of the Useless, first published in France in 1961 as Le
Conquerants de l 'inutile and making its debut in English two years later. Now,
thanks to Ken Wilson and his team at Baton Wicks this central work of
mountaineering literature has been brought to a whole new generation.
Lionel TeLTay was the central figure in post-war climbing in France, an early
repeater of the Alpine north faces and an innovative expeditioner who played
a key role during the first ascents of Annapurna (1950) and Makalu (1955).
TelTay, born in Grenoble in 1921, made his first climbs in 1933 . During the war
he lived in Chamonix and formed a climbing partnership with Gaston Rebuffat.
Following liberation in 1944 he served with the mountain troops for eight
months on the borders of Nazi-occupied Italy.
In 1947, TeLTay partnered Louis Lachenal on the notable second ascent of the
Eiger Nordwand.
Such successes were valued in France after a period of national setbacks and
it was against this background that Maurice Herzog 's Annapurna bid took
place with TeLTay, Rebuffat and Lachenal all involved. This was the first
8000m peak to be climbed but the ascent was bought at great physical cost.
TeLTay continued to pursue the expedition path and trips to Fitzroy, Makulu ,
the Andes, Jannu and Mount Huntington in Alaska followed with Guido
Magnone, Jean Couzy, Jean Franco and others. TeLTay also starred in the film,
Les Etoiles de Midi, which featured the Grand Capucin's east face, a pointer
to the 'Big Wall ' period that was soon to follow. Thus TeLTay seemed at the
centre of every major new initiative of his era. Conquistadors of the Useless
captures the energy of an optimistic world shaking off the restraints of war and
austerity. TeLTay 's death in 1965 in a puzzling climbing accident in the
Vercours robbed mountaineering of one of its most colourful personalities.
This new edition of his book is sure to inspire today's climbers with the
irresistible passion of his mountaineering.
Frank Smythe: The Six Alpine/Himalyan Climbing Books:- (Baton Wicks,
2000, 944pp, £18.99. ISBN 1-898573-37-9).
This latest omnibus edition from the Wilson stable takes its place beside its
forerunners in the genre - H. W. Tilman, Eric Shipton, Kurt Diemberger and John
Muir. One is tempted to say there is nothing new here for a reviewer to talk about
but that is not the case. There is a wealth of new material, essays, maps, photographs
and footnotes which expand and add depth to these well known narratives.
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What will also be of interest to members of this club is Smythe's association with
our predecessors, Bell and MacPhee in particular. "One hot afternoon in July, 1922,
Dr. J. H. B. Bell of Auchtermuchty, Fife and I sat outside the Poste Hotel in the little
town ofKJausen (now called Chiusa) languidly sipping the warm red wine of South
Tirol."
This was prior to a climb on the Langkofel in the Dolomites with our 'editor in
waiting'. Our man's enthusiasm obviously gave Smythe some pause for thought.
"Bell went ahead at a great pace. He is always in good rock climbing form. "In this
particular instance we had not proceeded far before I insisted that we should don
the rope." It seems, that for our subject at least, it was a rather fraught day as the
good Doctor later dislodged a stone which: "Instead of braining me, merely grazed
the back of my head."
In the article in which he climbs with MacPhee the party is likewise not blessed
with success other than that of escaping with their lives.
"At 9.00am, 10th August, 1927, Dr. G. Graham MacPhee and I swung on
weighty rucksacks and stepped out along the dusty road from Courmayeur to the
Val Veni. We were bound fora traverse of Mont Blanc by the Peuterey Ridge from
the Breche des Dames Anglaises. This great traverse, which is one of the longest
climbs in the Alps, had been accomplished for the first time in its entirety by Herren
Obersteiner and Schneider of Graz, Austria but 10 days previously and repeated on
4th August by Herr von Kehl with two Grindelwald guides and a Courmayeur
porter."
Two parties on a major ncw route within 10 days ofthe first ascent. Anyone who
thought the spirit of competition in climbing was something new can think again.
A major storm and retreat ensued which found them reaching the Gamba Hut some
36 hours after starting out. It says much about the times and indeed the manners of
our members that during all this time spent in extremis the only time, "MacPhee was
startled out of his usual equanimity", was when Smythe, complaining about the
weight of the sacks, "to give weight to the assertion seized a large and unnecessary
lump of cheese and hurled it viciously down the slope into the bergschrund".
Macphee, he recalls : "Reproached me bitterly for the deed."
Smythe has often been criticised for being spiritual and over-romantic in his
writings but I would argue that he was a man of his time and should be read as such.
I would also suggest that much of modern mountaineering literature might benefit
from a good sprinkling of these very ingredients.

The Himalayan Journal, Vol. 56, 2000.
A fine selection of writing from sources as di verse as Ed Douglas to George Band
and many points in between.
Douglas 's contribution, The Morality Of Risk has as its focus the moral debate
which followed on from the death of Alison Hargreaves on K2. "A debate which
only this cautious, risk-eliminating, morality-obsessed century would, or could,
entertain."
Mick Fowler recounts an obviously desperate first ascent of Arwa Tower in the
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Garwhal Himalaya with his usual sangfraid. "I hung forlornly in a shallow scoop
of powdery snow. Steve had somehow managed to excavate a better looking ledge
and set about preparing lukewarm baby food. There was a time when I would have
been deeply concerned at the onset of bad weather but years of doing this kind of
thing have changed the old feeling of rising panic to one of resigned acceptance."
The usual expedition reports and other expanded 'expedition ' essays provide an
invaluable resource for those of us with Himalayan ambitions. The one criticism
of this Journal , which seems justified, is the relatively poor quality of the
photographic content. The cover is fine, perhaps even on a par with our own! But
the interior selection is disappointing, especially given the theatre of operation.

Fontainebleau Climbs:-Jo and FrancoiseMontchausse, translated by Sue Harper
(Baton Wicks, 200l. 239pp, ISBN 1-898573-49-2.£ 15 .99.
Whether or not you intend going to 'B leau to climb you should have a look at this
book when you're browsing. It' s a superbly finished full-coloured guide to the area
with quality photographs that wouldn't be out of place in something of the 'coffee
table' genre. The text is also exceIJently worked around diagrams of the various
' routes ' through the forest linking together problems of the same grade and is much ,
much more than the 'move up and left to a sharp finger pocket' variety that we've
become used to.
Here we are given a bit of hi story ; a bit of psychology; a bit of nature study; in
short, the book is interesting as well as informative. That the publishers can produce
this at the price they have is a wonder in itself but I can only assume that they are
helped in this by the size of the potential market. The only problem I forsee is that,
arriving in the forest you may find yourself spending the afternoon drinking wine
atop some sun kissed boulder, engrossed in reading rather than climbing. Problem?
The Climbers Handbook: Garth Hattingh, (New Holland, 157pp, ISBN 1 85974
6748, £21.95).
For those of us of a certain age it can be said that this 'how to do it' is as far
removed from the black and white blandness of that bible of bygone days , Ron
James's Rackface as is e-mail from quill pen.
This large format colour extravaganza, which approaches the coffee table genre
in its lavishness if not in its intention, is blessed by a foreword from Sir Chris
himself, in which, talking of sport climbing, he says: "I believe passionately that
it should be kept off the traditional crags. Bolt protected climbing is a pale imitation
of the real thing, for it is the presence of risk that is the fundamental basis of the
attraction of climbing."
While agreeing entirely with his sentiments, the words Genie and Bottle do tend
to spring to mind. What we have here is not simply a straight-forward ABC of
climbing, and while covering the basics extremely well, it also deals thoughtfully
with matters like the historical dimension, environmental issues and the psychological aspect of the game, all in glorious technicolour - of course. This book is the
latest, and undoubtedly, the finest of its genre and you might argue that at £2l.95
it would have to be.
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Journals of Kindred Clubs
Etchachan Club Journal. No. 21, 2001.
I count myself honoured to have been invited to that inner sanctum of the
Etchachan Club the 'Blue Lamp' pub in Aberdeen. The occasion? Tuesday night
slide show. Why me? I was in Aberdeen in connection with my new role as editor
of the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal and was deemed suitable to sample
the arcane mysteries of 'The Lampie' by long-time member Derek Pyper.
It is said that great and momentous things often happen in smoke-filled rooms
and while the slide show was excellent it was the gathering itself which was
momentous. This small club has a history going back to 1938 which encompasses
such names as Brooker and Patey who were doing the business way back, to the
present when it is Simon Richardson, Guy Robertson, Jason Currie, Pete Benson
and others who are at the cutting edge. And during all that time the monthly pub
night has been, and continues to be, at the centre of things. It is there midst the
ambience of the sticky carpets and the nicotine stained walls that the great climbing
plans of the North East are hatched and, as we know, more often than not brought
to fruition.
Anyone who needs persuading of this need look no farther than an insert in this
issue in which Editor, John Wilson, tells us: "My anonymous collators have
compiled a list of Cairngorm summer and winter routes of the past 25 years that in
some way were significant and involved Etchachan Club members. " The list
stretches from routes like Cumming-Crofton VI,6 in 1977 through White Magic
VII, 7 in 1985 to modem horror shows like Redemption VIII,7 on Lochnagar. That
there are around 30 names on this list, many of which are very much on active
service at the front today, speaks volumes of the health and strength of this club.
In this small 44pp booklet one can find quality articles, some of which I wish I
had had first bite at. I do, however, understand that club loyalty must come first and
anyway, our Treasurer has not yet come to terms with the idea of a slush fund being
made available, in these days of glossy mags and dot commery, to enable me to
bribe prospective contributors.
One such article is Guy Robertson's Against the Grade in which he articulates
what all of us involved in Scottish winter climbing already know, that it is
impossible to grade winter climbing in any meaningful way other than in general
terms. His conclusion that "the Scottish winter grading system should never have
been changed. Its extension and modification has served no other purpose than to
open up a useless Pandora's Box of futile and meaningless comparisons between
our own routes and those of our counterparts in other countries", will no doubt
attract comment, perhaps even from our own New Routes Editor who Robertson
has elevated in the social scale by dubbing him "Sir Andrew Nisbet the 8th
(Grade)". Sir Andrew is, it has to be said, also a prolific member of the Etchachan
Club.
Simon Richardson makes An Admission. Recounting an early winter repeat of
the Cumming-Crofton with Robin Clothier in 1986 when , finishing rather later than
expected he noticed a lone figure waving from a distance as they topped out on the
plateau. Some weeks later he was visiting Aberdeen when he too was taken into the
inner sanctum, this time by Rick Allen of Everest. It was, however, as he tells us,
"before the Blue Lamp days and the meeting was held somewhere in the University.
Chris Forrest was showing slides of his solo ascent on Mandarin Buttress and when
showing one taken of the Mitre Ridge after topping out from his climb, he pointed
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to two little black dots silhouetted on the crest: 'Look at those guys on the
Cumming-Crofton. They were really slow and it was getting late. Does anybody
know who they were? ' Fifteen years on, I guess it' s time to own up."
This is an excellent wee journal, it does the Etchachan Club proud and is well
worth the price of a pint that it would cost you to buy from John Wilson, 34
Charleston Way, Cove Bay, Aberdeen, AB 12 3FA.
Charlie Orr.

American Alpine Journal, Vo/. 42, 2000.
This journal is always the snapshot of contemporary climbing. Its summary of
climbs and the comments surrounding them is like an annual blood-pressure check
of world-wide climbing. From reading this year's journal, the formula for worldclass climbing is simple - find a big, snowy rock tower and climb it in fine alpine
style. That encapsulates most of the featured routes, which in turn encapsulate
climbing in 1999/2000. The style, challenge and excitement seems to be identical
whether one climbs in Alaska, the Trango Glacier, Patagonia or Greenland. If you
are interested in this style of climbing, the articles here provide an excellent
overview of what you are getting into.
But the lead article outlines the most bold style of all, Thomas Humar soling the
gigantic south face ofDhaulagiri. Many small teams wouldn't consider such a direct
line, but he did it, although with a traverse off the face to clear a rock band and then
back on again. It must have been the lucky shoe from his infant son that he calTied .
Reflecting an issue of current debate, heexited the face 150m below the summit, but
elected to descend immediately rather than tick the top. As he says in an interview:
"The summit would have been the cherry on the cake. And also in the end, the face
or the summit is not so important. The main goal is coming back home and dreaming
on."

I'll bet he didn ' t get the T-shirt either. I find it reassuring when such standard
setters stress the importance of coming back alive taking precedence over the
summit at any cost.
This leads to another interesting article, the impact of using supplemental oxygen
on whether one survives the descent of Everest or K2 after summiting. Again, the
issue is safety and surviving, rather than style. The answer is that it does make a
difference. For Everest, 3% of climbers die on the descent if using supplemental
oxygen , but 8.3% of those who do not use it. On K2 the difference is worse. Ofteams
who used supplemental oxygen, there are no deaths. But teams who did not use
supplemental oxygen, one-third have at least one death! As Humar said: "The main
goal is coming back home and dreaming on."
There were two good innovations in this year's AAJ. First, all main articles now
have a photo of the author. A small change, but it is nice to know what some of the
leading climbers look like, and how young some of them look.
The second is an article which contains three views of commercialisation and
modern climbing. The problem is how to fund your climbing trips, or just your
climbing. With a growing outdoor equipment supply industry and higher costs of
climbing - should one be poor and suffer or take the gear and write the articles? The
Internet, in particular, has brought about a new dimension of expedition reporting
and sponsorship. The article brings together several views on this issue. And you
thought the hard choice was whether to tick the summit or not!
That's the AAJ and that is climbing in 2000.
Rob Milne.
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Perth Mountaineering Club - Millennium Journal, March 2000
This journal, produced in recognition of the significance of the millennium,
records something of the Perth Mountaineering Club members ' individual , and
joint, experience in the mountains since the club began. The Club proper originated
in 1929, when an offshoot of the Edinburgh JMCS was formed that developed into
the Perth Section of the JMCS, aka the Perth Mountaineering Club. However, Robin
Campbell (yes, the same) in his article, Salix Herbacea Floreat!, argues that its
origins could be considered to go back as far as 1875 and the Mountaineering
Section of the Perthshire Society for Natural Science. (Typically, Campbell's
imagination appears to have been captured by the arcane office-bearers and rituals
of this group, attributes that, unfortunately, do not appear to have been passed to their
descendants in the PMC. Oh, to meet a Cairn Master and Bard at the top of a hill!)
The PMC proper includes some distinguished names in its history, with Alistair
Cram being a found ing member. Chris Rudie, another founder, died as recently as
1999, severing a remarkable link of70 years to the beginnings of the Club. An Easter
1930 photo of a group outside the CIC shows many of the Club's founders. A hardy
bunch of rogues they look, dressed in motley clothing that must have added
considerably to the challenge of winter climbing on the Ben.
The first few articles reminisce on the late 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, back to the
days when the Scottish hills were farther away and harder to get to, when a bus was
the most common mode of transport as well as an important element in the social
fabric of a weekend. Donald McIntyre, distinguished member of both PMC and
SMC, recalls days spent just after the end of the Second World War with other wellkent names, including Dunn, McKenzie, Mun'ay, Parish and Slesser. Photos of cars
outside an intact DeITY Lodge in the 1960s, and one of the legendary Bob Scott
enjoying a PMC meet in the Lodge, will stir memories of many elder mountaineers.
The Journal includes articles on Scandinavian ski-tours, the pleasures of the
Donegal hills, an attempt (regrettably failed) on Aconcagua by Grahame and Mel
Nicoll , but in the main is of club days spent on the Scottish hills. Through all the
articles the enjoyment and companionship the writers feel for the mountains and
their fellow club members is obvious. There are also more general articles , am using
fictio ns (one of which had your reviewer's fingertips sweating until he realised he
had been fooled) and for a journal of this size quite a large number of poems (of
which Tom Rix in particular contributed many). Women are quite well-represented,
with the Club President, all the editors and many of the contributors being female
(all states of affairs we in the 'senior' club seem to be quite some way off).
PMC members will buy this journal to read things written by and of friends , but
the difficult thing for publications such as this, where the events described are
relatively low key, is making it interesting for non-members. Not for them accounts
of near-death experience - or worse - high on some Himalayan peak, or of bold
ascents of difficult routes, where producing interesting matter is so much more
easily achieved. No, they have as raw material events similar to those experienced
by the vast bulk of would-be purchasers. This makes it easier perhaps to gain a
reader's attention, but harder to keep it. All in all , I think the PMC have done a
reasonable job. Club members will definitely get the most out of it, but other readers
will also find something to interest them. However, for a club where only half the
membership still works full-time, it might be considered only natural that it is
probably the more mature reader who will find most.
Bob Duncan.
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Also Received
The Enchanted Mountains: A Quest in the Pyrenees:- Robin Fedden, (The Ernest
Press, 2000, 142pp, hardback, £15.99, ISBN-O 948153555).
This is a reprint which, as the author's preface tells us, "is not primarily about
mountaineering" , perhaps owing more to the 'travel ' genre. Combining three journeys through the Spanish Pyrenees from 1953-1957, it looks at the people and places
as well as 'The Enchanted Mountains' themselves and portrays mountain life at a
slower and more reflective pace than the present.
On the Trail of Queen Victoria in the Highlands:- Ian R. Mitchell, (Luath Press,
2000, 138pp, paperback, £7.99, ISBN -0 946487790).
This book was commissioned as one of the Luath Press 'On The Trail Of' series and,
had it remained as simply that, I have no doubt it would appeal to the market at which
it is aimed, having good maps and route descriptions of the various walks/climbs it
describes, as well as the added historical element.
However, as one comes to expect when reading Mr Mitchell ' s work, his readers are
asked to wade through the 'Marxist' baggage he insists on carrying around with him,
beliefs which perhaps have their genesis in well structured ideas like: "In my youth
I dreamed of leading Red Army detachments against counter revolutionaries in Upper
Deeside."
This has the tendency to leave one somewhat irritated to say the least. Add to this
the fact that he chooses throughout the book to refer to his subject as ' Villi ' . "I have
adopted a pet name for Victoria in this work," and the irritation moves on to a new
level. One doesn ' t have to be, as Mr Mitchell suggests, a monarchist to be annoyed
by this , only to have some pretension, however modest, to being a grown-up.
Trekking and Climbing in Nepal:- Steve Razzetti, (New Holland, 2000, 176pp,
paperback, £13.99, ISBN -1859744095).
The author has been travelling in Nepal, exploring and leading commercial
expeditions for the last 15 years. He has produced here a book of25 'Adventure Treks '
in the area which is a ' must have' for anyone considering a trip to the region. Not only
are the treks mapped and discussed in great detail, there is also a wealth of information
historical, cultural and technical within its pages. The many excellent colour photographs add to its attraction and give the prospective traveller, or indeed the armchair
reader, a valuable insight into this superb environment. The fact that Victor Saunders,
internationally respected climber, Alpine guide and past winner of the BoardmanTasker prize has acted as climbing consultant on the book serves to enhance its
authority.
The Sheilings and Drove Ways of Loch Lomondside:- John Mitchell. (John
Jamieson Munro Trust, 2000, 31pp, paperback, £2.95.
This booklet looks at the history of the cattle drovers around Drymen and the Loch
Lomond area. Black and white photographs enhance an interesting text. Available
from Sheila Miller, Stirling Council Library Service, Borrowmeadow Road, Stirling
FK77TN.
Loch Lomondside:- John Mitchell. (Harper Collins, 2001, paperback, 214pp, ISBN
000220146 1, £19.99)
The most recent title in the 'New Naturalist' series describing in great detail the
topography and economic development of Loch Lomondside, including forestry,
agriculture, water storage and supply, but above all, its natural history and the long
struggle for the conservation of the area' s wild places.
Morning light on Shivling with Meru behind all the right, Garhwal Himalaya, India. Photo: Tom Prentice.
Castleton Tower (right) and the rectory with the Lasal mountains behind - Moab, Utah. Photo: Tom
Prentice.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS
Articles for the Journal should be submitted before the end of January for consideration for
the following issue. Lengthy contributions are preferably typed, double-spaced, on one side
only, and with ample margins (minimum 30mm). Articles may be accepted on floppy disk,
IBM compatible (contact Editor beforehand), or bye-mail. The Editor welcomes material
from both members and non-mcmbers, with priority being given to articles of Scottish
Mountaineering content. Photographs are also welcome, and should be good quality colour
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Copyright.Textual matter appearing in the Miscellaneous section of the Journal, including
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Casper Venter approachillg the SUlIlIllit of Nil Kalllh
in/he background. Photo: Andy Nisbet.
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BADRALLACH
B & B , BOTHY, COTTAGE AND CAMP SITE,
DUNDONNELL

Open all year for holidays, weekend breaks, seasonal fe stivities, etc. Badrallach is located 7 miles along a
single track road off the A832, I mile east of Dundonnell - on the shore of Little Loch Broom.
The Bothy is a basic but cosy and clean "Stone tent". with a peat stove, gas lights, gallery and raised sleeping
platforms. A sink, showers and WC' s. with plenty of hot water, are available in an adj acent purpose built
building. Sleeps 9- 12 persons. gro ups & individuals welcome. £3.00 /personlnight.
The Cottage is a beautifully restored croft luxuriously appointed overlooking An Teallach, with peat stove,
crisp linen sheets and gas lighting. Sleeps 4-5 persons. S.T.B. grading 4 star self catering. £ 120-£275/week.
The Campsite is a small peacefu l fami ly run loch shore site with only 12 tent pitches (and 3 caravans by
prior booking onl y). Plenty of hot water and magnificent views. £3 per person per night.
B & B in the Old Byre £15 per person/night. En-suite, peat stove and gas lights
Mountain bikes alld a clinker-built Shetland boat available for hire.
SCOTTISH
NATURAL
Contact Mr & Mrs Stott, Croft 9, Badrallach, Dundonnell,
HERITAGE

Ross-shire, IV23 2QP SCOTLAND. Tel: 01854 633281 .

e-mail : michael-stott2 @v irg in-net. Webs ite: www.badrallach.com
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NETHY HOUSE

PhonelFax: 01479821370

E-mail: info @nethyhollse.com

Excellent value group accommodation 11 mi les from Aviemore.
This large, centrally-heated house, with bunk bedrooms sleeping 6 or less allows
complete flexi bility, whether you are a cl ub, fliends or group of fami lies who enj oy being
together as a group. We have a res idents' bar, games room, drying room; TVs; video
player and lecture faci li ties. All local activities including; hi ll-walki ng, climbing, skiing,
ridi ng, watersports, and environmen tal studies. Catered or self-catered 15-85.
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NEW GUIDES
The SPEYSIDE WAY
65 mil es of glori ous scenery
from Spey Bay to Av iemore.
Harveys mapping

Cicerone

www.cicerone.co.uk
Tel: 01539 562069
Fax: 01539563417

new in Autumn 2001

MADEIRA Walking Guide
HILLWALKERS' HANDBOOK

info@cicerone.demon.co.uk

NEW EDITIONS:
WALKS & CLIMBS in the PYRENEES
CHAMONIX-ZERMAIT Haute route
ROCK CLIMBS in MALLORCA
CAIRNGORMS - Winter Climbs
FRENCH ALPS GR5
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Red Squirrel
Call1psite
20 acres by the
River Coe

£4.50 each person per night.
Tents, caravanettes etc. welcome.
£3.50 for site away from the Red Squirrel for
large groups of 20-plus, motor bikes, clubs,
Scouts etc.
Grid Re/: N.N.116577. TEL: 01855811256.

LEACANTUIM FARM BUNKHOUSES

Unit sleeps 24 - £6.50 per person/night
Unit sleeps 20 - £7.50 per person/night
Unit sleeps 12 - £7.50 per person/night
Weekly rates - £48

Showers H & C, etc.
For more details: SAE to Macoll, Leacantuim, Glen Coe,
PH494HX
Tel: 01855811256
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BRAEMAR
MOUNTAIN SPORTS
Retail Shops & Mail Order Sales
Nordic Ski Hire (Track & Mountain)
Instruction & Courses
Mountain Bike Hire
Please phone for mail order catalogue
INVERCAULD ROAD, BRAEMAR, AB35 5YP
Tel : (013397) 41242

or
CAIRNGORM MOUNTAIN SPORTS
SKI ROAD , INVERDRUIE, AVIEMORE , PH22 1QU
Tel: (01479) 810729

e-mail: braemar@freeheeldirect.com
web-site: www.freeheeldirect.com

AITE CRUINNICHIDH Roy Bridge
near Fort William

Warm, Comfortable, friendly
Country hostel in converted
barn, set in stunning scenery,
near Roy Bridge. Ideal location
for walking and climbing
(Creag Meagaidh, Ben Nevis),
canoeing and mountain biking.

Sleeps 32 in bunk beds (rooms : 1 x 6,1 x 2, 5 x 4), family room en-suite.
• Bedding supplied • Self-catering • Hot showers • Drying room • Sauna
• Lecture/Seminar room· Garden· Darkroom • £8 p.p.p. n all inclusive.
Individuals and groups welcome. For block bookings and group discounts,
Contact Gavin or Nicola Hogg. Tel: 01397 712315. Fax:01399912013
E-mail: info@highlandbunkhouses.co.uk· Web: www.highlandbunkhouses.co.uk

1 Achluachrach, by Roy Bridge, Inverness-shire, PH31 4A W
Situated 2 miles east of Roy Bridge on A86 opposite the Glen Spean
Lodge Hotel. Grid Ref. 301811 (OS 'Sheet 41).
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Alltonside Guest House
Achintore Road, Fort WiIliam, Inverness-shire, Scotland, PH33 6RW.
TelfFax: 01397 703542 e-mail; ALLTONSIDE@aol.com
Alltonside is a modern 3-star guest house
situated just over a mile from Fort William. It
commands a fabu lous view over Loch Linnhe
and the hill s beyond.
Fort Willi am nestles at the foot of Ben Nevis
and is an idea l base for touring the Island s and
High land s. For the outdoor enthusiast there
are two ski centres, routes for cyc li sts, walkers and climbers. We at Alltonside offer you
a comfortable and friendly stay.
Each room is kept to a high standard and has en-suite facilities, television and full central
heating. We also have a drying room available for guests' use and private parking. We have ix
en-suite rooms and can take a maxim um of 15 people. Full Scottish breakfast is included in the
price and guests ca n enjoy the superb loch view from the dining room. Special diets can also
be catered for. Collection from the bus/train station is usuall y avail abl e by prior arrangement.

Prices range from £15 to £25.
To reserve accommodation please check availability by one of the following methods.
Contact name - Mrs E. Allton. Tel: 01397703542 Fax: 01397 703542
e-mail: ALLTONSIDE @ao\.com
Rooms can then be secured by either a deposit of £20 or a credit card number.

Independent Backpackers Hostels
Scotland (lBHS)
There are more than 90 (IBHS) privately-owned hostels throughout Scotland.
All have full kitchen facilities and showers etc., and are inspected annually to
comply with IBHS standards. Free detailed list from Pete Thomas, Croft
Bunkhouse and Bothies, Portnalong, Isle of Skye, IV478SL.

TellFax 01478 640254. e-mail: skyehostel@lineone.net
www.skye-hostelsco.uk

Station Lodge llIlloch
GRID REF: NN355802

os SHEET 41 BEN NEVIS

SLEEPING TWENTY FOUR PEOPLE, GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS
Logfires, Showers, Self-catering or Hom e Cooking
CREAG MEAGAIDH, L OCH TREIG, GREY CORRIES, M ONADHLl ATH R ANGE, LoCH LAGGAN,
BEN NEVI S, GLEN COE

(CLIMBERS AND WALKERS WELCOME)
TULLOCH, ROY BRIDGE, INVERNESS-SHIRE PH31 4AR
Write, TeIlFax: 01397 732333
e-mail: info @stationlodge.co.uk • www.stationlodge.co.uk
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IScottish Rockl
Rock & Scrambling Courses

GaryLatter
Kinalty Cottage, By Kirriemuir,
Angus, 008 5LY
Tel: 01575 530308
www.scottishrock.co.uk
gary @ scottishrock.sol.co. uk
SCOTPACKERS
ULLA POOL TOURIST HOSTEL
WEST HOUSE
Friendly staff,

11.0

curfew. Open all year.

Hostel Facilities ' Full central heating · Open fire in lounge · Free hot
showers ' Private double and twin rooms avai lable ' Free sleep sheets '
Fully equipped kitchen ' Fully-equipped laundry

Bunks £8.50 and £9.25 per PPN
Double Rooms £12.50 per PPN (Breakfast not included)
West House, West Argyle Street, Ullapool ,
Ross-shire IV26 2TY FaxfTel: 01854613126
www.scotpackers-hostels.co.uk

SCOTPACKERS
SPEYSIDE BACKPACKERS
The Stopover, Grantown-on-Spey
Great Ieocation for' Running · Skiing · Climbing · Walking
Mou ntain biki ng · Canoeing · Fishing · Bird watch ing
Hostel Facilities ' Full central heating · Open fire in lounge ' Free hot showers ' Pri vate double
and twin rooms available ' Free sleep sheets ' Full y equipped kitchen' Fu lly-equipped laundry
Bunks £9.50 per P P N. Twin R oom s £1 0.50 p er PPN. Double £11.50 p er PPN.
For further information & bookings, please contact:
The Stopover, 16 The Square, Grantown-on-Spey, Morayshire PH26 3HQ
Tel: (01479) 873514 Check out our website on www.scotpackers-hostels.co.uk
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Blackwater Hostel
near Glen Coe, Fort William
40 bedded bunkhouse, 4 twin, 8x4 person rooms. All en-suite.
30 pitch campsite with toilet block, showers,
covered cooking area and drying room.
Open All Year Around.
Blackwater Hostel, Kinlochleven Tel: 01855 831253/402
e-mail: blackwater@virgin.net • www.black.water.co.uk
SAIL, CLIMB &
EXPLORE THE
REMOTE ISLANDS
OFF THE WEST
COAST OF
SCOTLAND FROM
CELTIC SPIRIT-

Stronlossit Hotel
Roybridge, by Fort William
Inverness-shire, PH31 4AG,
Tel: (01397) 712253
Fax: 712641

A BEAUTIFUL 36' YACHT
Sam Brooke, PO Box 10030,

En-suite accommodation.
Everyone welcome.
Real Ales. Bar Meals.
Open All Day.

Aberdeen AB32 6GL
Tel: 07775953252
e·mail: sam@celtic-spirit.demon.co.uk
www.celtic-s irit.demon.co.uk

SMCWEBSITE
The SMC has a Virtual side that you may wish to
explore! Four years ago we launched our web site at
www.smc.org.uk, and since its modest beginnings it
has grown to become one of the most respected
mountaineering internet sites. Here you will find all
our publications (and buy them if you wish), huts,
book news, a complete (compleat!) list of Munroists,
hillwalking pages, interactive bulletin board, continually updated links, the W. H. Murray Literary
Prize page (with winning article on-line) and a fast
and powerful all-site search engine. All this and
more at www.smc.org.uk
Xl!

Munrocards

....................
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By Jim Renny A.R.P.S.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collecting Munros?
Why not collect MUNROCARDS?
A unique combination of Photograph and detailed Map
Laminated
Robust and Flexible
Impervious to water
Can be taken on the hill and used over and over again

MUNROCARDS are available from the following TISO outlets:
• Tiso - Edinburgh, Rose Street.
• Tiso - Dundee, Whitehall Street.
• Tiso - Edinburgh, Commercial Street. • Tiso - Aberdeen, Netherkirkgate.
• Tiso - Glasgow , Buchanan Street.
• Tiso - Inverness, High Street.

Also available via Website: www.munrocards.com
e-mail : j.renny@munrocards.com
Or contact me: Tel: 01577840125
COME CLIMBING WITH

4DURRAY HAMILTON
Mountain Guide
Personal guiding
Summer and Winter in the sunny French Alps

•• Rock/Snow and Ice C limbing
Great Classics/Hidden Gems/SPA
•• Al pine Ambitions?
Introductory Courses/B ig PeaksINonh Walls
•• G rea ter Ranges
HimalayalSouth America/Africa and morc
•• ClublSlide Lectures - many exc iting stories

Rock Climbing
Icefall Climbing
Alpine Routes
Ski Mountaineering
Brochure and bookings :
Le Pey, Les Vigneaux 05120 France
TellFax: (00 33) 4 92 2308 56
e-mai l: murray. hamilton@wanadoo.fr
http://www.propeller.net/murray

DON'T TALK ABOUT IT - GET IT DONE

Outdoor Odyssey, Strone Cottages,
. h..
Dores, In vemess·shire IV2 6TR
~'V \
TellFax: 01463 751230
e- mail : smiler@outdoor-odyssey.co.uk g!~~
www.outdoor-odyssey.co. uk
(;1[10(5
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Cuil/;n Guides
Mountaineering alld Mllnro Specialists Since 1972

0

scotlana

Specialists in Walking Holidays and
Outdoor Activities since 1984.

• Mountaineering courses and private
guiding summer and wi nter
• Skye and UK wide
• Munro bagging
• Classic climbs
• Cuillin Ridge Traverse
• Many other courses available
E-mail: cuillinguide@lineone.net
Brochures: Gerry Akroyd, Stac Lee,
Glenbrittle, Skye, Invern ess-shi re , IV47 8TA
Tel : 01478 640289
www.cuillin-guides.co.uk

• Small groups and friendly, qualified staff
• All ages and abilities
• Island Exploration to Classic Mountaineering

Let's remove the hassle of getting you to those
places you've always wanted to explore ..

For your FREE brochure,
Phone: 01786445703 (24hrs)
e-mail: info@cndoscotland.com
or visit our website
www.cndoscotland.com
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GO FOR A VIRTUAL WALK ON OUR MUNROS CD
Version 1.1

The Definitive CO"ROM

- many Improved features

Glorious full-screen photographs

TheMunros

Wildlife in sounds and pictures

.tj.. Sit back and enjoy it!
WITH the SMC Munros CD you can: Record your real walks. Relive great
days on the hills. Read about the history of hill walking, avoid an avalanche,
hear a stag roar. Plan tomorrow's trip and print out the route and map.
Strap yourself into the armchair and take a fast flight over the Bens and
Glens. This updated CD maintains its position as the best on the market.
Available in all good shops, mail order (Tel. 01389 756994), or through
our website - www.smc.org.uk/cdrom.htm
Minimum specs. (PC-only) are a P166, Win 95,98 or NT, 32Mb RAM,
20Mb hard disk space, 4-speed or better CD-ROM drive.
The best is yours for £40.
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Carstensz Pyramid, Papua New Guinea, from the peak of Punjack Jaya. Photo: Brian Davison.
Stephen Koch climbing with his snowboard on Carstensz Pyramid. Photo: Brian Davison.
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THE GREAT OUTDOOR SPECIALIST

Aberdeen. 26 Netherkirkgate. Ayr. 228 High Street. Belfast. 12·14 Corn market.
Dundee. 22-24 Whitehall Street. Edinburgh. Rose Street Precinct.
Glasgow. 129 Buchanan Street & Tiso outdoor Experience, Kyle Street.
Inverness. 41 High Street. Leith. 41 Commercial Street.
L-Derry. 2-4 Carlisle Road. Stirling. The Thistle Centre.
www . tlso.c:o.uk

nelliifPOif

your all season
all adventure sup~iier
At Nevisport, you'll find the greatest choice of
outdoor and travel clothing and e qUlpment
.
at
t he best p rlces.
.

0 n top of,un b eatable service

and expert ad vice
' from friendly outdoor
enthusiasts with genulne
. experience. .

~~

